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GREETING
It’s a pleasure to observe ForWind’s continued growth and development. Since its formation in 2003 it has enhanced its profile and output rapidly and has become one of the leading institutions of the national and international wind energy research sector. Over the years ForWind has developed a keen eye for the specific needs of
the European wind energy industry. This reputation was again confirmed in 2010 as the busy, creative and vital
research center once again could look back to a highly successful year.
To name just two examples: Prof. Dr. Joachim Peinke, founding member and Board Member of ForWind, was elected
as vice-chairman of the European Academy of Wind Energy (EAWE) in Trondheim. As EAWE was established to
formulate and execute joint R&D projects, this marks another important step forward for ForWind in its effort to
extend its research networks. Furthermore, EAWE coordinates high quality scientific research and education on
wind energy on a European level. With the appointment of Prof. Dr. Martin Kühn to the endowed professorship of
Wind Energy Systems, ForWind welcomes one of the leading experts in the field offshore research into its ranks.
The arrival of Prof. Dr. Kühn is a superb opportunity for the research center to further enhance its attractive and
broad research profile. With its 2010 top level personnel decisions ForWind vividly demonstrates a desire to stay at
the leading edge of wind energy research and that its dedication to research excellence remains as strong as ever.
The offshore wind energy technology is one of the fastest growing sectors in the wind energy industry. In 2010 the
European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) announced that 308 new offshore wind turbines, worth approximately
€2.6 billion, were fully grid connected between 1st of January and 31th of December, representing a total capacity
of 883 MW – a remarkable 51% increase compared to the previous year. EWEA’s aim is to have 40 GW offshore
wind parks installed by 2020 in the EU, implying an average annual market growth of 28% for the upcoming 12
years. Despite these positive facts, offshore wind energy has to face tremendous challenges. The technology, for
example, must be reliable and competitive on an international level. A Europe-wide offshore electricity grid must
be put in place to bring power from where the wind is blowing offshore to where the electricity is consumed. A lot
of research still has to be done to face these challenges. ForWind is in an excellent position to provide leadership
to these research efforts and face the challenges of the near future.
Reading the abstracts of ForWind’s research activities carried out in 2010 leads to the conclusion that virtually all
research is connected with the needs of the offshore sector. Combined with its national and international research
networks, ForWind strengthened its position as an excellent research institute for wind energy, not only in Germany
but also on a world wide scale.

Dr. h.c. Ir. Jos Beurskens
Chairman of the ForWind Scientific Advisory Board
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PREFACE
In the year 2010 ForWind could increase its number of members by 5 and by this enlarge its fields of research in
the area of wind energy even further. The cooperation of the Universities of Bremen, Hannover and Oldenburg in
the area of wind energy leads to the benefit that ForWind now covers a wide range of wind energy competences
including the energy transformation process, wind resource, rotor, gear, generator, power electronics, electrical
grid, support structures, offshore and onshore operation and last but not least environmental influences.
In ForWind’s board changes took place. After 7 years Dr. D. Heinemann offered his seat on the board and Prof. Dr.
M. Kühn, who left the University of Stuttgart in 2010 to join the University of Oldenburg, was appointed to become
his successor on the board. Sincere thanks are given to Dr. Heinemann for his constructive cooperation on the
board and his contributions to the foundation and the growing-up of ForWind. We are looking forward to continue
working closely together with him in future research and education projects.
In the 2010 rotational election of the chairmanship of the board Prof. B. Orlik and Prof. R. Rolfes have been elected
as chairman and vice chairman for the next two years. Our special thanks go to the previous chairman Prof. J. Peinke
for his great efforts in expanding ForWind and setting up the close cooperation with the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft.
In fall 2010 the ForWind board and the directory board of the Fraunhofer Institute for Wind Energy and Energy
System Technology (IWES) started first activities to establish a close collaboration between the two institutions in
a common “research alliance wind energy” and to carry out common research initiatives in order to strengthen the
wind energy in Germany and Europe.
We are grateful to the State of Lower Saxony for its continuous support. This forms the basis to develop new
research aspects leading to further applied projects and developments with partners from industry. The successive
developments of joint research projects with industrial partners are mainly financed by the Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety or directly through industrial cooperation as documented
in this report.
The installation of a high-performance computer cluster for calculation of highly complex aerodynamic flow
processes or modeling of large entities of wind turbines at Oldenburg University is an important enrichment of
ForWind’s R&D infrastructure and we are very grateful to the Federal Environment Ministry for its financial support.
We would like to thank all ForWind personnel for their commitment to the center and their outstanding contributions to its success, our business and research partners for many fruitful collaborations, and the members of
ForWind’s advisory board for their always stimulating work.

						
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Bernd Orlik						
Academic Speaker							

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Raimund Rolfes
Deputy Speaker
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FORWIND – CENTER FOR WIND ENERGY RESEARCH

The Organization
ForWind, the Center for Wind Energy Research of the Universities of Oldenburg,
Hannover, and Bremen combines scientific
know-how with research geared towards
the industry. ForWind bundles the competencies of the three universities and is an
adept industry contact. The administrative
office of ForWind is located in Oldenburg.

ForWind was founded in 2003 through the
support of the Ministry for Science and
Culture of Lower Saxony.
Since 2006, a formal agreement of the
Universities of Oldenburg and Hannover
exists to form a corporate research center
as a joint institution. The University of

Bremen joined in 2009. What continues to
make ForWind unique in Germany is that
it is a university research center serving to
pass along its broad spectrum of expertise to the industry by way of cooperating
projects. Within the industry, ForWind has
established itself as a competent research
partner.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Bernd Orlik

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Raimund Rolfes

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gert Goch,

Prof. Dr. Martin Kühn,

Prof. Dr. Joachim Peinke

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Schaumann

Executive Board
ForWind is led by a six member executive
board consisting of two members of the
Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg,
the Leibniz Universität Hannover and the
Universität Bremen respectively. All members have equal authority.

The current executive board is made up of
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Bernd Orlik
(Academic Speaker),
Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Raimund Rolfes
(Deputy Speaker),

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gert Goch,
Prof. Dr. Martin Kühn,
Prof. Dr. Joachim Peinke,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Schaumann.
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Advisory Board
Chairman:
Beurskens, Jos, Dr. h.c.
Energy research Centre of the Netherlands
(ECN)

Members:
Hermsmeier, Jörg, Dr.-Ing.
EWE Aktiengesellschaft
Meier, Klaus, Dr.
wpd AG
Nachbaur, Karin, Dr.
The Senator for Education and Science of
Bremen
Schroeder, Hans, Dr.-Ing.
Ministry for Science and Culture of Lower
Saxony
Schubert, Matthias
REpower Systems AG
Ritterbach, Benedikt, Dr.-Ing.
Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung GmbH
Tworuschka, Hartmut, Dr.-Ing.
HOCHTIEF Construction AG
Weigel, Lars
SGL Rotec GmbH & Co. KG

Guests:
Drechsler, Rolf, Prof. Dr.
University of Bremen
Hulek, Klaus, Prof. Dr.
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Simon, Babette, Prof. Dr.
Carl von Ossietzky Universität
Oldenburg

Research Institutes
The following institutes and research
groups belonging to the Universities of
Oldenburg, Hannover and Bremen are active in ForWind:
- Bremen Institute for Metrology,
Automation and Quality Science
(BIMAQ), University of Bremen,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gert Goch
- Department of Computing Science,
Environmental Informatics,
University of Oldenburg,
Prof. Dr. Michael Sonnenschein
- Franzius Institute of Hydraulics,
Waterways and Coastal Engineering,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Torsten Schlurmann
- Institute of Building Materials Science,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Ludger Lohaus
- Institute of Concrete Construction,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Grünberg
- Institute for Drive Systems and Power
Electronics,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Axel Mertens and
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Bernd Ponick
- Institute for Electrical Drives, Power
Electronics and Devices (IALB),
University of Bremen,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Bernd Orlik and
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Nando Kaminski
- Institute of Electric Power Systems,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Lutz Hofmann
- Institute of Fluid Mechanics and
Environmental Physics in Civil
Engineering,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr. Insa Neuweiler
- Institute for Integrated Product
Development, University of Bremen.
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Klaus-Dieter Thoben

- Institute of Machine Elements and
Engineering Design,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gerhard Poll
- Institute of Physics,
AG Energy Meteorology,
University of Oldenburg,
Dr. Detlev Heinemann
- Institute of Physics,
AG Marine Physics,
University of Oldenburg,
Dr. Rainer Reuter
- Institute of Physics, AG Turbulence,
Wind Energy and Stochastics – TWIST,
University of Oldenburg,
Prof. Dr. Joachim Peinke
- Institute of Physics,
AG Wind Energy Systems – WE-Sys,
University of Oldenburg,
Prof. Dr. Martin Kühn
- Institute for Steel Construction,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Schaumann
- Institute of Soil Mechanics, Foundation
Engineering and Waterpower
Engineering,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Martin Achmus
- Institute for Structural Analysis,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Raimund Rolfes
- Institute of Turbomachinery and Fluid
Dynamics-TFD,
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jörg Seume

Associated Members of ForWind:
Endowed Chair of Wind Energy (SWE),
Universität Stuttgart,
Prof. Dr. Martin Kühn
Institute of Machine Elements and
Machine Design,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Berthold Schlecht
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WIND AS A RESOURCE

WAUDIT – Wind Resource Assessment Audit
and Standardization

Introduction

of wind assessment methodologies: from
remote sensing with LIDAR technology, to
physical modeling with wind tunnels and
numerical modeling with mesoscale models
and CFD of ABL flows over hills, forests,
offshore and with wind turbines.

WAUDIT Initial Training Network is a
Marie-Curie action funded under the FP7People program and composed of 13 members and 17 associated partners. The objective of WAUDIT is the generation of a pool
of researchers, in the field of wind resource
assessment, in order to support the technological development of wind energy as one
of the fastest growing industries worldwide.
To this end, the network hosts 18 PhD candidates in order to cover a wide spectrum

At training level, WAUDIT aims at providing the best working environment for early
stage researchers. The training activities are
carried out under the umbrella of the European Academy of Wind Energy (EAWE) in
the organization of PhD seminars, schools
and conferences. A hierarchy of courses,
from a general context to specialized modules, on all the multidisciplinary aspects of
wind energy provides the best training for
the development of a successful research

Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg,
Institute of Physics,
Erika Dautz, Fatima Keshtova

career in this very dynamic field. The Wind
Energy Schools organized by EAWE for
all PhD researchers in their first years try
to cover all wind energy related topics to
provide a general background in this topic.
The first school was hosted at CENER in
May 2010 in Pamplona (Spain) and covered introductory aspects of wind energy.
The focus of the second school, which took
place at the von Karman Institute for Fluid
Dynamics (VKI) in Brussels (Belgium) in
February 2011, was on wind turbine and
wind farm design, as well as scientific writing and presentation techniques, and part of
the school specialized on aspects of meteorology and wind resource assessment. Another highlight in the program was an excursion to the Estinnes wind farm (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: The participants of the 2nd WAUDIT school in front of an Enercon wind turbine in the Estinnes wind park (Belgium)
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The third and final School of this series is
dedicated to economical and environmental aspects and to entrepreneurship and
project development. This School will be
in October 2011 at the Technical University Delft in the Netherlands.
The association of the fellows to industrial
partners will allow a direct exchange of
knowledge which will culminate, in most
of the cases, with internships for demonstration exercises, where each fellow will
test the feasibility and potential of the tools
developed during each project.
ForWind and Carl von Ossietzky University
Oldenburg are represented by the two PhD
students Fatima Keshtova and Erika Dautz,
who are recruited within the work packages
“Simulation of stochastic wind field” and
“Offshore Meteorology”, respectively.

Project description
Work package “Offshore Meteorology”
The limited knowledge about the marine
atmospheric boundary layer is still a difficulty for the efficient use of offshore wind
power. The wind conditions in the marine
boundary layer strongly deviate from onshore conditions due to a different thermal
stratification, turbulence intensity and surface roughness, whereby the latter two are
strongly affected by the wave field. In general, a stable stratification with weak turbulence, but usually large vertical wind shear,
occurs more often in the marine boundary
layer in the North Sea region, which has
to be considered in the design of offshore
wind farms.
The goal of this work is the evaluation and
improvement of the boundary layer parameterizations in a mesoscale model. Until
now, first tests with the Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) model have been
carried out and compared against data from
soundings and weather stations. To a later
date, the model simulations will be validated with observations from the offshore met
tower FINO-1 near the German test site Alpha Ventus and measurements from a campaign with the helicopter-borne probe of

the Technical University of Braunschweig,
called HELIPOD, in the North Sea Region
(including measurements over land, the
transition from land to sea and the open
sea). Beside the offshore boundary layer a
main focus will be on the atmospheric conditions at land-sea discontinuities. Largeeddy simulations, which are able to resolve
turbulent processes explicitly, are expected
to provide a deep insight into the turbulent
structure of the marine boundary layer and
are another tool for the evaluation of the
quality of parameterizations of turbulent
processes in a mesoscale model, thus.

Work package “Simulation of stochastic
wind field”
Over the years several numerical methods
for the estimation of loads caused by the turbulent wind conditions have been developed
for application in the process of designing
wind turbines. The IEC standard 61400-1
specifies different wind field models to
simulate the turbulent inflow conditions
for wind turbines. These models are generating purely Gaussian statistics for wind
fluctuations, what is in contrast to experimental data. Analyzing measured turbulent wind data with respect to the statistics of velocity increments reveals that the
corresponding statistics are not Gaussian
but highly intermittent. The intermittent
distributions of atmospheric velocity fluctuations are characterized by marked fat
tails thus extreme velocity fluctuations are
more likely to occur.
Wind turbine simulations are strongly dependent on realistic wind field simulations.
The main idea of the work is the simulation
of stochastic 3-dimensional wind fields including a new characterization of turbulence on scales ranging from a few meters
to some hundred meters. Such a model
will be based on real wind measurement
analysis. The aim is to model the statistical
features of wind turbulence accurately. The
gusty structure of the wind field should be
taken into account. Special attention will
be given to impove the model by means of
the spatial correlation of multi met masts
measurements such as GROWIAN. In
January 1984 and February 1987, over 300

time series of about 20 min length were
recorded at defined flow conditions at the
site of the 3 MW GROWIAN wind turbine
(Kaiser-Wilhelm-Koog, near the German
coastline of the North Sea).
The work implies a close cooperation with
international partners such as Ecole des
Ponts ParisTech (ENPC) which will make
multifractal analysis of wind fields and
close cooperation with the industrial partners such as WINDRAD.

Summary
18 PhD students have been recruited within the WAUDIT Initial Training Network
at 13 universities and research centers in
order to maintain the strong demand of
qualified researchers in the field of wind
energy in Europe. The project is divided
into six different work packages, which
cover a wide variety of topics. At ForWind
(University of Oldenburg) two PhD thesis
will be carried out under the subjects “Simulation of stochastic wind field” and “Offshore Meteorology”. Apparently, these two
projects are still in their initial stadium and
first results are expected in the following
year.
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WIND AS A RESOURCE

Stochastic Methods and Modeling

Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg,
Institute for Physics,
Patrick Milan, Allan Morales, Tanja Mücke,
Joachim Peinke, M. Ramzan Luhur,
Matthias Wächter

Introduction
Because of the high level of complexity of
most processes in the atmospheric boundary layer, a fully deterministic mathematical description is in most cases neither possible nor desirable. For many applications,
stochastic models offer an interesting alternative. They are able to characterize complex dynamics by only few parameters,
while preserving the essential statistical
features. Moreover, their computational
efficiency is typically very high.
In 2010 the promising work in the fields of
characterization of atmospheric turbulence,
power output modeling of wind energy converters (WEC), and numerical modeling of
WEC was continued. Additionally, first results were achieved for a stochastic model
of an airfoils' lift coefficient.

Project description
Advanced characterization of atmospheric
turbulence
During the year 2010 the investigations
of the previous years aiming at an improved understanding and description of
atmospheric turbulence were continued.
Turbulent wind time series from the research platform FINO I were analyzed.
Studies have been carried out using cup
anemometers as well as sonic anemometers. The sonic data needed to be extensively preproccessed in order to get robust
and reliable data sets. Data corresponding
from sonic anemometers was calibrated for
the whole 2006 year, and some particular
months were further checked for different quality conditions. The scientific studies put emphasis on the effect of thermal
stratification on the statistical parameters
which characterize turbulence phenomena,
in particular high-order two-point statistics
were studied. Some clear and promising results were found and are being interpreted
in the context of an elaborated statistical
model for atmospheric turbulent time series. Additionally, studies were carried

out regarding the so-called spectral gap,
which is supposed to separate mesoscale
fluctuations from small-scale turbulent
fluctuations in the power spectrum of the
wind speed. As a result, no clear evidence
of a spectral gap was found. Moreover, the
shape of the spectrum seems to vary especially with atmospheric stability.
Numerical Modeling of WEC
The work on numerical modeling of WEC
using FAST/Aerodyn [1] was continued in
2010. The derivation of the Langevin Power Curve [2,3] from numerical simulation
data could be optimized and the precision
of the results improved [4]. This approach
can now be considered a helpful method
for design and research purposes.
Power output modeling of WEC
The stochastic modeling of a WEC's electrical power output was already initiated in
2009. The dynamics of the conversion from
wind speed to electrical power are characterized by a drift field D(1)(P;u) and a diffusion field D(2)(P;u). New developments in
2010 involved improving the model quality,
i.e. the exactness of D(1)(P;u) and D(2)(P;u).

Figure 1: (left) Langevin Power Curve of the virtual WEC WindPACT 1.5 MW [1] and power
curve following IEC 61400-12-1. (Right) Corresponding power coefficient for the Langevin
approach (CP,L) and IEC 61400-12-1 (CP).
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To this end an additional optimisation step
was developed. The model requires measurement data of both the wind speed u(t)
and the electrical power output P(t) for
the investigated wind turbine. This data is
used to calculate D(1)(P;u) and D(2)(P;u), and
serves as a reference signal for the model. In
practical applications, mainly two limiting
factors (presence of measurement noise and
finite sampling rate) cannot be avoided, and
spoil any analysis based on measurement
data. In the case of the stochastic model
used, it is now partly understood how, and
how much this imperfect data influences
the analysis. In the present work, finite sampling effects are addressed and mostly corrected using an optimisation procedure. The
model parameters D(1)(P;u) and D(2)(P;u) are
adjusted in an optimization loop by comparing the mean value and standard deviation
of the predicted power output time series to
the reference. The procedure is fast thanks
to the light structure of the model, and it has
to be performed only once for each wind
turbine modeled. It rectifies the finite sampling effects, and improves greatly the reliability of the stochastic model [5].

Stochastic model of lift coefficient
In contrast to most airfoils, the blades
of WEC have to operate permanently in
turbulent inflow conditions. As a consequence, the blades experience highly
dynamic variations of the angle of attack
and therefore of the lift coefficient, which
is a key parameter for the electrical power
output of the WEC. The lift coefficient is
well-known to show significant nontrivial
dynamic effects, especially the so-called
dynamic stall effect. In order to account for
these effects in numerical WEC models,
we aim at the development of a stochastic
model for the lift coefficient in turbulent
conditions. From wind tunnel measurements of the lift force at an airfoil section,
the parameters of a stochastic differential
equation modeling the dynamics of the
lift coefficient were derived. For realistic
results an optimization of these parameters showed out to be necessary. Results
are presented in figure 2. As the next steps,
additional variables have to be introduced
into the model before a first implementation into a numerical rotor model can be
performed. Finally we aim at the develop-

ment of an advanced rotor model including
these stochastic dynamics for the integration into numerical turbine models such as
FAST [1].

Summary
The field of stochastic methods and modeling has shown over the recent years that it
is possible to achieve relevant results both
in fundamental research and for dedicated
applications concerning wind energy. Also
in 2010 this work could be successfully
continued, with progress in the advanced
characterization of atmospheric turbulence,
the stochastic modeling of wind power output time series, and numerical modeling of
WEC combined with the Langevin Power
Curve. As a new field of work, a first approach towards a stochastic model of an
airfoils' lift coefficient was developed.

References

Figure 2: Comparison of measured and modeled time series of the lift coefficient of an
airfoil. (left) Sections of the time series and (right) probability density functions. For the
model, both the numerical and the analytical solution are presented, a Gaussian fit is
added for illustration.
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Computational Fluid Dynamics for
Wind Turbine Aerodynamics
Carl von Ossietzky Universität
Oldenburg, Institute of Physics,
Joachim Peinke, Wided Medjroubi
Bernhard Stoevesandt, Nils Kirrkamm,
Sebastian Marten

Introduction
The prediction of the aerodynamical properties of wind turbines is an interesting and a
very challenging and difficult task. The difficulties arise from the ever increasing size
of wind turbines/blades to satisfy the ever
increasing demand of energy. Additionally,
wind turbines operate in turbulent flow conditions stemming from the turbulent nature
of the wind and also from the wake of other
wind turbines (as in wind parks). This turbulent inflow also causes the wind turbines
to operate under gusty conditions which
can cause a reduction of the power output.
On the other hand, the increasing size of
wind turbines and the turbulent incoming
wind result in extreme and unsteady loads
on their structures, especially blades. This
loading can cause structural damage and can
dramatically reduce the life-span of a wind
turbine. The prediction and investigation of
these phenomena are of great importance if
one needs to understand wind turbine working conditions and is a key condition in any
attempt of improvements or changes to be
made.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) offer a promising tool in the study of wind
turbines as it is a flexible, adaptable, and a
cheap method of investigation, compared
with conducting experiments. It can also be
viewed as a necessary and complementary
tool to any experiment, as it offers the possibility to test new ideas and concepts before
they can be constructed and tested in wind
tunnels. Using CFD to solve the underlying equations permits also the improvement
of existing models and the investigation of
complete flow fields around wind turbine

At ForWind we have mostly followed the
first approach using high order spectral
element methods for detailed simulations.
Recently another focus on general averaging models using the code OpenFOAM
has been added to the field of research. The
main focus of last years research has so far
been on resolving difficult flow phenomena
with high order methods.

blades. Nevertheless, CFD methods are
quite time and computational-resources
consuming. One needs to use simplified
models to reduce the computational costs,
which on the other hand will reduce the
accuracy of the results. This stems from
the turbulent nature of the wind field
around the turbine and the turbulence generated by the turbine itself, both of which
involve a huge span of scales. CFD methods need to resolve all scales completely to
be correct, thus the computational cost can
become inaccessible. Therefore for numerical calculations two approaches have been
chosen:
1. The reduction of the complexity for very
high precision calculations.
2. The implementation of models for some of
the phenomena to reduce computational costs.

(a)

High Accuracy Aerodynamic
Simulations
The unsteady flow over a heaving 2D airfoil is investigated using a high-resolution
method associated with a moving frame of
reference technique to account for the airfoil
motion. This technique as an alternative to

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1: Vorticity contours for a motionless airfoil representing a drag-producing wake
at Re=104 and an angle of attack of 0°. (b) Vorticity contours for a plunging airfoil at
frequency k=4.52, amplitude h=0.02, Re=104 and an initial angle of attack of 0°; representing a neutral wake. (c) Vorticity contours for a plunging airfoil at k=7.85, h=0.02,
Re=104 and an initial angle of attack of 0°; representing a thrust-producing wake. k is the
dimensionless heaving frequency and h the dimensionless heaving amplitude.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2: Time averaged horizontal velocity profiles for an angle of attack of 0° and Re=104
for (a) motionless airfoil (drag-producing wake), (b) a plunging airfoil at k=4.52, h=0.02
(neutral wake) and (c) for a plunging airfoil at k=7.85, h=0.02 (thrust-producing wake).
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moving mesh techniques enables to conduct
Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) with
a reasonable accuracy/computational-time
balance. High-order methods are very appropriate in simulating flow over airfoils,
as they are more suitable to capture the details of their highly unsteady and non-linear
features. This offers a better simulation tool
than the numerical methods used in the
scientific community, which are mostly
second-order accurate in time and space.
Heaving airfoils shed vortices in the wake
as they oscillate. These wakes are classified into drag-, neutral and thrust-producing
wakes, depending on the nature of the force
produced by the airfoil (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
Using the Spectral /hp Element Method these
wakes were successfully simulated, and also
the transitions from one wake to another.
Two new wake modes were also observed
and added to the wake classification. The
assumption that the Strouhal number is the
main and only parameter to characterize the
wake configurations, and thus the nature of
the forces produced for oscillating airfoils,
was discussed using the results of our simulations. Our findings show that, in order to
characterize such flows one needs to consider the amplitude and frequency of oscillations as independent parameters, and that
the Strouhal number alone is not sufficient
to characterize oscillating airfoil wakes.
Finally, the frequency regimes associated
with oscillating airfoils were explored in
greater detail. These regimes depend on the
forcing frequency and the forcing amplitude and on the relation between the forcing
frequency and the natural frequency of the
airfoil. Three frequency regimes are defined
in the literature: the natural regime, the harmonic regime and the lock-in regime. These
different frequency regimes are successfully
simulated in this investigation. They are related to the shedding process through which
the wake undergoes a transition from a Karman street to a reversed Karman street. The
transition between the different frequency
regimes was simulated at both constant
frequency and constant amplitude. Our results showed that the frequency regimes are
strongly related to the wake type exhibited.
Wake-types with multiple-vortices-per-half-

cycle of oscillation are found in harmonic
regimes and wake-types with one vortexpair shed per cycle are in the region where
one distinct frequency is in control (lock-in
and natural regimes). Wakes where the leading-edge vortices contribute to the shedding
process were also simulated.

High Reynolds Number Simulation
The flow situation at modern wind turbines
is governed by high Reynolds number
flows. Such flows cannot be grasped with
means of DNS. Even though the turbulence
features at low Reynolds numbers are correctly characterized using DNS, the computational effort is too high. Thus methods
using turbulence models are being used for
real wind turbine calculations. Most promising are so called large eddy simulations
(LES), which simulate the large eddies and
model the smaller scales. A frequently used
model in aerodynamics is also the detached
eddy simulation (DES) where the boundarylayers are simulated using a Reynolds averaged simulation, while the rest of the simulation is done with LES. Such a simulation
has been done on a fx77-w500 profile at a

Reynolds number of Re = 2.8 x 10**6 at
an angle of attack of a = 12°. To simulate
the flow around truncated airfoils, which are
often used in the root area of rotor blades, is
considered as a challenging problem due to
the complex flow. Fig. 3 shows the resulting
contours of the vorticity for this simulation
in comparison with the resulting pressure
contours of a simulation at the same angle
of attack at Re = 10000 using DNS.

Summary
Numerical simulations for wind turbine aerodynamics remain to be a highly challenging
task, especially as averaging methods often
need to be employed and turbulence models
still have some deficiencies. High order methods could be used on low Reynolds number
flows to investigate specific flow phenomenon on airfoils used for wind turbines. In the
case of a moving airfoil the characteristics of
the wake-types and forces generated by the
airfoil motion with respect to the frequency
and amplitude of the oscillations have been
investigated and lead to ideas, which could
be used for future improvements.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3: Simulations using an fx77-w500 profile with a) DES at a Reynolds number of Re=
2.8 x 10**6 and b) with DNS at Re = 10000.
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Atmospheric Boundary Layer Velocity Profiles
Generated by an Active Grid
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Introduction
Atmospheric flows, especially within the
boundary layer up to a few hundred meters
above ground, are highly turbulent and
exhibit increasing wind speeds with increasing height. In this surrounding wind energy
converters (WEC) are expected to work
approx 20 years. In order to achieve this
goal a profound knowledge about the wind
field and its statistics as well as the resulting forces and loads acting on the WEC is
necessary. For experimental studies in a
wind tunnel, for example on wind turbine
models, the characteristics of the wind tunnel flows shall match those of atmospheric
wind fields. One way to generate such an
atmospheric boundary layer is to condition
the flow using passive roughness elements
on the floor of a conditioning section of
the wind tunnel where the flow develops
to its designated properties. These sections
are typically at the order of 10 meters in
length, which is enough for the flow to
develop a vertical velocity gradient. The
active grid at ForWind, on the other hand,
allows for the generation of wind fields
with the profile of atmospheric flows without such along conditioning section with
passive elements.

Project description
The active grid at ForWind consists of
seven horizontal and nine vertical axes
with 10 x 10 cm2 square flaps mounted to
the axes as shown in figure 1. Each of
these axes is connected to a step motor
and can be controlled individually. All
axes can be moved at a maximum angular
velocity of 15.7 rad/s, which is equivalent
to 9 degrees per 10 ms. Since the active
grid is directly mounted to the wind tunnel outlet, the entire area of the flow field
can be influenced, which makes it easier
to create for example velocity gradients
by changing the local solidity of the grid.
Another advantage over traditional atmospheric wind tunnels with passive elements
is the generation of different turbulent
intensities by using different rotational
velocities and different excitation patterns
for the axes.

Previous work concentrated not only on
the generation of different turbulent intensities but also on the generation of defined
statistical properties of the velocity within
the flow field [1]. It was shown that defined
statistical characteristics from the rotating
axes are, to some degree, passed on to the
wind field and the wind velocity respectively. Latest experiments focused on the
generation of wind fields with a logarithmic
velocity gradient similar to the velocity profile within the atmospheric boundary layer.
Following the work done by Cekli et al. [2],
a combination of static and moving axes
was used to achieve such a flow. To generate
a vertical profile with a velocity gradient, all
horizontal axes had a static position with
decreasing angles from almost 90 degrees
down to almost 0 degrees with increasing
height. In this arrangement an angle of 90
degrees corresponds to the maximum solidity whereas 0 degrees corresponds to the

Figure 1: The active grid mounted in the wind tunnel in Oldenburg
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minimum solidity achievable by a single
axis. This setup leads to a vertical solidity
gradient in the grid, which is passed on to
the flow field resulting in a velocity gradient in the vertical direction. For the vertical
axes an oscillating pattern around an angle
of 0 degrees (minimum solidity) with defined amplitudes and frequencies were
used. With these oscillations turbulence is
induced and wake effects from the static
axes are reduced due to better mixing. For
the characterization of the flow field behind
the active grid standard hot-wire anemometry measurements were used. By means of
a traverse the velocity was measured at different heights and different distances from
the grid. The vertical spacing between the
measurements was 1 cm whereas the horizontal spacing behind the grid was 20 cm.
Figure 2 shows the measured averaged
velocity profiles 40 cm (blue) and 100 cm
(green) behind the active grid for an inflow
velocity of 5.1 m/s set for the wind tunnel.
The red line represents a logarithmic fit for
the measurements at 100 cm distance from
the grid. It can clearly be seen that 40 cm
behind the grid the profile is very steep and
still dominated by strong variations caused
by wake effects of the axes. At a distance
of 100 cm these variations are already
smeared out and the flow developed a much
smoother and stronger gradient. Within
such a profile model wind turbines would
experience realistic changes in wind speed
with respect to heights. The next challenge
will be the addition of turbulence to these
profiles, in order to generate similar statistical properties as in real atmospheric wind
fields.
These atmospheric wind fields show intermittent behavior of the velocity increments
calculated according to uτ(t)=u(t+τ)-u(t),
which describes the velocity differences
within the wind on different time scales τ. In
terms of probabilities, this intermittent behavior results in much higher probabilities
for extreme wind changes on time scales τ,
than predicted by a Gaussian distribution
[3]. Finding adequate protocols, which allow for the generation of wind fields with
intermittent behavior on many times scales
τ while preserving the vertical gradient on

Figure 2: Wind field profile measured 40 cm behind the grid (blue) and 100 cm behind
the grid (green). The red line represents a logarithmic fit for the measurements at 100 cm
behind the grid

the average velocity at the same time will
be the goal for the future.

is the reproducibility of the generated wind
field not only with respect to their statistics
but also to their temporal sequence.

Summary
The active grid was used to create wind
fields with a logarithmic vertical velocity
profile. A combination of static horizontal
and moving vertical axes was used to generate these wind fields, which reached the
desired shape just 1 m behind the grid. The
next step will be to move all axes in order
to add the proper statistics to the wind velocity. Since the moving axes change their
angle and therefore the local solidity constantly, the main challenge will be to find
adequate control algorithms that will preserve the logarithmic profile on average.
An additional research topic for the future
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Introduction
Accurate measurements of the prevailing
wind conditions are crucial for wind energy applications as well as for meteorology.
However, commonly used anemometers
like cup anemometers and ultrasonic anemometers suffer from a variety of drawbacks. While cup anemometers are capable of measuring the wind speed with up
to 1Hz resolution, but cannot resolve the
wind direction without additional devices,
ultrasonic sensors can provide up to three
velocity components. Nevertheless, these
sensors are significantly more expensive than cup anemometers. Additionally,
both anemometer types exhibit systematic measurement deviations under certain
wind and weather conditions, e.g. high
turbulence intensities, fog, rain etc. [1, 2].
The objective of the sphere anemometer
is on one side to fill the void between the
rather limited cup anemometers and the
expensive ultrasonic anemometers and on
the other side to design a simple robust anemometer for outdoor conditions.

Project description
The improvement of the sphere anemometer towards the application in harsh offshore environments is part of a joint project
of ForWind in cooperation with the BARD
Group. The project “Kugelanemometer”
started in September 2010 and is funded by
the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear
Safety (BMU).

The sphere anemometer is a drag-based sensor for simultaneous wind speed and direction measurements. It consists of a sphere
mounted atop of a flexible supporting tube,
which is fixed to the anemometer casing.
Once the setup is exposed to the flow, the
acting drag forces cause the sphere-tubecombination to bend. The displacement of
the sphere can be measured by means of the
light-pointer principle, which is adopted
from atomic force microscopy. Therefore,
a laser diode is mounted on the tip of the
tube (inside the sphere) and aimed onto a
two-dimensional position sensitive detector (2D-PSD). This highly resolving measurement technique allows for the detection
of very small deflections and thus yields a
high temporal resolution of the anemometer (~40Hz). The obtained displacement
of the laser spot on the 2D-PSD is linked
to the prevailing wind speed and direction
via a two-dimensional calibration function.
In contrast to ultrasonic anemometers, no
correction of wake effects from transducers and mounts is necessary for the sphere
anemometer.
Analyses of two-dimensional calibration
functions for an anemometer setup with
glass fiber tube and different sphere types
were performed. For these experiments a
smooth sphere and a sphere with dimpled
surface pattern was used with the same tube
in order to distinguish aerodynamic effects
of the sphere surfaces from the intrinsic
properties of the chosen tube material. The
results indicate, that the fiber alignment
of the used glass fiber tube causes small
deviations from the expected shape of the
calibration function. The deviations occur
only for some angles of attack and exhibit a
periodicity of about 30°. In order to verify
the interpretation of these experiments,
further measurements were performed
with a different tube material. A tube of
stainless steel with a wall thickness of only
0.2mm was used in combination with the
same sphere types. As a confirmation of

the hypothesis it could be noticed, that the
periodic deviations from the circular shape
were no longer apparent in the two-dimensional calibration functions. However,
strong oscillations were observed for the
setup with the stainless steel tube. Due to
a lower natural frequency, the occurrence
of these oscillations was shifted to lower
wind speeds. Additionally, its amplitude
was significantly larger than for the glass
fiber composite, which can be assigned to
the less pronounced internal damping of
stainless steel. Since there seems to be a
trade-off between the response characteristic of the sensor and the quality of the
calibration function, a new sensor layout
was designed. An anemometer casing with
significantly increased optical path was
constructed allowing for the use of shorter
tubes. On the one hand, this increases the
natural frequency of the sensor leading to
less oscillations and an improved temporal
resolution. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the sphere anemometer in the range
of small wind speeds is enhanced.
Besides the optimization of the used materials and the anemometer setup, the performance of the current sensor setup was
tested under real wind conditions as part
of the project “Kugelanemometer”. Previous results have already shown the ability
of the sphere anemometer to compete with
state-of-the-art cup anemometers in terms
of resolution as well as accuracy [3]. As
a next step, the sphere anemometer setup
with streamlined casing and glass fiber
tube was calibrated and installed on the
roof of a university building. A Gill Solent
3D ultrasonic anemometer with a temporal
resolution of 1Hz served as a reference for
wind speed and direction measurements.
During three days a dataset of combined
nine hours of measurement was recorded
with both anemometers. A short excerpt
of a recorded wind speed time series is
presented in figure 1 (top). A qualitative
agreement of the sphere anemometer data
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and the ultrasonic reference can clearly be
observed, although the sphere anemometer indicates systematically higher wind
speeds. This impression is confirmed by
the histogram of the wind speeds, where
the sphere anemometer data is shifted to
higher velocities (fig. 1, bottom). The comparison of the measured wind directions
has shown the same type of deviations,
indicating a systematical problem of the
sphere anemometer setup.

Figure 1: top: Time series of horizontal wind speeds recorded with sphere anemometer
(red) and ultrasonic anemometer (blue). bottom: Histogram of horizontal wind speeds.

It could be assumed, that the anemometer
casing, which was partly made of coated
plastics, is still slightly permeable to light.
Thus, the offset of the optical position detector varies with varying solar radiation
and cloudiness. Laboratory experiments
with varying light conditions could confirm this effect, which seems to be the reason for the systematic over-estimation of
the horizontal wind speed magnitude and
the wind direction. As a consequence, aluminum parts were manufactured to replace
the remaining plastic parts of the streamlined casing in order to solve this problem.

Summary
In 2010, the present anemometer setup was
intensively examined in wind tunnel experiments as well as in atmospheric measurements. Results from two-dimensional calibration experiments with different tube and
sphere materials lead to an alternative setup,
which will be tested in the near future. Additionally, experiments under atmospheric
conditions could reveal the influence of
the present light conditions on the sphere
anemometer signal. However, the spoiling
effect could be identified and thus be solved
by minor changes of the used parts.

Figure 2: New version of the streamlined
anemometer casing completely made of
aluminum in order to provide impermeability to light.
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under Atmospheric Conditions
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Introduction
Wind velocity measurements under atmospheric conditions are usually performed
using cup anemometry or ultrasonic anemometry. Due to their sizes they have a
minimum spatial resolution, which is in the
range of 10cm to 100cm. In addition, their
temporal resolution is typically limited to
1Hz for cup anemometers and a maximum
of about 32Hz for ultrasonic anemometers.
As a result, these standard sensors cannot
resolve small scales and fast fluctuations
within the turbulent atmospheric flow.
Small scale flow phenomena are important
for the aerodynamics on a rotor blade, like
flow detachment etc. In order to access
these scales and fluctuations, for example, Dhruva et al. used standard laboratory hot-wire and x-wire anemometry for
their measurements [1]. These sensors are
very fragile and sensitive to changes in the
ambient temperature and humidity, which
make such measurements very difficult as
well as the interpretation of the data nontrivial. To overcome these problems the
goal of this project is to modify a newly
developed sensor for laboratory applications to meet the requirements for atmospheric measurements.

Project Description
The research program at Forschungsplattform in Nord- und Ostsee – Nr. 3 (FINO 3)
also includes measurements on small scales
within the turbulent atmospheric boundary
layer. Instead of using standard labora-

tory sensors the project seeks a redesign
of the 2D-Laser-Cantilever-Anemometer
(2D-LCA) to work under atmospheric conditions. The original laboratory 2D-LCA
was developed at the Carl von Ossietzky
University in Oldenburg up to a state that
comparative measurements with hot-wire
and x-wire show good agreement [2-5].
The working principle is adopted from the
atomic force microscope. A tiny microstructured cantilever (typical size: 40 µm
x 140 µm) is brought into the flow where
the acting drag force results in a deformation of the cantilever. This deformation is
a combination of bending and twisting of
the cantilever. The bending is caused by
the longitudinal component of the velocity
vector, whereas the transversal component
of the velocity vector causes the cantilever
to twist. The total deformation of the cantilever is measured my means of the laser
pointer principle. A two-dimensional position sensitive detector (2D-PSD) is used to
detect the reflected laser light coming from
the cantilever and thus record the twodimensional deformation of the cantilever.
Via calibration the 2D-LCA allows for simultaneous velocity measurements in two
dimensions for angles of attack within the
range of about ±40° around the mean flow
direction. In order to use this principle under atmospheric conditions the cantilever
and the housing of the sensor needed to be
modified. To prevent mechanical stresses
within the housing due to changes in the
ambient temperature, the entire housing was made from one material only, in
this case aluminum. After the finish of the
housing it was anodized to protect it from
corrosion. In addition the housing has to
be rainproof including all cable connections. Figure 1 shows the housing of the
new anemometer and its interior with all
components e.g. laser, beam splitter and
the electronics.

The new cantilever should allow for
measurements at a spatial resolution on a
millimeter scale, what requires for typical
wind speed of 10 m/sec a temporal resolution of a few kHz. Over and above these
requirements the cantilever should be robust enough to stand possible impacts of
raindrops. The choice was made for stainless steel, which led, based on its elasticity properties, to a cantilever with desired
dimensions of 1.5 mm x 0.4 mm x 0.02 mm
(length x width x thickness). A prototype
of the new cantilever is illustrated in figure 1 (see magnification).
It was manufactured using electrical discharge machining. This manufacturing
process is used to create complex 3D structures on a sub-millimeter scale. Very thin
layers of steel are removed from the work
piece by a rapidly repeating current discharge between a tool-electrode (erosion
wire) and the workpiece itself. Although a
very high cutting precision of only ±2 µm
of tolerance is yield, the process causes a
rough surface of about Ra = 1 µm. In order
to reflect light at a wavelength of 660 nm,
a mean roughness of about Ra = 0.05 µm is
required. Great efforts have been undertaken to smoothen the surface in order to get a
good reflection from the cantilever.
Besides the roughness of the cantilever’s
surface the thickness of the manufactured
cantilever was higher than desired. Since
the deflection due to a given drag force
decreases with increasing thickness, the
sensitivity of the cantilever was less than
expected. One way to compensate for this
effect was the replacement of the linear 2DPSD with one active area by a so-called
quadrant position sensitive detector. This
device consists of four photosensitive areas.
The signals from all four active areas make
these devices more sensitive to small position changes of the incident light. A second
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approach is to polish the complete cantilever to decrease its thickness and therefore increase its flexibility. Both approaches
are still subject of the ongoing work and it
is still not clear which one will lead to the
best results.

Summary
Based on the laboratory 2D-LCA a new
sensor for measurements of flow velocities under atmospheric conditions has
been designed. The main challenge was
to adopt the existing concept to a sensor,
which should be capable of operating in

rough environments like offshore regions.
The setup of the anemometer housing
with all necessary components has been
completed and the conditioning of the
sensor’s output signals to meet the requirements of the local data logger wasfinalized. Ongoing work deals with the
finishing of the cantilever.

Figure 1: Housing (top) and interior (bottom)of the new 2D-LCA with all components e.g.
laser, beam splitter, 2D-PSD and the electronics. The magnification shows the cantilever
made from stainless steel with fin.
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Introduction
For wind velocity measurements the remote sensing principle Light Detection
And Ranging (LIDAR) allows the measurement in large heights without the need
of a meteorological tower. In order to explore and further to develop this method,
the joint research project "Development
of LIDAR technology for the offshore test
field" was funded by the German Environment Ministry within the framework "Research At Alpha Ventus" (RAVE) under
the code number 0327642A. Partners have
been the Endowed Chair of Wind Energy
at the University of Stuttgart and ForWind,
University of Oldenburg. As contractors
were involved the German Wind Energy
Institute (DEWI), Wilhelmshaven, German
Aerospace Center (DLR), Oberpfaffenhofen, AREVA Wind, Bremerhaven, and
German Wind Energy Federation (FGW),
Kiel. While a detailed description of the
project was given in the report for 2009,
here selected results of the work packages
at ForWind Oldenburg are presented.

System Calibration
The WindCube LIDAR has been compared to a classical meteorological tower
equipped with cup and ultrasonic anemometers at the test site in Bremerhaven. Data
of a dedicated measurement campaign in
2008 were compared following the common procedures of 1D and 2D regression
using 10 min mean values. As a result,
a good accuracy of the LIDAR could be
confirmed. A nonlinear LIDAR error was
found, which seems to be eliminated in later
models of the WindCube. Additionally high
frequency data (1 Hz and 0.67 Hz, respectively) have been compared with respect
to probability density functions (PDFs)
of wind speed increments δu=u(t+τ)-u(t),
which characterize small scale turbulence
(figure 1). The turbulent properties are surprisingly well represented by the LIDAR,

considering the distributed measurement in
time and space [1].
Instationary power curve measurement
In this work package the instationary or
Langevin power curve (LPC) [2, 3] of the
AREVA Wind M5000 turbine was measured. Results based on different types of
anemometers and on different representations of the wind field over the rotor area
were compared. In a first step, the LPC
was derived from hub height wind measurements of the cup and ultrasonic anemometers as well as the LIDAR (Fig. 2)
[4]. Agreement of the power curves is very
good. In the wind speed region where rated
power is approached, larger uncertainties
are observed, which can be assigned to the
dynamical behavior of the turbine in this
region. Furthermore, LIDAR measure-

Project Description
ForWind at the university of Oldenburg
was involved in work packages concerning
the calibration of the LIDAR device acquired for the project, the measurement of
the instationary or Langevin power curve
of the wind energy converter AREVA Wind
M5000, and preliminary investigations for
a nacelle-based LIDAR system.
Figure 1: PDFs of wind speed increments δu=u(t+τ)-u(t) for
time scales τ = 3, 30, 300, 3000 s from bottom to top.
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ments offer the possibility to use a vertical
wind speed profile covering the height of
the rotor, rather than a point measurement
in hub height, for determining the power
curve of the turbine. It could in a second
step be shown that for the LPC the influence of vertical wind shear can be widely
eliminated using an appropriate equivalent
wind speed definition, similar as for the
IEC power curve [5].
Preliminary investigations for a nacellebased wind LIDAR
For the development of a cost-efficient
and robust nacelle-based LIDAR preliminary investigations have been conducted.
As basic considerations the wavelength
of the laser system as well as other basic
properties had to be defined. For reasons of
eye-safety, optimization of signal-to-noiseratio and availability of inexpensive laser
sources, the wavelength was fixed to 1.5
µm. A master-slave principle of the laser is
preferred to achieve the extremely narrow
spectral bandwidth, which is necessary for
Doppler measurement of the wind velocity.
Based on these definitions, first experiments
have been performed. A master laser system
using a laser diode with high spectral quality was realized and tested. As the second

component of the laser source, a slave laser
system was set up from a specially powerful laser diode. From these promising experiments more detailed requirements for
suitable laser diodes could be concluded.
Because of the rapid development of commercially available laser diodes we expect
to be able to realize more advanced experimental setups in the near future. For the
detection system, two fundamentally different concepts are considered, known as
the coherent and the incoherent principle.
As both have characteristic advantages and
drawbacks, a final decision has to be based
on further experiments, which will be part
of the follow-up project LIDAR II.

Summary
The joint research project "Development
of LIDAR technology for the offshore test
field" funded by the German Environment
ministry has originated a wide spectrum
of results, relevant for science as well as
for engineering and industrial applications.
While a more complete overview can be
found elsewhere [6], here we presented selected results from work packages at ForWind, university of Oldenburg.

Figure 2: Langevin power curve of the AREVA Wind M5000 turbine, using wind
measurements of cup and ultrasonic anemometer as well as the LIDAR.

The large potential of LIDAR technology
for the field of wind energy could be confirmed by these findings, and further perspectives could be developed. As a most
promising development for the near future
we expect nacelle-based LIDAR technology to develop rapidly and contribute significantly to a wide range of challenges,
from wind measurement to certification
and even control of turbines. The potential
and application of nacelle-based LIDAR
technology shall be further explored in
the follow-up project "Development of
nacelle-based LIDAR technology for the
measurement of power performance and
the control of wind energy converters"
(LIDAR II), which is funded by the German Environment Ministry under the code
number 41V5722.
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Introduction
The continuous development and installation of offshore wind turbines in the North
and Baltic Sea raise questions concerning
long-term usability and stability as well as
efficiency of support structures. Regarding
costs, the installation of complex support
structures in water depths up to 40 meter
is still a significant factor compared to onshore installations. The STRABAG gravity foundation is a further development of
the classical, simple type gravity foundation, consisting mainly of a reinforced and
sand-filled concrete structure with a crossshaped base forming the foundation of the
wind turbine.
Like every offshore structure installed at
the seabed, an OWT influences the local
flow regime, the seabed and the dynamic
equilibrium between external hydrodynamic impacts and the always mobile seafloor. In the North Sea, the floor mainly
consists of more or less tightly packed sand
and fine sand. By an interaction between
the foundation structure and the seabed,
more or less distinctive effects of erosion
and sedimentation processes in the nearfield are expected, caused by currents and
waves, which may negatively influence
the operation, usability and stability of the
wind turbine.

Project description
Due to insufficient insights about the
wave-induced scour development around
the STRABAG gravity foundation, the
Franzius-Institute was assigned to conduct
laboratory experiments and large-scale
physical model tests in wave flumes in
order to investigate the scouring phenomena around the foundation and the scour
protection systems. Initially, small-scale
laboratory experiments on a scale of 1:50
were conducted in the wave flume of the
Franzius-Institute (WKS) as a parameter
study and for qualitative investigations.
These hydraulic model tests were partly
carried out in cooperation with and for the
validation of numerical CFD computations
carried out by the FlowConcept Company.
Afterwards, the tests were validated and
further investigated by selected large-scale
physical model tests in the Large Wave
Flume (GWK) of the Forschungszentrum
Küste (FZK) Hannover on a laboratory
scale of 1:17. The WKS wave flume has
dimensions of 110 m length and 2.2 m
width and can be operated with a maximum water depth up to 1.1 m, generating
wave heights Hm of up to 0.5 m using a
piston type wave maker. The GWK wave
flume which was used for the large-scale
experiments has a length of around 310 m,
a width of 5 m and a depth of 7 m. It can be
operated with a maximum water depth of
up to 5 m, generating regular waves with
a height Hm of up to 2.0 m and irregular
waves with a significant wave height Hs of
up to 1.30 m using a piston type wave maker combined with an additional upper flap.
As a design basis for the wave parameters
that were used as wave boundary conditions in the experimental setup, a typical
storm event in the North Sea (in the sample
wind park Global Tech I) with a recurrence
interval of 50 years was chosen in agree-

ment with the client. During the hydraulic
model tests, the foundation structure was
successively loaded with 5,000 – 8,000
wave cycles.
The test program in the WKS wave flume
intended to phenomenologically analyze
the flow and the wave-induced scour development around the structure by means
of laboratory tests considering different
values for the load parameters water depth,
wave height and wave period as well as the
orientation and embedding of the gravity
foundation. As a first setup, test series with
a fixed bottom, regular waves and wave
boundary conditions according to the numerical CFD model setup were conducted
in order to gain data for the CFD model calibration and validation. The wave-induced
flow around the structure was measured
point wise at certain locations by use of
an ADV probe (Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter). Afterwards, test series with a moving bed (fine sand) and regular as well as
irregular waves (JONSWAP spectra) were
carried out to investigate the wave-induced
scour development around the foundation
(fig.1). The changes in the bed topology
were measured by use of a laser distance
meter operating under water, which automatically scanned the bed elevation at and
around the structure. To confirm the consistency and reproducibility of the tests,
each series was repeated three times. In
addition to obtaining calibration data and
gaining insights into the physical scouring processes, the substantial parameters
of wave loads, orientation and embedding
of the support structure inducing maximum
load and therefore maximum scour could
be determined out of the experimental test
results.
The subsequent large-scale experimental
test program in the GWK wave flume intended to quantitatively analyze the flow
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Figure 1: Model of the STRABAG gravity foundation in the WKS wave
flume of the Franzius-Institute for the test series on wave-induced
scour (scale 1:50).

and the wave-induced scour development
around the foundation with and without
scour protection systems using geobags as
well as the stability of single geo containers. As boundary conditions for the largescale test series, the former determined
load parameters from the small-scale tests
leading to maximum scours were used.
Again, measurements of the three-dimensional flow around the structure have been
conducted in order to gain data for the
correlation with the results of the numerical CFD model. The flow velocities were
measured point wise by use of four ADV
probes, positioned on a vertical profile at
specific heights and moved to certain locations in the near-field of the structure.
First tests using geobags were carried out
without the presence of the foundation in
order to investigate the position stability of
the single geo container subject to the parameters size, weight and filling degree of
the sand bags and to finally determine the
smallest and optimal geometrical dimensions of the geobags necessary to withstand the given load parameters. Furthermore, investigations of the wave-induced
scour development around the structure
without scour protection were carried

Figure 2: Model of the STRABAG gravity foundation with
geobags as scour protection in the Large Wave Flume
during an installation phase (scale 1:17).

out in order to validate the results from
the small-scale WKS wave flume experiments. Afterwards, investigations of the
scour development around the foundation
using three different variations of a scour
protection system were conducted in order
to verify the effectiveness of the protection system (fig. 2). During all the tests,
the sandbed changes directly at the structure and in the near-field were measured
by use of a multi beam and several single
beam echo sounders as well as underwater
cameras, which allowed a highly-resolved
three-dimensional and contact-free continuous monitoring of bottom profiles, i.e.
scour depths or accumulation areas.

Summary and results
In order to investigate the scouring phenomena around the STRABAG gravity
foundation for offshore wind turbines and
scour protection systems, physical model
tests in wave flumes on a scale of 1:50 and
1:17 have been carried out by the FranziusInstitute. The experiments have shown
that a scour protection system is necessary
for the given wave boundary conditions;
the performance of the selected protection
system using geobags could be verified.
Furthermore, the results of the point wise
flow measurements in the model experiments and the numerical CFD simulations
were in a very good agreement.
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Numerical Investigation of the Minimum Embedded Length
for Cyclic Horizontally Loaded Monopiles
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institute for Geotechnical Engineering
Martin Achmus, Khalid Abdel-Rahman

Introduction
Monopiles are used as foundation structures for offshore wind energy towers.
Such foundations are subject to intensive
cyclic horizontal loading due to wind and
wave loads. In the practical design different requirements regarding the minimum
embedded pile length are used in order to
limit the lateral deformation under cyclic
loads. Such are the “critical length”, “vertical-tangent” and “zero-toe-kick” criteria.
In this study, the different design criteria
are compared with respect to piles of large
diameter. By means of the stiffness degradation method (SDM), the different criteria
are assessed. With that, the suitability of
adopting the mentioned design criteria for
monopile foundations is discussed.

Project Description
Pile foundations have been used in many
existing offshore wind farms in Europe.
The large-diameter monopile is one of the
most popular foundation structures adopted.
Monopiles are open-ended steel pipe piles
with diameters of usually 3.0 to 5.0 m. Due
to the extreme sensitivity of wind energy
converters to the lateral deformation; a sufficient embedded pile length is needed to
limit the lateral deformation within the tolerance under cyclic loads.
Three methods to define a critical embedded
pile length are considered:
1. Lc,vt is defined as the length at which the
vertical-tangent criterion is observed,
2. Lc,ztk is the required length to reach the
zero-toe-kick criterion,
3. Lc,const is the pile length at which the minimum pile head (here: at seabed) deflection
is reached, i.e. a further extension of the pile
length has no effect on the head deflection,
which then remains constant.
The suitability of requirements regarding
the different critical lengths Lc,const, Lc,vt
and Lc,ztk for the minimum required pile
length is investigated numerically.
The finite element method was used to simulate the behavior of a vertical pile under

Figure 1: Denominations used for loads
and geometry of the monopile

horizontal loading. The computations were
carried out using the finite element program ABAQUS (Abaqus, 2010). A threedimensional model of the pile-soil system
was developed. The behavior of the pile
was assumed to be linearly elastic, whereas
the soil was considered to be elasto-plastic
with Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion and a
stress dependency of the stiffness modulus.
Regarding cyclic load effects, a method,
called the degradation stiffness method, was
used (Kuo, 2008, Achmus et al., 2009).
It must be stated that the presented numerical model is a continuum approach and is
not capable to account for effects like erosion or the formation of gaps between the
pile and the surrounding soil.
In the following, the deformation responses of monopiles (see Figure 1) under cyclic
loading are studied with the degradation
stiffness method. The ability of monopiles with different pile length to limit
the accumulation of lateral deformation is
compared.
In Fig. 2, the increase of the pile displacement at seabed level with the number of
load cycles is presented for a pile with a
diameter of D = 5 m and a rather large
horizontal load of H = 15 MN. For h = 0m
(Fig. 2 left) the critical length Lc,const was
found to Lc,const = 30m (refer to Kuo & et
al. 2010).

Figure 2: Accumulation of horizontal pile deflections at seabed level for monopiles (D=5.0m)
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The inclination of the curves, which can be
considered as a cyclic accumulation rate, is
identical for L = 40 m and L = 50 m. Thus,
the cyclic performance of these piles is
identical. For L = 30 m, the accumulation rate is slightly higher (about 20%
for N > 1,000). For shorter pile lengths,
the accumulation rate further increases, and
the static displacement also increases, because L < Lc,const. For a pile with a length of
20 m the static displacement is about 35 %
greater than for L > Lc,const and the accumulation rate for 1,000 cycles is about twice
as great. This means that the pile deflection
at soil surface after N = 1,000 load cycles is
2.7 times greater than for a pile with a length
of L = Lc,const = 30 m. Similar results arise for
h = 15m (Fig. 2 right). In all cases considered, the accumulation rate for piles longer
than a threshold value (about 31 m for
D = 5 m) is almost identical with increase
factors between 1.7 and 1.8 for N=10,000.
For a pile with L = Lc,const, a slight increase
of the accumulation rate is obtained. For
shorter piles, both the accumulation rate and
the static displacement can be considerably
greater than for long piles.
Figure 3 shows the deflection lines for piles
with D = 5 m and embedded lengths of 30,
40 and 50 m. The critical length for the considered case is Lc,const = 31 m and thus the

displacements under static load (N = 1) are
almost identical for the three cases (11.9 cm
for L = 30 m and 11.5 cm for L = 40 m and
50 m). The piles with a length of 40 m and
50 m behave identically with respect to
the pile head displacement. The pile with
L = 40 m observes the vertical tangent criterion only for load cycle numbers up to
10, whereas the pile L = 50 m observes the
criterion and almost reaches the zero-toekick condition for all load cycle numbers.
However, these differences do not affect
the pile head displacement. The pile with
L = 30 m does not keep to the vertical tangent criterion even for static load (and also
does not reach the required length for constant (minimum) head displacement). The
cyclic performance of this pile is worse than
in the other two cases.
Based on the calculation results, no evidence is obtained that monopiles which
reach zero-toe-kick or vertical-tangent criteria have always better deformation responses. All deformation responses are dependent
on the loading condition. The suggestions
for the deformation responses at pile tip as
vertical-tangent and zero-toe-kick seem to
be not suitable as the design criteria of the
minimum required pile length under cyclic
loading.

Summary
Under the cyclic loading condition, a nearly
identical accumulation rate of horizontal
displacement at pile top is found when the
pile length exceeds Lc,const obtained from
the finite element model. The type of deformation response at pile tip can be disregarded.
For an offshore wind turbine, the tolerant deformation of wind energy converters and the
applied loading level are the most important
factors to determine the minimum required
pile length. The accumulated deformation
under cyclic loading of this monopile with
the critical length should stay within the tolerance of wind energy converters. In case
that the calculated deformation exceeds tolerant deformation of wind turbine, an alternative diameter should be considered.
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Introduction
The behavior of piles under cyclic loading
is an important research issue. In particular
offshore piles are often subject to intensively cyclic loads due to the strong wind
and wave actions. Regarding axial cyclic
loading, it is known that the pile capacity
is in general decreasing with increasing
number of load cycles. This occurs mainly
due to a decrease of ultimate skin friction,
whereas the tip resistance is believed to
remain almost unchanged.
In many cases, the foundations of the wind
energy converters will consist of jacket and
tripod structures, which are supported by
steel pipe piles located at the edges of the
foundation area. These piles will have
diameters between 1.5 and 3 m and are
loaded by cyclic compression and tension
loads.
Recently, Richter & Kirsch (2010) [1] proposed a method to calculate the decrease of
skin friction in sandy soil, by consideration
of the shear strains in the soil beneath the
pile and the estimation of volume contraction of sand soil due to cyclic shearing.
In this report, an attempt is described to
transfer this method in a numerical scheme
based on a finite element simulation of the
pile behavior under tensile cyclic loading.

Under cyclic axial loads, degradation of ultimate skin friction and with that a decrease
of the pile capacity is to be expected. Different studies on steel pipe piles in noncohesive soils have been carried out. Some
investigations were made at a test field in
Dunkirk under the supervision of the Imperial College in London (Jardine & Standing
2000) [2]. It has been shown that degradation of skin friction due to axial cyclic loading leads to accumulating displacements
and a severe reduction in pile capacity. It
is generally assumed that the reason for the
decrease of skin friction is the compaction
of the sand directly beneath the pile shaft
due to cyclic shearing.
In a model proposed by Richter & Kirsch
(2010) , compaction occurs up to a distance
at which a threshold value of cyclic shear
strain in the soil is reached. In the numerical approach, this basic idea is adopted to
determine volumetric compaction of the soil
induced by cyclic shear strain. However, the
shear stress and shear strain distributions in
the soil beneath the pile and also the stress
changes due to the volumetric compaction
are calculated by means of a finite element
model of the pile-soil system. The computations were carried out using the finite element program ABAQUS (Abaqus 2010) [3].
A two-dimensional (2D-axisymmetric) finite element model to investigate the axial
deformation response of a pile in sandy
soil was established. The elements used to
model the soil are 4-noded axisymmetric
elements. The piles were assumed to be
rigid (non-deformable). Different pile dimensions (diameter and length) were used
in order to perform a parametric study to
examine the overall behavior of tension piles.
Three different pile diameters (D= 2 m,
2.5 m and 3 m) and three different embedded lengths (L=20 m, 25 m and 30 m) were
modeled.

To account for the non-linear soil behavior, soil elements were simulated as elasto-plastic material with Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion. A stress dependency of
the oedometric stiffness modulus was implemented. For the contact behavior of the
surface between pile (rigid body) and soil
an elasto-plastic model was used.
The numerical modeling was performed
in three stages. In the first stage the static
pull-out capacity of the pile was calculated
by increasing the tensile load until failure
occurred. In a second stage a certain tensile
load – in the investigations presented about
40% of the static pull-out capacity – was
applied and the resulting stress-strain behavior of the system was assessed.
In a third stage, the volume compactions
determined from the results of the second
stage and for a certain number of load
cycles were applied to the pile-soil system and subsequently the pile load was
increased to failure in order to obtain postcyclic pile capacity.
In the following, first results regarding the
stress changes in sand soil due to cyclic
axial (tensile) pile loading and the resulting post-cyclic pile capacities are presented. In order to investigate the effect of
cyclic loading, the number of load cycles
was varied from N=1 (static loading) until
N=10,000.
In Figure 1 the post-cyclic load-displacement relationships for two different pile
geo- metries are shown. Once a pile with
dia-meter D=2 m and length L=30 m and
once a pile with D=3 m and L=20 m was
considered.
Static pullout-capacities of about 5.75 MN
(D=2 m, L=30 m) and 3.75 MN (D=3 m,
L=20 m) were obtained. The considered
cyclic loads were pure swell-loads with
amplitude of 40% of the obtained static
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capacities. Assessing the volume compaction dependent on the calculated shear
strains and the number of load cycles, these
values were applied to the model and afterwards pullout was modeled.
Similar degradation factors were found for
the two cases considered. The factors vary
from about 8% for N=10 until about 30%
for N=10,000. Similar results were also obtained with other pile dimensions. Thus, the
results are valid for almost rigid piles with
lengths of 20 m to 30 m under cyclic amplitude of 40% of the static pile capacity.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of ultimate
skin frictions along the piles after different
numbers of load cycles. The following figure shows that after cyclic pre-loading this
linear distribution changes to a non-linear
distribution. The larger the depth, the larger the skin friction degradation becomes.
In the first upper meters there is almost no
degradation in the skin friction, because
the cyclic shear strains in these depths are
smaller than the threshold value above
which volume compaction occurs. But
below, the degradation starts and becomes
maximal at the pile tip. This result is valid
for rigid piles in homogeneous soil, since
here the actual skin friction monotonically
increases with depth and thus also the cyclic
shear strain amplitudes become larger with
depth.

Summary
A numerical method was developed which
is capable to assess stress changes in the
soil around a pile due to cyclic axial loading and to figure out the post-cyclic pullout-capacity of the pile with respect to
the magnitude of cyclic axial load and the
number of load cycles. In this report, mainly
the idea and the way of realization of the
method are described. First results for rigid
piles in homogeneous medium dense sand
are presented. The method gives a prediction of post-cyclic pile capacities and is thus
a promising tool to assess cyclic load effects
on the behavior of axially loaded piles.

Figure 1: Numerically obtained post-cyclic tensile pile capacities (left: D=2 m, L=30 m,
right: D=3 m, L=20 m)

Figure 2: Skin friction
degradation under cyclic
loading (D=2.50, L=25.0 m)
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Scale Effects in the Design of Large Diameter Monopiles

Introduction
Monopiles are often considered as a possible support structure for offshore wind
energy converters (OWEC) of the multimegawatt class. The loads are transferred
via horizontal subgrade reaction into the
subsoil. Due to the harsh environmental conditions and the rated power of the
projected converters, diameters of up to
7.5 m were recently discussed. In offshore
practice, the application of the p-y-method
after the regulations of the API (2000) is
established as a standard, whereby the collected experiences only refer to piles with
diameters up to about 2.0 m or 2.5 m.
The p-y-method is a subgrade reaction
method where the pile-soil system is modelled as a beam on horizontal nonlinear
springs acting independently of each other
due to the Winkler hypothesis. The p-ymethod given in the API goes back to the
investigations of Reese et al. (1974). Their
theoretical derivations were calibrated with
horizontal pile load tests on steel pipe piles
of D = 0.61 m and a slenderness ratio of
L/D = 34.4. With that, the calibration was
made for flexible slender piles and it is in
question whether the p-y-method is valid
for the comparatively rigid large diameter
monopiles of OWEC.
Investigations of Wiemann et al. (2004),
Achmus et al. (2007) , Lesny et al. (2007)
and Sørensen et al. (2010) however point
out, that the application of the p-y-method
on large diameter monopiles in sand can
overestimate the pile-soil stiffness. The underestimation of the pile deformation can

influence the required pile length or the
natural frequencies of the support structure of the OWEC depending on the design strategy. In order to take this diameter
and depth dependent effect into account,
Wiemann et al. (2004) and Sørensen et al.
(2010) suggested the modification of the
initial modulus of subgrade reaction k of
the p-y-method for sandy soils.

Project Description
In the present study, the effects of the diameter and the influence of the soil conditions of a homogeneous non-cohesive soil
on the pile head displacements and pile
head rotations were investigated by 3-dimensional numerical simulations using
the program system ABAQUS (ABAQUS
6.9). The results of the numerical study
were compared to those derived from the
assumptions of Wiemann et al. (2004) and
Sørensen et al. (2010).

2.2
y (FEM) / y (p-y) [1]
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For monotonic loading, essential requirements on the material law are the consideration of the non-linear, stress-dependent
soil stiffness and the consideration of possible shear failure. An elasto-plastic material law with Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was used. The soil stiffness herein
is represented by a stiffness modulus for
oedometric compression ES and a Poisson’s ratio ν. To account for the non-linear
soil behaviour, a stress dependency of the
stiffness modulus was implemented. In
order to calibrate these parameters, monopiles with diameters of D = 0.61 m were
numerically investigated. The parameters
κ and λ were adjusted using the results of
API p-y-method for the same conditions
(Achmus et al. 2008).
Monopiles with diameters of D = 0.61 m,
1.5 m, 3.0 m, 4.0 m, 5.5 m and 7.5 m embedded in sand were analyzed. In order to
facilitate a comparison of the results, loads
from a current offshore project for a mono-

loose sand (ϕ‘ = 27.5°)
med. dense sand (ϕ‘ = 32.5°)
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very dense sand (ϕ‘ = 42.5°)
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Figure 1: Diagram of ratio of numerically derived pile head displacements to displacements from the p-y method as a function of the soil relative density and pile diameter
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pile with a diameter D = 5.5 m were taken
and transferred to the other diameters under application of a calibration procedure.
For all piles investigated, a constant pile
wall thickness t was determined according
to the API recommendations. For each pile
an embedded length was chosen that gives
a vertical tangent in the load-deflectionline under the derived loads applying the
p-y method.
From Figure 1, it can be seen that with increasing diameter and starting at a diameter of D = 1.5 m, the numerically calculated
pile head displacements y(FEM) are larger
than predicted by the p-y method. This difference was found for all investigated soil
conditions.

0

0

2

2
L / D [1]

L / D [1]

Furthermore, Figure 2 gives the deflection
lines for monopiles with D = 0.61 m,
D = 1.5 m, D = 4.0 m and D = 7.5 m calculated with the p-y-method and the FEM in
comparison to the deflection lines derived
with the formulations of Wiemann et al.
(2004) und Sørensen et al. (2010) exemplarily for dense sand with φ’ = 37.5.
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The FEM results show that for very dense
and dense sand,the the formulations of
Wiemann et al. (2004) und Sørensen et al.
(2010) lead to acceptable estimations of the
pile head displacements for monopiles with
diameters between 3.0 m ≤ D ≤ 7.5 m under
characteristic extreme loads. For loose to
medium dense sand, both modifications of
the initial modulus of initial stiffness lead
to a sometimes considerable underestimation of the pile head deflections. This can
be attributed to the fact that both methods
were not calibrated for those soil densities.
Further research is needed to adjust the
parameters.
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The presented results of a numerical study
with the 3-dimensional FEM show that the
application of the p-y-method on large diameter monopiles in sand can result in an underestimation of the pile head displacement
and rotation. The influence of this geometric
effect is higher as the diameter increases. It
has been shown that this effect is also influenced by the stiffness of the pile-soil system.
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Figure 2: Comparison
of the pile deflection
lines for different pile
diameters in dense
sand with φ’ = 37.5°,
calculated by FE,
p-y-method and the
modi-fication of the
initial modulus of
subgrade reaction after
Wiemann et al. (2004)
and Sørensen et al.
(2010)
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Introduction

Project Description

As part of the main objectives regarding
the extension of renewable energy sources
the German Government aims the allocation of offshore wind energy farms with a
total power rating of 20-25GW until 2030
in the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. The
construction of offshore wind energy converters and voltage transformer platforms
often requires the operation of high-energy
pile hammers to mount the support structure at the sea bed. Today it is well known
that underwater sound caused by piling activities can seriously affect the behaviour
and physical health of marine mammals. In
order to minimize negative effects on the
marine environment due to construction
noise of projected offshore wind energy
converters it is necessary to have a realistic forecast of the expected underwater
sound exposures. These forecasts have to
take account both of the range- and timedependency of piling noise and moreover
should give the possibility to change the
underlying scenario of construction activities interactively. To this end a cooperation
project between the Institute of Structural
Analysis (ISD), the German Wind Energy
Institute (DEWI) as well as the German
Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency (BSH) was established. The project
deals with the implementation of a forecast
tool for underwater noise immissions due
to pile driving in the German North Sea
and the preparation of uniform noise maps.

Background
There have been several research projects
attending to underwater piling noise in
the past ([1], [2]). During these projects
single offshore construction projects like
the erection of alpha ventus were investigated with respect to underwater noise.
The main attention was paid on acoustic
measurements and their consistent evaluation using the values Leq, SEL and Lpeak.
Considering the large number of expected
piling activities in the German North Sea
it will be indispensible to look at cumulative effects as well as occasionally overlapping noise emissions to evaluate the
ecological relevance. Currently there is no
reliable forecast model available to give an
answer to the questions mentioned above.
Furthermore there is the need for a uniform
mapping of the expected underwater noise
immissions to allow for the ecological
evaluation during the approval procedure
of construction activities.
Work Packages
1. Definition of consistent characteristics
and capable measurement procedures
2. Compilation of formerly measured
underwater sound immissions and development of a realistic scenario for
construction activities during the years
2011-2015
3. Realization of hydroacoustic measurements and determination of hydrographic parameters for the validation of
forecast models
4. Implementation of hydroacoustic forecasts for piling noise in the German
North Sea (see fig. 1)
5. Preparation of noise maps for experts
discussion
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram for the implementation of forecasts and noise mapping
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Introduction
The measurement results for hydro sound
levels as a consequence of pile driving activities in the North Sea and the Baltic Sea
show that the recommended values defined
by the German Umweltbundesamt (UBA)
are seriously exceeded. In this regard it
is necessarily required to provide effective sound reduction techniques to reduce
impact on the marine environment as far
as possible. However, the application of
noise mitigation measures has to be costeffective and must not considerably disturb
the installation procedures of the offshore
wind turbines’ foundations.

Project description
Based on the promising results of the
FINO3-project ([3] – testing of a large
bubble curtain at a greater distance to a
monopile), within the framework of the
workshops arranged by the Stiftung Offshore-Windenergie it was decided December 2008 to test a little bubble curtain close
to the foundation. The conceptional design
and construction of the little bubble curtain
was developed by MENCK GmbH in cooperation with the company Hydrotechnik
Lübeck. By the end of May 2009 the required hydro sound measurements during
the installation of a wind turbine of type
Multibrid were carried out under the coordination of ISD together with the research
partners DEWI and itap. During the measurements the bubble curtain was mounted
at two of the three pilesleeves of AV09.
The name “bubble curtain” comprises the
whole concept, consisting of the tube system and the actual bubble curtain, which
arises, when the air bubbles escape from
the nozzles of the tubes at status “filled with
compressed air”. As the bubbles raise to the
surface they form a dense curtain. Gas bubbles change the acoustic properties of the
medium water. Due to the different impedances of the two media acoustical scattering
occurs at the border between both.
In addition to this effect the single bubble
reacts like an acoustical resonator when insonified by an incident wave close to its resonance frequency. The result is a very high
ratio of effective acoustical to geometrical
cross section at resonance. In total the two
effects lead to a significant reduction of the
hydro sound immission “behind” the bubble
and at greater distances, which is the main
reason for the efficiency of the system. Detailed fundamentals of acoustic gas bubbles
are given in [1] and [2].

Since the bubble curtain is no rigid construction, but consists of freely moving
air bubbles, it is vulnerable to sea currents
and waves. A further challenge poses the
immediate vicinity to the piling activities.
To minimize disturbance of the installation procedure the bubble curtain was split
up in an upper and a lower part. The lower
parts could be mounted at two pilesleeves in
Eemshaven.

Summary
When the AV09 Tripod was being installed
offshore the lower bubble curtains could
be put into operation as planned. Although
the upper mobile systems were ready for
operation on board the vessel, they weren’t
applied due to bad weather and the risk to
delay the installation process.
The subsequent hydro sound measurements took place during pile driving activities at AV09. At this time the lower systems
were in use. Goal of the measurements was
to investigate the bubble curtain’s mitigation effect and its dependence on relevant
parameters. To reach this, measurement
positions were placed at distance 500 m
from the source of sound on the western
and the eastern side of AV09. In addition
to this, autark hydrophone systems were
placed at distance 2.4 and 17.5 km.
To quantify the bubble curtain’s effect
two situations are compared: piling with
and without bubble curtain in operation.
For that purpose the bubble curtain was
switched off and on twice. Due to the
omission of the mobile upper systems and
the associated reduction of the compressed
air flow, a variation of the latter was impossible. The results show that the bubble
curtain’s mitigation effect is strongly dependent on the tide and the related flow
speed and direction. The reason is, that a
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Figure 1: Drift of bubble curtain at water surface at 16:43 p.m.. Left
image border behind the yellow ladder: north-east pile, lower image
border: south-east pile of AV09, May 31th, 2009 (Source: ISD)

bubble curtain at the same very close to the
pile and subjected to current and waves,
isn’t able to wrap the pile entirely – consequently the good reduction effect can only
be unfolded at “one side” of the pile. This
fact is illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2 by
showing the emersion of the bubble curtain
at water surface for two different times.
Only at turn of tide the good mitigation effect was available in every direction (see
Figure 2).
When the bubble curtain was switched on
for the second time the according pile was
half driven into the seabed. The measured
reduction of the sound pressure level was
about 13 dB (ΔSEL) and 14 dB (ΔLpeak) with
the current and at the same time 2 (ΔSEL)
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Figure 2: Emersion of bubble curtain at water surface at turn of
tide, north-east pile of AV09, May 31th, 2009 (Source: ISD)

and 0 dB (ΔLpeak) against the current. When
the compressors were switched on for the
third time the pile had nearly reached its final
depth. At this state the measured reduction
can be quantified by 10 dB (ΔSEL) and
12 dB (ΔLpeak) at position “with the current”
and at the same time 4 dB (ΔSEL) and 5 dB
(ΔLpeak) at position “against the current.” The
recommended SEL-value of UBA was complied only at position “with the current.”
Furthermore it could be shown that the
difference of the measured sound pressure
levels at position “with the current” compared to the ones “against the current” are
strongly dependent from the absolute value
of the flow speed. With increasing flow
speed the difference between the measured
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sound pressure levels at position “with the
current” compared to the ones “against the
current” is increasing too.
For future applications there is a strong
need, to eliminate the drawback of the
detected anisotropic mitigation effect. To
reach this goal the bubbles have to be directed in such way that their lateral drift
is minimized. With regard to short installation times offshore, the preinstallation of
the lower systems onshore has proved to
be very advantageous. Therefore this result
should be taken into consideration while
developing future concepts.
The final report of the project is in preparation [4] and will be published soon.
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Introduction
The installation of wind turbines is accompanied by the emission of underwater noise
into the marine environment. Especially
during pile driving activities, which are in
most cases necessary to fix offshore foundations to the seabed, the maximum tolerable sound pressure levels defined by the
German Umweltbundesamt (UBA) are potentially exceeded. Due to possible stress
reactions, impacts on hearing capabilities,
communication and orientation, sound levels from pile driving represent a potential
danger to marine life. At present there are
no noise mitigation concepts which are at
the same time physically effective, easy
to handle during offshore activities on the
construction site and where the process
will be cost-efficient. For this reason the
research in the field of hydro sound reduction is a vital challenge, and providing that
the development of offshore wind energy
is compatible with the protection of nature.
Since 2000 a straight line of research
projects of the partners ISD/DEWI/itap has
improved knowledge in the field of underwater sound measurements, as well as for
standardisation and evaluation of measurements, e.g. [1] and [2]. Moreover two different types of the noise mitigation concept
“bubble curtain” could be tested successfully. Especially a large bubble curtain applied
under the construction of the FINO3-monopile reduced underwater sound immission
considerably in all directions [3].

Project description
Noise mitigation concepts can be divided
into two main groups: primary and secondary concepts. Primary concepts influence or
reduce the noise at the source. Examples are
the optimisation of the impulse pile driving

parameters by lengthening the stroke and
the use of vibration pile drivers. Secondary concepts reduce the noise during sound
propagation. Here acoustic enclosures and
air bubble curtains are the main research
objectives.
Noise reduction techniques are being investigated by the use of computational
simulations, small scale experimental tests
in laboratory and tests in different facilities. In order to validate the mathematical
models for bubble curtains, experiments
will be arranged in large tanks. Under certain conditions the results can be adopted
to offshore conditions.

Summary of project results
The Institute of Structural Analysis has
performed calculations based on a numerical model to simulate the interaction of
piling hammer, pile and both the adjacent
soil and the water body during pile driving
procedure. Based on that coupled model the
sound propagation in the water can be calculated. As a second step the optimisation
of the impulse pile driving parameters can
be performed. Main focus is on the identification of suitable middle sections with ideal
stiffness and damping parameters leading to
an extension of the pulse duration and thus
to reduced noise emissions.
Furthermore tests with bubble curtains have
been performed in the small towing tank of
the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (see Figure
1). More experiments will be conducted in
spring, including tests in the large towing
tank (see Figure 2). It is planned to test different tube systems for the bubble curtain
filled with compressed air under varying
pressures to investigate the influence on the
mitigation effect in detail.
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Figure 1: Small Towing Tank of the Hamburg Ship Model Basin
(Source: http://www.hsva.de)

Figure 2: Large Towing Tank of the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (Source: http://www.hsva.de)
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Introduction

Project description

When planning and erecting an offshore
wind turbine (OWT) one of the biggest
cost factors, compared to onshore WT, is
the support structure. These higher costs
result from less knowledge of several key
factors as there are for example soil conditions and behaviour or dynamic loads from
waves. In particular this aspect becomes
more important due to the fact that thousands of OWTs are planned in the North
and Baltic Sea. Precise knowledge of the
support structure can help to minimize
costs during the mass production.

Priority objective of this project is the reduction of the cost for OWT support structures, which include towers, different types
of substructures and foundations. In general, the project can be divided into sub topics like loads, durability and foundations.
Since mid of 2010 first data from the test
field is available and used within the work
packages. In total, eight packages were
formed within GIGAWIND alpha ventus:

Since 2001 the research group GIGAWIND
is engaged in optimizing support structures
for planned offshore wind turbines. The
research project GIGAWIND alpha ventus
ties in with its parent projects GIGAWIND
and GIGAWINDplus. The methods created and validated on offshore structures like
the FINO1 research platform will now be
transferred to real OWT. Additionally, one
focus is the integration of these methods
into one modular simulation- and design
package.

Load modelling for waves and its
correlation effects to wind
This sub-project is focused on three tasks,
primarily on the estimation of load coefficients for the calculation of wave loads
on offshore wind converter structures,
secondarily on the correlation of wind and
wave action at the alpha ventus test site,
and finally on extreme load estimations
due to breaking waves. The coefficients
for the wave load calculation, using the
Morison approach, scatter in literature.
Therefore model tests on the tripod structure with non-breaking waves have been
performed in the large wave flume in
2010. The tested cases with various sea
state parameters are currently investigated
to reveal more specific Cd and CM coefficients for load calculations on offshore
foundation tripod structures. Subsequently,
the senor data from the test field will be
compared with the model test data. For the
second task the collected data at the FINO
1 platform is used to correlate the wind and
wave load development at the test field. The
wave direction and characteristic sea state
parameters are investigated in regard to
the changing wind- direction and intensity.
The third task of this sub-project deals with
breaking waves and their local pressure
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Figure 1: Tripod structure model scaled 1:12 in the large wave flume (left) and CFD-model of the large wave flume setup for the
simulation of breaking wave impacts (right).

development on the foundation structure.
Model tests and numerical simulations
(Figure 1) are used to further increase the
knowledge about the intensity and location
of peak pressures and thus total forces on
offshore foundation structures.
Lifetime and fatigue analysis and joining
techniques
The currently applied structural and fatigue
assessment of support structures for Offshore Wind Turbines is based on common
design rules, which treat structures as limited and single. This means that varying aspects of material qualities, manufacturing
and loading are considered by high safety
factors which may result in conservatively
designed, heavy and expensive structures.
Focussing on the influence of manufacturing aspects, parameters like geometry tolerances and aspects of welding like distortions
were measured during the manufacturing in
order to get more information about their
development during the production process
and their influence on fatigue critical stress
concentration at welded nodes. After analysing different measurement techniques,
terrestrial laser scanning and tachymetry
were favoured as fast and most practicable.
Both techniques were applied during two
separate field campaigns. The purpose of
the measuring campaigns was to generate a
3D model which represents the surface of

the subject. Afterwards, fast and efficient
algorithms were developed for interpreting
and editing the amound of measurement
data for further analyses. Theoretical investigations and FE-analyses expand the
field of parameters and show the relevance
of imperfections for the design.
Corrosion protection for offshore steel
structures
In the year 2010, further test coupons were
installed on the Tripod at the alpha ventus
test field. The production of the test coupons had been improved by covering the
whole steel plates with the tested highperformance mortars. It is planned to rebuild the test coupons after 24 months and
to evaluate the influence of real impacts on
the corrosion protection system. Moreover,
laboratory tests with the aim of optimizing
the mortar composition are in process. It is
already proved that the resistance against
water and chloride penetration can be increased by addition of polymer dispersions. Furthermore, production techniques
for the mortar layer have been developed
and the filling procedure has been tested on
small-scaled components.

Health monitoring systems
During the design process of an OWT support structure numerous assumptions on the
resistance and impact side are made. Hence,
exact influences on the load bearing behaviour are unknown. As a result it is very important to monitor the structures state. If the
actual state of the structure can be predicted
by measured data, the time between maintenance intervals could be extended and/or
damages could be detected in an early state
to reduce the service costs. For damage
detection, the Multiparameter-Eigenvalue
Problem (MEP) is used in GWav. It is based
on a mathematical model in combination
with modal properties from measured data.
Figure 2 displays the scheme of damage
identification including system identification and model validation. In a first state,
the mathematical model is updated with
the extracted modal properties. From this
point on, changes in modal properties can
be traced back to structural damage. The
MEP calculates changes in stiffness from
changes in the modal parameters. Today
data from alpha ventus is available for
analysis. The huge amount of data necessitates an automated selection of the data
by global parameters as wind speed or
rotor speed. Modal properties are calculated from these data sets. The structures
modal properties over time build the basis
for damage detection. It is important to
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Figure 2: Structogram for a damage identification, including system identification and model validation

use data over a long time span e.g. several
month up to a year or more, since modal
properties do not only change due to damage but also due to surrounding conditions.
If damage can be detected, the remaining
bearing strength has to be determined from
these parameters. Additional numerical
damage simulations will support the damage detection by measured data.
Scour protection and local scour
monitoring
Within the work package investigations
on scour phenomena and scour protection systems around the tripod foundation
structure have been carried out by means
of 1:12 large-scale physical model tests in
the Large Wave Flume (Figure 3), based
on the results of the former 1:40 laboratory tests for qualitative investigations.
For the experimental setup, a moving bed
using fine sand has been installed in the
flume. Scour developments have been
measured by use of a multi-beam as well
as single-beam echo sounders and underwater cameras.

As an interim result regarding the scour
process itself it can be stated that the characteristics of the local and global scour development around the tripod, described by
depths and extent, are directly influenced
by the wave parameters and the orientation of the structure, i.e. turning angles
in reference to the main wave direction.
It can generally be concluded that scours
occur directly at the piles and also in the
near-field and beneath the main column
of the tripod, in some cases reaching even
higher scour depths than expected around
the single piles. Therefore, the influence
of the global changing bed surface on the
soil-mechanical bed characteristics has to
be considered when regarding the stability
of the soil and the foundation structure. A
comparison between large-scale model results and in-situ measurements of scours in
the alpha ventus test site has shown that the
local and global scour pattern could qualitatively be reproduced quite well in the
experiments, although scour depths were
slightly lower due to restrictions in the
wave flume model setup.

Based on the results from the small wave
flume (WKS), further examinations were
carried out using the large wave flume
(GWK) with a scale of 1:12. Different selected geometries and variants of positioning the innovative scour protection system
around the structure were tested. Comparing these results with a reference test without any scour protection, conclusions can
be made on the efficiency of the protection
system. Because of less scale effects in the
large wave flume (GWK), more realistic
values can be expected. Evaluation of the
test results and comparison with measured
scour depths at alpha ventus test field is
still in process.
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Figure 3: Exemplary bed levels for a 1:12 test series in the wave flume (regular waves, d=2.5m, Hm=0.76m, Tm=5.48s) after 3000
waves; turning angle 0°. Arrows depict wave direction. Source: Stahlmann, FI 2010

Modelling of Load-Carrying Behaviour of
Driven Offshore Piles
The foundation of offshore wind turbines
(OWT) plays an important role in the stability of these structures. For water depths
between 25 and 50 m tripod or jacket are
suitable foundation structures. They are
supported by open steel pipe piles with
diameters between 1.5 and 3.0 m. Under
extreme loads induced by wind and wave
loading, large axial tension forces have to
be transferred to the ground. Since the erection of thousands of wind energy converters is planned for the North Sea, the optimization of the design and thus an accurate
prediction of tensile pile capacities are very
important. In this work package a parametric study was carried out to ascertain the
differences in tensile pile capacity between
the different CPT-based approaches and the
API-approach. The experimental data used
for the approaches was evaluated in order
to identify the approach best suited to the
particular geometric, loading and subsoil
conditions in the North Sea. Moreover the
behaviour of these piles under combined
horizontal and vertical loads haven been
investigated. Cyclic behavior of axially
loaded piles has been an issue since studies revealed that the capability of transferring skin friction into the ground is highly
dependent on the level and the number of
load cycles. Consequently the behavior of
piles under cyclic loading using the finite

element analysis will be described, and their
results will be evaluated to give an insight
into the behavior of piles under axial cyclic
tensile loading.
Automated Validation of General Structural
Model
A well-adjusted, realistic general structural
model is an important basis for numerous
applications throughout the whole design
process of an OWT. Such a modal is a
requirement for a precise numerical simulation and optimization of the design of
a support structure for offshore wind turbines. This realistic model can be developed by measured in-field data. In general,
this working package can be separated in
two parts, first the system identification and
second the model validation. Software tools
for both, automated system identification
with auto-regressive (AR) models named
ARSYS and for the automated validation
of numerical models named Vali-Tool, were
developed at the ISD. Measured data from
an OWT within the test field alpha ventus
was used for system identification. An
advantage of the identification method
(AR-method) is the fact that frequencies
can be taken directly from analytical formulas rather than from discrete spectra
(peak picking). Further a smaller number
of data points is needed. Here, the first four
modes could be identified using ARSYS.
Consecutively a numerical model was up-

dated with these identified values. One can
choose between six different optimization
algorithms within ValiToo, the behavior of
these algorithms has been analyzed during
the last year [Haake 2010]. To complete the
identification and model validation for the
alpha ventus test field, data from both plant
types will be used for identification and
validation.
Holistic Design Concept
For dimensioning and optimizing OWTs a
design framework called DeSiO (Design
and Simulation Framework for Offshore
Wind Turbines) is beeing developed within
GIGAWIND alpha ventus. Hereby, the results of the research done in the fields of the
design aspects like hydrodynamics, wave
loads, lifetime analysis, corrosion protection, structural health monitoring , scour
protection, soil modelling as well as model
validation using measurement data are considered. Hence, DeSiO provides the user
with a collection of interfaces in order to
control and link different commercial and
non-commercial simulation tools.
For a successful deployment of the structural finite element (FE) code and the
multibody simulation program (MBS)
within DeSiO, the programs Poseidon,
Abaqus and Adams have been verified
within the project Offshore Code Comparison Collaboration Continuation (OC4)
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Figure 4: 1st and 2nd tower eigenmodes computed in DeSiO/Poseidon (a) and Abaqus (b). Transient analysis with wave loading applied
in Poseidon (c) and Adams/WaveLoads (d).

under IEA Wind Annex XXX. During this
project a reference support structure (tower
and jacket) is used. As a reference turbine
the NREL 5MW Baseline Turbine has been
applied for the turbine model. The first part
of the verification consists of the analysis
of eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes for
the Offshore Wind Turbine (OWT). After
that, several load cases will be analyzed
taking into account a rigid or flexible rotornacelle-assembly (RNA) in combination
with several wind and wave conditions.
Figure 4a and 4b show the 1st and 2nd
tower eigenmodes of the OWT structure
with a rigid turbine in the absence of water
and structural damping. Furthermore, the
application of wave loads on the structure
in a water depth of 50 m can be seen in
Figure 4c and 4d.

Summary
A milestone was taken during 2010 with
receiving first measured data from the test
field alpha ventus. By working on the subprojects presented, all institutes contribute
a share to the general goal of the project
GIGAWIND alpha ventus. Aspects concerning the design of support structures of
OWT are load modeling, life time analysis, corrosion and scour protection, soil
modeling, load monitoring and validated
general structural models. Some results
of this aspects are handled in new or further developed software tools. Beneath
new theoretical approaches and awareness
of the actual structural behavior, this will
contribute to a new economic dimensioning concept for support structures of OWT.

However, a simplified dimensioning will
help attempting to fulfill the overarching
goal of reducing the cost of OWT support
structures. Moreover, the validation of the
design methods, which can be done for
the first time in the test fields under real
conditions, facilitates for design optimization and weight reduction of the numerous
plants planned for the future. Therefore,
for the construction of OWT support structures; this project serves really well in rationalizing and strengthening the national
economy in the face of international competition.
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Introduction
The growth of the German wind energy
sector is closely connected with the law of
renewable energy in 2000. Since that time,
industry and research is facing the challenges to make wind energy reliable and costefficient. Thus, in 2006 the collaborative
research project OGOWin was initiated to
investigate an offshore wind turbine support
structure. This structure is capable to carry
a wind turbine of 5 mega-watt capacity and
is suitable for water depths of 35 m, as we
find in German waters. Decisive for the design of the structure is the use of standard
components such as equal pipes and connecting nodes of equal size. In this way a
cost-efficient fabrication and a time-saving
assembly are achieved. Several project partners cooperated in specific subprojects to
investigate this structure focusing on the optimization of material consumption, assembling order and manufacturing process [1].

Figure1: VARIOBASE® mit REpower 5M [1]
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Project description
The subproject conducted by the Institute
for Structural Analysis (ISD) of the Leibniz Universität Hannover aims to identify
realistic dynamic load values at the jacket
support structure that is erected as onshore
prototype (Figure 1). Wind turbine support
structures need to withstand high dynamic
loads caused by wind, operation of the
turbine and – under offshore conditions
– wave excitation. The knowledge of real
acting load values is essential to verify the
assumptions of the design process and to
optimize the structural design.
Assuming the structural dynamic responses
(e.g. accelerations) are measured and a
realistic mathematical description of the
structure is known, the structure can be
used as a sensor to calculate the acting
loads inversely. In general, inverse problems are notoriously ill-conditioned. For
that reason, a procedure is chosen that fulfill the following assumptions. Firstly, the
realistic dynamic behavior of the structure
is determined from measurements. By the
use of adequate identification methods the
dynamics of the global structure and local
vibrations are analyzed. Corresponding eigenfrequencies, eigenmodes and damping
ratios are identified. In this context, local
vibrations refer to structural components
such as a foundation block and bracings of
the jacket structure. Regarding the identification of the global dynamic behavior special focus lay on investigation of damping
ratios under operation to describe the aerodynamic interaction. Detailed descriptions
and results are given in [2].
Knowing the realistic dynamic behavior
of the structure, a realistic mathematical
model can be created. For that purpose,
a finite element (FE) model description
of the structure is used. This FE model is
updated, so that the model represents the
identified eigenfrequencies. As parameter
for that updating process, structural components are chosen that hardly can be modeled correctly due to lack of information
(e.g. stiffness and mass distribution of the

rotor-nacelle-system) or show uncertainties in their mechanical description (e.g.
stiffness of soil parameter). The model updating process aims to adjust the parameter
in a physically meaningful manner. Once the
updated model is created, its system matrices
can be extracted. Using these matrices a realistic mathematical model of the structure is
generated. Using the matrices from the model updating process enables to calculate the
inverse of the transfer matrix easily, because
now the transfer matrix has full rank. Thus,
the ill-conditioned behavior of the inverse
problem is prevented.
Feeding the procedure for the inverse
calculation with measurement data of
the structural dynamic responses and the
realistic mathematical model, dynamic
load values can be calculated. Within the
OGOWin project ISD performed such
calculation at the onshore prototype of
the jacket support structure successfully.
The determined force represents the rotor
thrust, which is appraised as the leading
force component. Its order of magnitude
is verified by comparison to rough estimations of the thrust usually used at the design stage. The inversely calculated rotor
thrust contains stationary and turbulent
parts of the wind load and includes periodic parts due to rotation of the rotor as well.
The inversely calculated load depends on
the wind turbine control. Considering
operational states equal or less than rated
power, the calculated load is nearly proportional to the wind speed. Otherwise a
precise description of the control algorithm
is needed to relate the calculated load to
the environmental conditions. Moreover,
the presented methodology allows an inverse calculation of load components that
act perpendicular to the rotor axis.

Summary
The collaborative research project
OGOWin finished in 2010. ISD completed
successfully its subproject. On the basis of
a detailed identification of the structural
dynamic behavior, an updated model was
created. A procedure for calculation external loads inversely is provided. The relating key problems to apply this procedure to
a real structure are solved. Further research
will give attention to special question such
as the influence of the chosen model order
of the inverse problem. Furthermore, it will
deal with a verification of the accuracy of
the described procedure using an aeroservo-elastic simulation.
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Introduction
The operating license of Offshore Wind
Energy Converters (OWEC) normally
requires the installation and operation of
sonar transponder units in order to achieve
an acoustical warning of submarines. The
installed sonar transponders are intended
to be activated by a signal that is transmitted from a submarine in emergency.
In this case the transponder is supposed to
transmit a recognition signal that allows
the submarine a localization of the OWEC
where the transponder is mounted at. The
exact specification of this kind of warning was worked out by the German navy
in cooperation with the Research Branch
of Waterborne Sound and Geophysics
(FWG). In order to assure a sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio and a certain operation distance even under bad conditions
the source level of the sonar transponder
has to be high enough. On the other hand
the influence on marine mammals has to be
taken into account both in the far and the
near field.

The project aims at the development of a
technically matured transponder system,
the simulation and testing of the system
under realistic conditions as well as the
ecological evaluation with respect to marine mammals. To this end a cooperation
project between the Institute of Structural
Analysis (ISD), the company THALES
Instruments GmbH, the Institute of Technical and Applied Physics (itap), the German
Wind Energy Institute (DEWI) as well as
the company BioConsult SH GmbH & Co.
KG was established.

Project Description
Motivation
The large number of OWECs that are intended to be installed in the North Sea and
Baltic Sea implicates an increasing risk for
collisions between submarine vehicles and
wind energy converters. Contrary to their
application in vessels above the water surface, navigation systems based on radar
techniques are not suitable for submarines
due to the high damping of electromagnetic waves in water. On that account the navigation of submarine vehicles is performed
on the basis of acoustic systems known as
SONAR (Sound Navigation and Ranging).
These systems can be operated in passive
or active mode. In active mode the sonar
system is emitting an acoustic signal that
is reflected by an obstacle so that a delayed
signal can be received. When operated in
passive mode, the sonar system is an exclusively receiving device using sound that
is generated by an obstacle or target itself.
In case of a damaged sonar system neither
active nor passive navigation can be performed. In this case the on-board underwater telephone is used to emit an acoustical
emergency signal that triggers the sonar
transponder system at the OWEC to generate a response signal. For a reliable detec-

tion of the response signal at a distance of
2sm from the OWEC the transponder has
to provide a source level of at least 200dB
re 1µPa @1m ([1]).
Hydro-acoustic measurements and
simulation
As underwater sound propagation depends
on several influences like seabed properties, sound speed profile and swell [2], extensive measurements and simulations are
carried out to achieve a range-dependent
estimation of detectability of the response
signal generated by the sonar transponder.
The sonar transponder system consists
of a control unit that is located inside the
OWEC and an electro-acoustic transducer
mounted at the support structure at half the
water depth. Within the project two transponder systems have been installed at the
foundations of AV10 and AV12 for test
purposes. As the emitted warning signal
has a frequency in the range of 7-8 kHz,
the acoustic wave length is approximately
20 cm. Therefore, both the directivity of
the transducer itself and shadowing effects
caused by the support structure have to be
taken into account to understand the dependency of radiated sound intensity on the
horizontal direction. In terms of long-range
propagation, refraction due to the layered
sound speed, scattering at the sea surface
and attenuation due to wind-generated air
bubbles near the water surface are the most
relevant physical effects in mid- and highfrequency underwater sound propagation.
To this end, a hybrid model is used for the
acoustic simulation. The characterization
of the source is done using the boundary
elements method. The transmission loss
is calculated by a three-dimensional raytracing procedure. The main advantage of
this hybrid approach is the capability to
take a directivity pattern of the source into
account. Figure 1 shows the comparison
between simulated and measured data con-
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cerning the directivity. Note that measured
and simulated values are normalized to the
direction of 0°. These measurements were
carried out at a radius of 900m and in the
angles of 0°, 45°, 180°, 135° and 180° relative to the transducer at AV12 under good
weather conditions. It becomes visible that
there is a distinct directivity in the horizontal plane as well as a high correlation
between simulated and measured data.
Figure 2 shows the simulated transmission
loss both in the vertical plane (main direction) and in the horizontal plane (half water depth, i.e. 15m) assuming good weather
conditions. The two diagrams on the lower
left of figure 2 show the dependency of attenuation due to near-surface air bubbles
and attenuation of depth ([3]). It becomes
obvious that the directivity even affects the
far sound field because of the negligible
roughness of the sea surface.

Figure 1: (a) Mounting of the transducer at the Tripod; (b) BEM-model containing the
transducer and a section of the monopile using a symmetry plane to reduce computationals costs (green); (c) Comparison of the simulated and measured directivity (measured
at a distance of 900m from the transducer)

Summary
The implemented coupling between the
boundary elements method and ray-tracing
emerges as a capable technique. Measurements and simulation assuming good
weather conditions emphasizes this option. A second field investigation under
rough weather conditions will be done at
alpha ventus to account for the influence
of wind-generated air bubbles and rough
surface scattering. The simulations already
show a significant increase of the transmission loss assuming bad weather conditions.

Figure 2: Simulated propagation loss and environmental conditions (wind speed: approx.
5m/s; sea state: 1-2)
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offshore constructions within the oil and gas
industry. Moreover, the regulations were
influenced by experience gained from constructing onshore wind turbines. However,
for OWT completely different circumstances are valid. The partial safety factors
within these standards are not validated for
the specific conditions of OWT. In order to
identify the real safety distance between
resistance and loading effect for OWT support structures calculations based on statistical distributions are to be conducted.

Project Description
The objective of current examinations is to
obtain a design approach for OWT based on
an holistic probabilistic analysis regarding
the practicable probability of failure. Therefore, different components of an OWT are
considered.
There are structural items such as tower and
foundation or blades. For these parts, limit
state equations can be formulated defining
failure or unacceptable behavior. Within the
probabilistic examinations incoming parameters are modeled by use of stochastic
variables and distributions.
For mechanical and electrical components
the reliability is estimated using classical
reliability models e. g. FMEA (Failure
Mode and Effect Analysis) or FTA (Failure
Tree Analysis).

Before probabilistic methods can be applied
to the structure, its structural data has to be
established in the first interval based on a
deterministic design. With regard to varying
complexity of support structures the first
structure to be analyzed needs to be selected
carefully. The project partners agreed to
analyze a monopile in a first step. Further
possible substructures are tripod, jacket,
tripile and gravity based substructures,
cf. Figure 1. Beside the predefinition of the
support structure types, a probabilistic design
of wind turbines requires predefined input
parameters. Therefore, the uncertain parameters such as dimensional imperfections,
material properties and loads need to be set
carefully within the stochastic modelling.
The statistical values of the parameters,
which are required for the resistance models
of the support structure, are valid on- and
offshore in a similar manner. They were
already investigated and statistical values
from literature can be taken [1]-[3].
Statistical values for loading effects were
ascertained, too. In order to perform realistic reliability-based calculations wind and
wave data from the measuring platform
FINO1 were evaluated. FINO1 is a research
platform in the North Sea which records
measurement data from wave height, wave
direction and wind velocities at different
heights. This pool of data is used for calculating loading effects for different support
structures, cf. Figure 2.

Introduction
Optimized and robust support structures for
Offshore Wind Turbines (OWT) are essential to make offshore wind energy economically promising. Actually, there are different
utilized concepts in engineering standards.
But these existing design concepts are based
on insufficient data for research. Within
these standards the design process for OWT
is based on knowledge and standards from

Jacket

Tripod

Figure 1: Types of support structures

Tripile

Gravity based foundation
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be high costs or canceled compensation for
electricity fed into the grid. Thus, different
grid connection topologies are evaluated
from the probabilistic point of view concerning the reliability.

Summary
The objective targets of this project are to
obtain adjusted environmental actions on
Offshore Wind Turbines and to determine
the safety elements for the design with
respect to a harmonized safety level. Thus,
probabilistic analyses have to be developed
and implemented on a representative design
of typically used OWT foundations.

Figure 2: Analysis of loading effects

The probabilistic assessment is separated
into different steps. In a first step the number
of relevant parameters should be reduced by
conducting a sensitivity analysis. For this
working step the software OptiSLang® [4]
is used. This software is compatible with
already established numerical program systems as e. g. ANSYS® [5]. Reduction and
identification of decisive parameters has to
be done to achieve an adequate and acceptable calculation time. By the use of ANSYS®
coupled with OptiSLang® the reliability and
the optimization of the modeled structure
could be accomplished. In the end, gained
knowledge and results may be introduced to
assessment procedures of OWTs.
Additionally to the determination of safety
elements for the civil engineering, safetyand reliability assessments of the mechanical
and electronical components of the OWT
will be considered.
For the design of several mechanical components of OWTs it is necessary to consider
aeroelastic effects on the entire structure.
Some of these effects can be coupling between the main shaft torsion and the edgewise bending of the blades or the interaction
between the tower and the rotor flapwise

bending. Initially a failure mode and effect
analysis (FMEA) of an OWT will be done.
The objective of the FMEA is to identify
several failure modes of OWTs and their effects. Thereby, the rotor and the drive train
components will be focused.
Furthermore, monitoring systems and diagnosis systems for bearings and screw
connections should be developed and optimized. Large sized bearings should be tested
with dynamic speed and load. An already
installed large size bearing test rig will be
used. In the field of electrical engineering,
the influence of the generator type and the
power electronic components as well as the
different grid connection topologies will
be evaluated. Faults and defects in electrical machines, such as winding faults, short
circuit faults, break of squirrel cages or rotor imbalances, result in characteristical
changes of the electromagnetic air gap field.
Using sensors such as search coils, the local
dependence of these characteristic changes
acts as a filter supporting the detection of a
fault or defect with high signal-to-noise ratio as well as the identification of the type
of fault from the signal frequency. Furthermore, the reliability of the electrical overall
system is important, because the result can

Besides the support structure, monitoring
systems and diagnostic systems for the mechanical and electrical components will be
optimized. In the context of electrical engineering, the influence of the generator type
and the power electronic components as
well as different grid connection topologies
will be evaluated. Probabilistic methods
shall be used because conventional deterministic design methods recognize uncertainty implicitly and unequally. Up to now
this is addressed by conservative safety factors to calculate worst predictable scenarios.
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Introduction
After the delayed opening of alpha ventus
due to the harsh environmental conditions
during erection, first measurement data
of the REpower 5M with jacket support
structure is available now. The long term
planned validation of Flex 5 – POSEIDON, a coupled software solution for integrated simulations (see Fig. 1), is part of
the Institute for Steel Construction Subtask
of Work Package 3 and concentrates on
support structure dynamics. The validation
is performed in cooperation with the REpower Systems AG and the Endowed Chair
of Wind Energy, using their Flex 5 version
as well. As a first step the validation of global and local Eigenfrequencies and mode
shapes of the integrated offshore wind turbine model with substructure is performed.
Böker [2] showed that significant excitations of local substructure modes and coupled RNA-substructure modes are possible
(see Fig. 3). Since local Eigenfrequencies
of the substructure are strongly influenced
by mass distributions, the essential modelling aspects are emphasized.

Figure 1: Flex 5 – POSEIDON Model of REpower 5M OWT with jacket substructure

Project Description
General Model
The support structure model has been built
according to the construction plans considering all essential properties to ensure a
detailed model for validation.
The soil stiffness is modelled by REpower
with soil properties according soil assessment report and calculated following API
[1]. Measured scour depths of 4m are included. The assumption for lateral and
axial soil stiffness at mudline level is implemented by a beam with tubular cross
section according to real pile dimensions,
which is cantilevered a specific length below mudline. The upper limit of torsional
pile stiffness is modelled by capturing the
relative friction displacement between pile
surface and soil.
Influence of hydrodynamic added mass
and Marine Growth on local substructure
modes
Hydrodynamic added mass has to be added on submerged structural members for
proper modelling the dynamic behaviour
according to Eq. (1), [2].
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tion consists of steel mass, marine growth
mass and related hydrodynamic mass. Fig. 2
shows the mass ratio between reference and
added mass configuration. The total mass
factor is expected to amount around 1.5
(green area) for submerged jacket braces
with marine growth compared to ones without marine growth. Depending on brace diameter the total mass factor can scatter from
approximately 1.3 to 1.75. Evaluating Eq. (2)
leads to possible Eigenfrequency reductions
of submerged braces over lifetime by factor 0.9 to 0.75. This reduction range of local
Eigenfrequencies is going to be investigated
for validations, especially in ongoing works
in future.
Measurement data, modal analysis, and
validtion
Different time series have been evaluated.
As representative time series with 10min.
length September 15, 2010, 14.50 is used
to show first results. At this time a mean
wind speed of 24.28m/s in 100m height and
a mean wind direction of 235° (south east
wind) were measured at FINO I. High excitations are expected due to low aerodynamic
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Figure 3: Calculated (blue) and measured (red) natural frequencies, (model with 25 mm marine growth).

Figure 2: Total mass ratio for submerged braces (steel
with marine growth (mgr) and related hydrodynamic
mass compared to steel weight with hydrodynamic
mass).

damping and significant wave height higher
than 3m. Rotor speed amounts 12.1rpm
(0.201Hz). Recorded voltage signals of all
sensors are not translated into typical mechanical units, e.g. strains and accelerations,
yet. Nevertheless, for identifications of real
Eigenfrequencies and following comparisons to modal analysis the data are already
appropriate.

The described model has been built up
to investigate different added mass configurations and resulting Eigenfrequencies.
Identified measured frequencies are summarised in Fig. 3 as blue bars, the related
calculated natural frequencies are indicated
in red. Comparing calculated and measured
Eigenfrequencies the model with 25 mm
marine growth thickness leads to excellent
matching of essential measured global and
local frequencies (see Fig. 3) Uo to now,
the calculated 3rd bending is overestimated
by 20%. This is owed to the simple transition piece model. First local mode is visible around 3.4 Hz next to calculated value
of 3.34 Hz. Investigations have shown that

local joint flexibilities [4] have minor influence on modal analysis results.

Summary
First validation on frequency basis showed
good matching of calculated and measured
Eigenfrequencies. More detailed substructure modelling in transition pieces area is
needed to match higher global Eigenfrequencies accurately. For ongoing validation
activities new calibrated measurement data
will be used to confirm first results and proReferences
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Introduction
In April 2010 “alpha ventus” started officially operations, after a testing period that
began shortly after the erection of the first
wind turbines (WTs) in 2008. Being the
first German offshore wind farm, “alpha
ventus” is seen as the starting point of a
large-scale exploitation of wind resources
in German waters. Extensive scientifictechnical concomitant research is funded
by the German government in “alpha
ventus” in order to gain experience for the
optimization of future offshore wind farm
projects. “Alpha ventus” consists of twelve
wind turbines of two different manufacturers with a rated power of 5 MW each.
All research projects concerning “alpha
ventus” are bundled in the “Research
at alpha ventus” (RAVE) initiative. One
of the largest RAVE projects is called
“Verification of Offshore Wind Turbines”
(OWEA). The OWEA project started in
2007 and since 2010 it is headed by ForWind at the Carl von Ossietzky University
of Oldenburg. Work in OWEA is expected
to end in December 2011. The OWEA consortium comprises universities, research
centres, WT manufacturers and certification institutions and verifies the essential
aspects in the design and operation of offshore WTs.
Besides coordinating OWEA, ForWind
at the University of Oldenburg is doing
research in two of OWEA`s five work
packages (WP). In WP 1, ForWind in Oldenburg reduces uncertainties in the evaluation of power curves and associated risks

in the estimation of energy yields. Moreover, easy-to-use and computationally nonintensive engineering models that describe
the vertical structure of wind and turbulent
kinetic energy in the atmospheric boundary
layer are developed and their results are
verified by data from FINO1, the offshore
met mast funded by the German federal
government and situated only some hundred meters to the west of “alpha ventus”.
Besides simplified engineering models,
also solutions of the complete, averaged
Navier-Stokes equations in form of mesoscale models are checked for their accuracy at offshore sites.
WP 2, led by ForWind in Oldenburg, focuses on the flow conditions in offshore
wind farms. A detailed picture of the turbulent atmospheric flow in an offshore
environment, behind single wind turbines
and within the whole wind farm shall be
obtained from turbulence-resolving simulations with a large-eddy simulation (LES)
model with integrated wind turbine parameterizations. The results of the numerical
simulations are compared with results from
the extensive measurement campaign at
the offshore test site. Finally, the spatially
and temporally highly resolved LES data
sets will be used in order to improve less
resource intensive engineering wake models for an application to huge offshore wind
farms with multi-megawatt WTs. A rather
new measurement method that is used to
obtain data required for a verification of
the numerical results is the LIDAR technique. Within the OWEA project, ForWind
in Oldenburg aims at using the LIDAR
for long-range measurements. Moreover,
ForWind has begun to develop a multiLIDAR-system that produces a full 3D image of the atmospheric flow.
Another task of ForWind in Oldenburg in
WP 2 is the development of a stochastic
model, with which wind speeds and power
production by a wind turbine can be simulat-

ed with a high temporal resolution of 1 Hz.
This model will be used to study extreme
wind situations including events of extreme
changes of the wind speed within a very
short period of time that is expected to cause
large loads on wind turbines. Moreover, it
will be possible to apply the model in order
to produce time series of wind power production that might be of interest e.g. for net
integration studies.

Project description
Mean vertical profiles and characteristics
of turbulence in the marine atmospheric
boundary layer
Because the construction and maintenance
of met masts offshore is much more difficult and much more expensive than on land
and as alternative air-borne measurements
are also expensive and limited to certain
height levels and weather conditions, comparatively little knowledge on the marine
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) has
been gained so far from measurements. It
was found that the turbulence intensity and
vertical mixing in the marine ABL is less
strong than in a typical daytime convective
ABL over land. This effect is especially
important for wake calculations and new
models are required that provide information on the vertical structure of the marine
ABL. In the OWEA project, ForWind has
analysed FINO1 data and could show that
the thermal stratification has a crucial impact on offshore wind profiles. Corrected
data from the FINO1 met mast was compared against the results of several engineering wind profile models by ForWind
Oldenburg. Moreover, ForWind has shown
that mesoscale models can successfully
reproduce the observed vertical profiles,
and also the occurrence of low level jets
in cases with stable stratification. In 2010,
the main focus of the work of ForWind in
WP1 was to check the ability of mesoscale
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models to reproduce also the characteristics
of atmospheric turbulence observed in the
measurements at FINO1. For this study,
results of the mesoscale model COSMO,
e.g. the gusts (see figure 1) obtained from
different parameterizations included in
the COSMO model, were compared with
FINO1 data. It turned out that in most
cases the shape and amplitude of gusts
are successfully reproduced by the gust parameterizations available in the COSMO
model, although phase shifts between the
gust in the model and the gust observed in
the atmosphere complicate the comparison. Differences of the amplitude of gusts
between the model and the measurements
could be explained by false predictions
of the mean wind speed in the model. ForWind’s results indicate that there is still a
need for an improvement of the mesoscale
model. Ensemble prediction systems or a
further improvement of boundary layer
schemes can be ways to overcome the remaining problems of mesoscale models in
delivering accurate gust values. Currently,
the comparison of turbulence characteristics between mesoscale models and observations is still ongoing.
Large-eddy simulations (LES) of wake
flows
ForWind at the Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg uses the parallelized
large-eddy simulation model PALM that
has been developed in the Institute for
Meteorology and Climatology at the Leibniz University Hannover in order to simulate the wakes behind WTs and wind farms
and their interaction with the ABL. As
these simulations require enormous computational resources all simulations have
so far been carried out on the supercomputers of the HLRN (Norddeutscher Verbund für Hoch- und Höchstleistungsrechnen). In the future, wake flow simulations
with LES will be a major application on
ForWind’s own supercomputer that was
funded by the German federal government.
Due to its high computational price, the
LES method is not applicable as a standard tool for the evaluation of wake effects.
However, its high-resolution results will
be used to improve computationally much
cheaper engineering wake models. Al-

Figure 1: Gusts and mean wind in the COSMO model for storm Danny on
September 4th, 2009, 18 UTC.

though the LES model runs on some of the
world’s most powerful supercomputers, it
is not possible to explicitly resolve the flow
at the rotor blade and, concurrently, the
flow in the far wake area. Instead, for far
wake studies the impact of the rotor blades
on the atmospheric flow is taken into account by additional parameterised forces
in the momentum equations. Therefore,
the actuator disc method and the actuator
line method had to be added to PALM.
The implementation of the two methods
in PALM resulted in a good agreement
with previously published numerical and
experimental results. In 2010 the main
focus of the application of the LES model
was the comparison between wake flows
behind WTs over land and over sea surfaces. In order to consider the dependency
of the roughness of the of the sea surface
on the overlying flow, a Charnock formula
for the calculation of the roughness length
has been added to PALM. As expected,
the observed turbulence intensity in the
atmospheric layer over the land surface
was higher than those over the sea surface,

when the mean velocity at hub height was
the same as that over the sea surface. The
larger background turbulence resulted in a
faster transition from the near-wake to the
far-wake region in the land case compared
to the sea case. In the far wake region, turbulence created at the border of the wake
area plays a major role and the turbulence
intensity over the sea surface reaches actually the same order of magnitude as that
over the land surface. Thus, the recovery of
the wake deficit seems to be rather similar
over land and sea in the near wind turbine
part of the far wake region. Further away
from the WT the background turbulence
intensity plays a major role again, as the
velocity shear at the edges of the wake area
decreases again, resulting in a decreasing
generation of turbulence (the largest velocity shears are found close to the ground
again). However, it is observed that further downstream in the far wake region the
recovery of the wake deficit over land is
much faster than that over the sea surface.
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Figure 2: Isosurfaces of the vorticity over land (left) and over sea (right). Due to the larger roughness of the land surface the
production of turbulence due to shear is larger over the land than that over the sea surface . This leads to larger values of the ambient vorticity over land.

Multi-LIDAR
Another task of ForWind in the OWEA
project is to synchronize several LIDAR
units that are equipped with all-sky scanners in order to measure the same target at
the same time (Figure 2). Three simultaneous measurements open the possibility to
retrieve the local three-dimensional wind
vector with high temporal and spatial resolution. The Multi-LIDAR will consist of
several commercial long-range LIDARs.
As off-the-shelf products, these units can
be controlled individually with the deployed software. The current task is the development of a central control unit capable
to communicate with the single LIDARs,
in order to operate them and calculate the
commands required by each LIDAR to
scan the same trajectory in the space-time
domain. For completing the task, it is also
required to develop communication interfaces for the software of the LIDARs in
order to allow the networking among individual units. In cooperation between the
University of Oldenburg and Risø-DTU
(National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy – Technical University of Denmark),
a generic communication protocol for wind
LIDARs has been established. The next
step will be to implement a communication
platform based on this protocol.

Simultaneously with the Multi-LIDAR development, a LIDAR scanner simulation
(abbreviation LIXim) capable to simulate
one or more LIDAR units in different configurations was also implemented. Since it
models the kinematics of the scanner head,
it allows the evaluation of the proper commands to point the scanner to a selected
target and to synchronize the LIDARs.
Moreover, a numerical model which simulates the physical effect of LIDAR measurements is included in the software. This
model has been compared with a very detailed simulator developed by Leosphere
showing satisfactory results. Therefore, for
a given wind field, it is possible to simulate an experimental campaign achieving
results quite similar to those that would be
obtained with a real LIDAR in the same
flow. This tool will support the optimization of the experimental campaign achieving results quite similar to those measured
with a real LIDAR in the same flow. This
new developed tool will support the optimization of the experimental campaign
scheduled in the framework of the OWEA
project with the aim to perform LIDAR
measurements in the wake of two multimegawatt REpower wind turbines.

Simulations of measurements with a multi-LIDAR system consisting out of three
LIDAR units have been performed in the
simulated wake of a 2 MW wind turbine in
order to understand advantages and limitations of the simulation technology. For the
exercise the wind field was generated by
a large-eddy simulation using the model
PALM coupled with an actuator line approach. A snapshot of the instantaneous
wind field is shown in figure 1.
Stochastic modelling of wind speed and
power production time series with high
temporal resolution
Atmospheric microscale turbulence causes large loads on WTs. Numerical models used for wind speed forecasts cannot
resolve wind speed fluctuations on the
atmospheric microscale. In order to describe at least the probability of extreme
changes of wind speed on a small time
scale, a model is developed that will even
inform on the power output of a WT with
high temporal resolution. The new model
is based on a stochastic prediction of the
wind speed with a high temporal resolution
(~1Hz) from low frequency (~1mHz) wind
speed forecasts. The atmospheric wind
speed is decomposed into a slow trend
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Figure 3: Sketch of a multi-LIDAR system for measurements in the wake of a
wind turbine. Wind field obtained from a large-eddy simulation with wind turbine
parameterised by an actuator line model.

caused by large-scale atmospheric effects
and fast fluctuations dictated by microscale
turbulence. The slow trend is provided by
the meteorological wind speed forecast,
while the fast fluctuations are modelled
using a Langevin equation. Moreover, a
stochastic model for the power production
of a wind turbine has been developed in
2010. Based on time series of wind speed
and power measurements, a model for the
power production of any wind turbine can
be derived. Combined with the stochastic
model for the wind speed, the two models
can be used for a stochastic prediction of
the output of a wind turbine.

Summary
The University of Oldenburg is one of
the partners in the RAVE-OWEA project.
Within this project methods are developed
that mitigate the risk in energy yields offshore. New models are developed for an
improved evaluation of wind profiles in
the marine ABL. Mesoscale models are
improved a further step towards a reliable
tool for offshore wind resource assessment
studies. Flow conditions in offshore wind
farms are studied with the means of LES.
A multi-LIDAR system is developed with
which it will be possible to determine the
local three-dimensional wind vector with a
high spatial and temporal resolution. Moreover, a LIDAR scanner simulation software is developed that will be beneficial
for the optimization of LIDAR measurements in experimental campaigns. Finally,
in the OWEA project ForWind works on
the development of a stochastic model that
is able to simulate/forecast wind speed and
power output of WTs with a high temporal
resolution.
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Introduction
A disproportionately high gear failure rate
of approximately 26 % leads to unacceptable long downtimes of wind turbines.
The actual loads at the turbine shafts, the
machine bed and inside the gear box have
long been underestimated.
Only few states can be observed and measured from the outside, i.e. deformations
and changes in temperature on frames or
acoustic noise and oscillations. However,
most of the problems (e.g. gear deformation, corrosion on tooth flanks) occur inside the gearbox where they currently defy
the direct observation by sensors.
The aim of the project is to develop a laboratory for research in new sensor technologies and sensor applications for wind turbines.

Project Description
Gear boxes of wind turbines have to be
designed for substantial dynamic loads.
At the same time the demand for lighter as
well as cost-effective drive trains increases. In order to design gear boxes to meet
these requirements the manufacturers
require more and more realistic data of
the actual performance of the drive train.
Every gear box for example has its own
vibration characteristics which varies during operation depending on ambient conditions such as temperature, wind speed and
direction as well as internal conditions, for
example temperature distribution, wear
and oil level.
To detect early initial damages, before any
major damages with subsequent total failure, service providers observe the vibration characteristics of the drive train with
condition monitoring (CM) systems. They
primarily measure and record the structureborne noise of the main drive train components main bearing, gear box and generator. Today, the usual sensor of choice is an
accelerometer attached to the outside of the
monitored component.
The predominantly applied preventive
maintenance strategy with fixed periods
between inspections generally leads to
a replacement of components that is too
early or too late, after the initial damage
has significantly progressed. This maintenance strategy results in more and longer
machine downtimes and additional maintenance and replacement part costs. Therefore, the continuous acquisition and analysis of the states and condition of a wind
turbine is of growing importance and an
important step towards a condition-based
maintenance. This in turn will enable the
service providers to reduce the number of
maintenance trips while still maintaining a
high level of operational availability espe-

cially for offshore wind turbines. However,
the condition-based maintenance requires
measurements with sensors inside the
process, i.e. the gear box, because many
changes or initial damages cannot be reliably detected by vibration analysis or other
common sensors.
Integrating sensors inside a gear box is a
very demanding task. As an intermediate
step towards this goal, the Inside Sensoring Laboratory will look into new sensors that can support the construction and
maintenance crews by automating certain
tasks, improving measurements and thus
objectifying the results, and introducing new inspection tasks. Most of these
sensors are currently not commercially
available. However, there are functional
models for some of the essential material properties (mechanical stress, force,
torque, distortion, surface roughness,
wear, fatigue). These have to be optimized
for the long term application inside of
wind turbines and their components.
An example for one of the new sensors is
the scatter light based analysis of the tooth
flank surface. During inspection of a wind
turbine gear box the service provider pays
special attention to grey marks on the tooth
flanks. They fear the micropitting (“grey
staining”) as a precursor for an imminent
wear of the tooth flank with subsequent
failure of the gear. Tactile scanning of the
surface is the most commonly used method
for measuring the surface roughness. Because it is a tactile and a scanning method
it is comparatively slow and can only be
used on a stationary tooth flank. Speckle
patterns on the other hand can always be
observed when a rough surface is illuminated by a coherent light, e.g. a laser beam.
There are only minimal preconditions for
scattering surfaces because practically all
technical surfaces form speckle patterns [1,
2, 3]. The development of speckle pattern
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based sensors has reached a point, where
prototypes the size of a pack of cigarettes
and smaller can be realized (Figure 1).
Further promising solutions are sensors
for contactless measurement like optical,
capacitive, magnetic, thermal or resistive
principles. They allow a dynamic detection of the gear condition under load with
respect to the local distribution of forces,
moments, vibrations and temperatures,
thermographic contact pattern analysis as
well as monitoring of corrosion and fatigue
conditions on materials. New in-processmeasuring methods permit to take measurements with a measurement uncertainty
up to sub-micrometer range both during
the production and while working process.
One of the targets is a permanent detection
of the converters condition from a distance
so that defects and corrosions can be identified and repaired, before any failures can
occur.

Summary
The Inside-Sensoring Laboratory offers
a design and test environment for manufacturers and research institutions for the
development of new sensors for the drive
train of wind turbines.
The target-oriented development of specially adapted sensors will use the results
of root cause analyses of damages to gears
and bearings. Correlating measurements
with the progression of real life damages
will allow improved forecasting of component failures. The detailed knowledge
of undesired geometric deviations and
surface properties of gear components will
enable service providers to determine the
operating characteristics and the cause
for operation anomalies. This will reduce
maintenance costs by assisting the maintenance teams and minimizing the number of
maintenance trips.
Ultimately, the goal is to support the migration from a preventive to a conditionbased maintenance by new and improved
sensors.

Figure 1: Detector head of a scatter light sensor (BIMAQ)
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Introduction
Wind energy systems (WES) have been
built for a few decades now. They were

supposed to operate for a period of 20
years. But, especially for the large-scale
systems, this goal is often not achieved.
Damaged gears cause a percentage of 20 –
25 % of the overall failure rate of wind
energy systems [1]. Other sources relate
the “lion’s share … of the annual liability
cases” to the failure of the gearbox [2].
The comprehensive experience gained
with small automobile and industrial gears
and also with larger gears of ships, milling
plants and lifting stations proved to be not
directly transferable to large-scale gears of

Coordinate-measuring machine: Hexagon Leitz PMM-F 30.20.7 at the BIMAQ laboratory
Source: Jan F. Westerkamp

WES. At considerably less weight relating
to power they have to meet significantly
different load- and ambient conditions. The
research activities at the Bremen Institute
for Metrology, Automation and Quality
Science (BIMAQ) aim at an enhanced understanding of the interrelations between
the design, the manufacturing, the geometrical quality inspection and the future
functional characteristics of WES-gears
concerning contact pattern, wear, life cycle, type of damages occurring and noise
emission.
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Project Description
A coordinate-measuring machine (CMM),
a Hexagon Leitz PMM-F 30.20.7 (Figure
1), is used in order to achieve the objectives of the project.
The CMM features a measuring volume
of 2500 mm × 2000 mm × 700 mm and
a volumetric length measuring error of
E ≤ (1,3 + L/400 mm)µm. It is installed
within an air-conditioned lab, which is
planned to be certified by the German Institute of Accreditation (DAKKS).
The BIMAQ primarily develops enhanced
methods and algorithms for geometrical
quality inspection of large-scale gears with
this measuring device. Building on that,
cause-effect relations between damages
observed and the gear-manufacturing can
be identified and analyzed.
Damages caused by problems with material characteristics such as elasticity, tensileand compression strength, voids and so on
are steadily decreasing, whereas the damages caused by geometrical deviations are
still an important issue. These deviations
from the desired condition (form errors,
distortion) cannot be avoided in the different stages of gear manufacturing and represent causes for damages. The influences
of the manufacturing processes, the type of
process chain and the separate manufacturing parameters on the emergence of damages and life cycle of gears are subject of
the current research.
New measuring strategies, particularly designed for large-scale gear-measurements,
have to be developed in order to analyze
cause-and-effect of geometrical deviations.
While reasonably reducing the measuring
time, the information content has to be
increased. Adapted evaluation algorithms
allow for an improved judgment of largescale gears in order to provide correlations
with the observed damages. Nowadays,
measuring data is still recorded almost exclusively by tactile CMM. The application
of optical measuring methods is scheduled
for the future progress of the project since
optical sensors may be easier to implement

in the manufacturing process due to a relatively short measuring time. The previously
examined optical measuring principles,
for example light-section method or fringe
projection technology, show larger measurement uncertainty than tactile CMMmeasurements. Besides, they rely on optically cooperative and accessible surfaces.
However, these constraints are less serious
due to the scale and the manufacturing
tolerance of large-scale gears. Therefore,
optical measuring can be a cost-saving
and effective alternative solution to tactile
CMM.
New measuring strategies and evaluation
algorithms will deliver information that
allows for a better analysis, control and
optimization of gear manufacturing processes. With the help of separation algorithms, individual geometrical deviations
on the final large-scale gear can be attributed to certain effects in the manufacturing. Measurements in various stages result
in a comprehensive understanding of the
separate manufacturing steps. Profile side
milling, for example, which is used in the
manufacturing of large-scale internal toothings, facilitates an increased probability
for pitch errors and distortion as a result of
thermal stress.

uncertainty determination for large-scale
gears. The standards should be similar to
the device under test with respect to shape
and size.

Summary
The research in the project “Laboratory
for large-scale gear-measurements” will
help to enhance the extent and precision of
the measurement of large-scale gears and
thus improves the reliability of the transmission. The comprehensive approach of
this research comprises an analysis of the
manufacturing effects on the gear geometry as well as an analysis of the correlation between geometry deviation and operational characteristics or damages. The
development of efficient measuring strategies for coordinate-measuring machines
and the use of laminar optical sensors are
necessary means in order to improve the
measuring process.

The models, which will be developed in the
context of this project, are used to forecast
integral operational characteristics such as
the contact pattern and, as a long-term objective, the noise emission from the actual
gear geometry. Knowledge about the correlation between these characteristics and
the gear geometry allows for adjustments
that lead to optimized operational characteristics (contact pattern, noise, energy efficiency) without premature failure.
Measuring large-scale gears requires a suitable calibration and a periodical uncertainty
determination of the CMM. Step gauges
and sphere standards available for measuring volumes of up to 1 m³ are not wellsuited to determine the uncertainty for this
measuring task since they do not satisfy
the functional or manufacturing principles
of gears. This projects aims at developing standards to meet the requirements of
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Introduction
Due to fabrication and design reasons, still
today damages occur on composite blades.
Most typical scenarios resulting from manufacturing are damages like web debonding and bond line failure. Compared with
composite delamination these types of
damages can seriously affect structural
integrity. Therefore a monitoring system
is currently developed combining novel
measurement technology and smart analysing approaches fully adapted to turbine
blade applications. This project was started
in 2007 and will end in autumn 2010. It is
funded by the German Federal Ministry of
the Environment, Nature Conservation and
Nuclear Safety, represented and coordinated by PTJ (Projektträger Jülich).

Project Description
Partner HBM has developed a new kind of
sensor type recording deflections optimized
for turbine blade application [3]. This sensor
is absolutly insensitive to lightning strike
because no wiring and non-metallic components are included. Mounted inside the
blade, it could be carefully investigated on
a turbine blade test site concerning its mechanical reliability and signal-accurateness.
The basic assembly can easily be discribed
(Figure 1): A glass fiber string is connected
to the web located at a single fixation hook
far inside the blade (Sensing Location).
This string is guided along the web to the
root section where the active sensor unit is
fixed to the web again (Sensor Location).
Deflection of the blade at sensing location

is directly resulting in change of string angle
at sensor location. This change of angle can
be related to the present deflection amplitude due to a constant string tension.
The monitoring approach is based on a
proportionality method which already
could be tested concerning its consistency
in practice. Beside vibration velocity data
derived from deflection sensor signals, this
method also requires strain data taken from
the root section at defined areas of the inner circumference. These strain amplitudes
relate to vibration velocity amplitudes in a
proportional way [2]. If damage should occur, proportionality factor psystem is changing (see equation below).
εdyn,max = psystem • |vmax|

Figure 1: Schematic View on Novel Blade Deflection Sensor
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Figure 2: Fiber optic strain sensor chain

Figure 3: Trailing edge deflection sensor and blade measurement unit

Summary
After successful system performance during regular edgewise-fatigue-testing on a
test-site in Aalborg, Denmark, in 2009, this
sensor system currently is mounted inside
a blade of a 3.4 MW turbine near Husum,
Germany [3]. Equipped with 2 new generation prototypes of deflection sensor together with 8 optical fiber strain sensors (4
sensing and 4 temperature compensating),
the situation under real operating conditions is investigated. For signal processing
now natural excitation to the blade must be
taken into account for structural monitoring. Furthermore the environment is challenging in terms of climate conditions and
and a high probability of lightning strike.
Measurement data transmittance is managed using an onboard digital radio included
in the blade measurement unit. Inside this
blade unit an industrial computer is connected to the deflection sensor amplification modules, the optic interrogator and the
digital radio. All buffered with a high performance lithium-ion-accumulator.

Outlook
This blade unit communicates with the
master unit which, is based around three
kilometers away using a licensed frequency band.
Anyhow, data transmission could be possible up to a range of 50 km which suggests
this technological concept being an option
for turbine monitoring in extreme landscape locations. The master unit is connected to the internet. Thus, the data can
be collected from any place in the world.

System installation lately has been finished in early january 2011 while system
performance and data transmission already
could be established successfully. After the
internet connection will be provided, measurement data processing will be started.
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Introduction
Wind turbine rotor blades are components
designed to bear considerable loads and
which are predominantly manufactured
manually. Consequently, variations in
quality occur depending on the method of
work chosen and the knowledge of the employees carrying it out. Furthermore, this
sector’s economic growth demands an increasing number of high performance rotor
blades, especially for offshore wind parks.
Approximately 30% of the total costs of
wind turbines are generated in the production of rotor blades. Therefore, rotor blades
offer significant potential for the improvement of the quality, cost and performance
of the entire wind turbine.
The project LAR is funded by the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research and is focused on the research and
development of a flexible and mobile solution for the improvement of manufacturing
processes in the wind turbine industry. Its
emphasis is the automated production of
compression and tension spars which are
the main structural components of rotor
blades besides the root, aerodynamic surfaces and bars.
One issue in this field is the handling of
limp materials and their transformation
into a definite geometric shape. There is a
need for flexible production facilities due
to the variability of the dimensions of rotor
blades (40 to 60 meters).

Project Description
Neitzel and Mitschang [1] define a preform
as a moderate inflexible textile structure
in contour near geometry. The aim of the
LAR technology is to build up a preform
directly into the mould. Though, the shorter
process time can reduce the overall mould
employment time. With help of the LCM
(Liquid Composite Moulding) techniques,
it is possible to impregnate all layers in
one step (one shot technology) so parts of
the rotor blade can even be prefabricated
as preforms with a insertion in the main
mould during the manufacturing process of
the rotor blade [2]. The preforming process
is dependent on a high amount of influence
factors. Beside the general parameters as
component design or layer configuration,
the automation system and at least the organisation (manufacturing method) have
an impact on the process chain.
One of the most significant challenges on
the way to a full automated production of
composites is the handling of dimensionally instable non crimp fabrics. Although
this field is a long-standing object of research and development in industry and
research institutions, there are still room
of improvement in terms of process stability [3], production capacity and capital
expenditure. Concerning the manufacturing method, the handling of dimensionally
instable textiles becomes more essential
for the production of large scaled composite structures as rotor blades for wind turbines. There is a trend to batch production
[4] with no direct interconnection between
process steps [5]. This manufacturing organisation offers the possibility to setup
buffers between process steps to balance
potential failures. To realise a batch production system the frequent application of
handling devices is necessary.

The automated build up of and accurate a
precise preform is determinated by the cutting system, the handling and in particular
the placement of the textile material. The
placement characteristics can be subdivided into positioning, lay-up behaviour and
placement accuracy of the textiles. The layup behaviour of textiles is characterised by
the material properties, the moulding tool
design and the design of the component.
After the lay-up process the placement accuracy of each single ply can be measured.
In this step the starting position and the angle of the ply in relative to the mouldingtool edges can be detected. By using image processing methods the surface of the
ply or finished preform can be scanned. In
this the surface corrugation and thus textile
failures can be detected before the following infusion process.

Summary
This required flexibility and precision is
realized by a mobile robot concept with
an innovative control system. The University of Bremen (Institute for Integrated
Product Development, BIK) as well as
Worthmann Maschinenbau GmbH and
mz robolab GmbH have developed a system based on a motion unit, an articulated
robot and a textile fibre placement system.
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Figure 1: Mobile demonstrator for lay up technical textiles for rotor blade spars (Large Area Robot)
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RAVE – Grid Integration of Offshore Wind Farms
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Introduction
The goal of the project RAVE – Grid Integration is to develop strategies and tools
to integrate offshore wind power into the
electricity supply system. Integration strategies are necessary for the future expansion of offshore wind energy in Germany
otherwise very high shares of fluctuating
wind power can not be integrated without
compromising the stability of the supply
system. The project focuses on reducing
the need for balancing energy and reserve
power with an advanced wind power forecasting system that ensures save grid integration. The results of the project shall give
an outlook which challenges have to be
tackled in an offshore wind power scenario
that is envisaged by the German Government (25GW in 2030).
Precise wind power forecasts are needed
to minimize the need of balancing and reserve power for the integration of offshore
wind power in the German power system.
ForWind will develop a new wind power
forecasting model that uses Poor Man’s
Ensemble Data provided by several European Weather Services. This forecast will
include information on the risk of errors
(uncertainty) in the wind power prediction. Furthermore an index for strong wind
power fluctuations will be developed depending on the atmospheric condition. This
index will be used to alert the transmission
system operator in case strong wind power
fluctuations are anticipated.

Project Description
The project RAVE – Grid Integration is
funded by the German Federal Ministry
for the Environment, Nature Conservation
and Nuclear Savety with about 1.45 Mill.
€. The project is coordinated by Fraunhofer IWES in Kassel and has started in July
2008. The project time is three years. The
project partners are: University Kassel,
WEPROG GmbH, Areva Multibrid, REpower Systems AG, Hochschule Magdeburg-Stendal, German Weather Service
(DWD), University Magdeburg. ForWind
started its work in January 2009 and will
receive funds of 90.000 €.

Summary
The results of the first period of the project
showed difficulties to model wind fluctuations with mesoscale models. Therefore,
the next step was to characterize wind
power fluctuations by the large-scale
weather situation. In this context a metric
was defined related to only severe fluctuations that can cause difficulties for the save
integration of wind power into the electrical grid.
Wind speeds observed at the first German
offshore research platform (FINO1) serve as
input to wind power simulations at the wind
farm Alpha Ventus, consisting of 12 x 5 MW
turbines. The FINO1 platform is located
to the west of Alpha Ventus, 45 km northwest of Borkum in the German Bight.
Wind speeds were measured by a cup anemometer that is mounted in 100 m height
and records in 1 Hz resolution. Data were
averaged to 5 min intervals as this represents best the spatial-averaged wind speed
in a small wind farm like Alpha Ventus.
A metric was defined to account for wind
power gradients that occur during a certain

time interval/period. The absolute value of
normalized wind power gradients exceeding 20% of rated power are summed up in
a time interval of 6 hours:
6h

totalfluc0.2−1 = ∑ Pi −, Pi −1 with Pi − Pi −1 ≥ 0..2

It is expected that fluctuations with smaller
gradients can be handled without difficulties by the system operator. Cut off events
due to very high wind speed are not simulated in this study as they introduce artificial fluctuations. These events have to be
treated in a different approach (using gust
factors).
Predictions of totalfluc0.2-1 are important to
estimate the required amount of balancing
energy well in advance. For this purpose
meteorological parameters which characterize wind power fluctuations are evaluated.
Highest fluctuations occur in north-western flow conditions that are often connected with cold-air outbreaks. Those
outbreaks can be characterized by atmospheric stability that triggers convection and
the development of clouds. Thus cold-air
outbreaks over the open North Sea leading
to organized convection [1] (open cellular
convection, OOC) can be responsible for
wind power fluctuations at offshore wind
farms [2, 3].
This can be reproduced at FINO1. High
short-term wind fluctuations are related to
open celluar convections (Fig. 1), which
are source of wind fluctuations due to very
local wind conditions that develop in the
down and updraft of the clouds.
Atmospheric stability can be described by
the vertical gradient Γ of the virtual potential temperature Θv. The gradient between
925hPa and 1000hPa is used as proxy for
convection:
Γ = (.Θ 925
− Θ1000
) / dz
v
v
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Figure 1: Left: Open cellular convection over the North Sea observed by Meteosat 9 (visible channel) at 4 June 2009,
6UTC. The FINO1 site is marked. Right: Observed wind speed at FINO1 in 100 m height (dotted line, right axis in m/s)
and simulated wind power (solid line, left axis) in 5 min resolution.

The relationship of totalfluc0.2-1.0 to 6 hours
average wind speed and stability leads to
the possibility to develop risk indices on
severe wind power fluctuations. A statistical analysis uses probability density functions to characterize the dependencies of
the parameters.
Speed and stability data were classified
into speed and stability bins. The probabil-

ity of exceeding totalfluc0.2-1.0 in each bin is
shown in Fig. 2. High fluctuations are most
likely of of wind speeds between 9-11 m/s
and unstable atmospheric stratification.
Strong wind power gradients occur predominantly in the region of the steep slope
in the wind power curve. For higher wind
speeds, corresponding to rated power, the
power output remains constant as rated
power is already reached.

The prediction of strong wind power fluctuations (totalfluc0.2-1) will then be based on
Poor Man’s Ensemble (PEPS) wind speeds
provided by several European Weather
Services. The validation will be done using
several probabilistic scores.

Figure 2: Probability of totalfluc0.2-1.0 for the years 2006-2009.
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The OffshoreGrid-Project:
An Offshore Transmission Grid for Wind Power Integration
Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg,
Institute of Physics,
Jens Tambke,
Michael Schmidt, Lueder von Bremen,
Gerald Steinfeld

Introduction
An offshore power transmission grid in
Northern Europe has become a serious and
important topic among the power industry,
the power transmission sector, national
governments and the European Commission.The ambitious targets and plans for
offshore wind power development in European seas, in particular the North Sea, have
created several questions on how to connect the future wind power capacity and
how to integrate it into the national power
systems in an efficient and secure way. An
offshore power transmission grid in Northern Europe in order to interconnect power
systems and offshore wind farms is also
discussed as an element of a unified European “SuperGrid”.
However, several barriers – technical, market, legal, regulatory – inhibit its development. Moreover, an objective view on the
optimal layout, the associated costs and the
necessary requirements to proceed has not
existed so far. The OffshoreGrid project
has provided policy recommendations for
the political process towards such a grid in
pursuing the efficient integration of renewables, the integration of market regions,
security of supply and the competitiveness
of the European economy.

Project Description
OffshoreGrid is a policy consulting project
for the European Commission within the
Intelligent Energy Europe Programme
(IEE). The project has developed a scien-

tific view on an offshore grid along with
a suited regulatory framework regarding
technical, economic and policy aspects. The
project is targeted towards European policy
makers, industry, transmission system
operators and regulators. In the first part, the
geographical scope has been Northern Europe (the regions around the Baltic Sea and
the North Sea, the English Channel and the
Irish Sea). In the second phase the results
are now being applied to the Mediterranean
region in qualitative terms.The study is a
supporting document for the preparation of
further legislative measures. In particular,
the outcomes serve as a major input for the
current work on infrastructure plans by the
European Commission.
This is outlined in the Second Strategic
Energy Review, namely the Baltic Interconnector Plan, the Blueprint for a North
Sea Offshore Grid and the completion of
the Mediterranean ring.
Strategic objectives of the project:
• Recommendations on electricity grid
topology and capacity choices
• Guidelines for investment decisions &
project execution
• Starting point of an coordinated approach
for a Mediterranean ring
As specific objectives, the project prvides:
• A selection of blueprints for an offshore
grid
• Business figures for investments and
return
• Insight in interaction of design drivers
and techno-economic parameters
• Representative wind power time series
• Feedback from & acceptance by stakeholders
Offshore wind power scenarios
Initially a realistic scenario of installed offshore wind power capacity in Northern Europe was developed for 2020 and 2030. The
scenario is adjusted towards the European

Wind Energy Association (EWEA) targets,
which foresee an installed offshore wind capacity of 40 GW by 2020 and 150 GW by
2030 in the EU-27. The final scenario consists of 326 locations with an expected total
capacity of 43 GW in 2020 and 127 GW in
2030.
Onshore wind power scenarios
The scenario for the installed onshore
windpower capacity in 2020 and 2030
were developed per region. For this purpose, Europe was divided into 46 regions.
EWEA’snew targets for onshore wind energy used in this study are 190 GW in 2020
and 270 GW in 2030 for EU-27.
Wind power generation time series
ForWind calculated synchronous hourly
time series of historical wind speed and
power with a high-resolution weather
model for all offshore wind farm locations and for the onshore wind capacity in
the defined regions. The simulated period
comprises three years (2006-2008), with
the focus on the year 2007.
The calculations were performed with the
Weather Research and Forecasting Model
called WRF [3], which is a meso-scale numerical weather prediction model with the
ability to simulate the atmospheric conditions over a wide range of horizontal resolutions from 100 km to 1 km. The input for
WRF is provided by the 6-hourly global
analysis data (Final Analysis, FNL) from
the United States’ National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP).
The WRF-simulations dynamically downscale the FNL data from six-hourly resolution on a horizontal grid of 1° by 1° to
one-hourly data on a 9x9 km² grid (in geographical coordinates, 1° corresponds approximately to 50-111 km.).
The conversion of wind speed to wind ower
depends on the wind turbine characteristics
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represented by the power curve. Standard
power curves are given for a single wind
turbine. In order to model the output of large
wind farms distributed over a region, newest available results in the wind energy community on real-life offshore power curves,
array losses due to wake effects, electrical
losses and turbine availabilities are used in
this project. Moreover, the applied ‘effective’ power curves have to anticipate possible future improvements in wind turbine
efficiency and increased hub heights.
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The OffshoreGrid project delivers a scientific, technic and economic assessment of
different design options for the future of Europe’s electricity grid. This study has served
as a basis for the “Blueprint for a North Sea
Offshore Grid” by the European Commission. ForWind in Oldenburg has computed realistic, synchronous wind power
time series for 400 future offshore wind
farms and 16000 onshore wind power locations. The analysis of this data has shown
that large fluctuations in national grids can
be strongly reduced by a trans-European
electricity analyze how solar energy can
further optimize a renewable energy mix in
Europe.

Figure 1: Frequency of relative
power changes in 1 hour intervals from a single offshore wind
farm in the Danish North Sea, all
expected Danish offshore wind
farms in 2030 and all expected
wind farms (on&offshore) in
Denmark in 2030. A positive value
reflects an increase in power and
a negative value a decrease.

Figure 2: Example of smoothing
effect on power time series by
geographic dispersion. The figure
compares the hourly output of
wind power capacity in three
areas, including all expected
onshore and offshore wind farms,
for a period in the year 2030.

Figure 3: Duration curves for the
‘wind year 2030’, for a single
offshore turbine in front of the
Belgium coast, for the sum of all
expected on&offshore wind farms
in Belgium in 2030 and for the
sum of all expected on&offshore
wind farms in Europe in 2030.

[2] IEE Project Tradewind, Wind Power
Integration and Exchange in the
Trans-European Power Market, Project
website www.trade-wind.eu, accessed
31/10/2010.

[3] The Weather Research and
ForecastingModel (WRF),
http://wrf-model.org, accessed
31/01/2011.
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Safewind – Multi-Scale Data Assimilation, Advanced Wind
Modelling and Forecasting with Emphasis to Extreme Weather
Situations for a Safe Large-Scale Wind Power Integration
Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg,
Institute of Physics,
Lueder von Bremen, Thomas Petroliagis,
Jinhua Jiang, Nadja Büsch-Saleck

Introduction
The integration of wind power into power
systems is affected by uncertainties in forecasting the expected power output of wind
farms. False estimating of meteorological
conditions or large forecasting errors (phase
errors, near cut-off speeds etc), are very
costly for infrastructures (i.e. unexpected
loads on turbines) and reduce the value of
wind energy. The aim of Safewind is to substantially improve wind power predictability in challenging or extreme situations and
at different temporal and spatial scales. Going beyond this, wind predictability is considered as a system design parameter linked
to the resource assessment phase, where the
aim is to take optimal decisions for the installation of a new wind farm.

systems GmbH (Germany), Overspeed
GmbH & Co. KG (Germany), Energinet.
dk (Denmark), ECMWF (European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts),
EDF (Electricity de France), EirGrid (Ireland), CSIRO (Australia), University of
Oxford (U.K.), University Compultense of
Madrid, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid,
Public Power Corporation (Greece), Meteo France, TERI (India), Acciona Eolica
CESA (Spain), SONI (System Operator
for Northern Ireland, U.K.), RTE (France),
Institute of Communication & Computer
Systems – National Technical University
of Athens.

Summary

the alerting framework to issue warnings in
case of severe deviation between forecast
and observed wind power feed-in.
The propagation of wind forecast errors can
be used for shortest-term updates on wind
power forecast. A methodology was developed to visualize the correlation of wind
power forecast errors utilizing forecast and
analysis fields of the COSMO-EU weather
model provided by the German Weather
Service (DWD). The wind speeds in typical hub height (73 m) were converted into
wind power using a standard wind farm
power curve. The horizontal resolution is
7 km with hourly time steps up to forecast
step 72. When classifying weather situations by the strength and the direction of the
thermal wind it is possible to identify tracks
of propagating errors. Figure 1 (left) shows
increased correlation in forecast error between the target site (here FINO1) and other
grid points for a time lag of 1 h. This high
correlation suggests that a detected deviation at the marked position will also occur
one hour later at the FINO1 site. Figure 1
(right) shows that the correlation decreases
considerably for a time lag of 3 hours, i.e.
less accurate updates are possible with a
pre-warning time of 3 hours.

Project Description

ForWind is involved in four workpackages
to improve wind power forecasts. In workpackage 4 (Alerting&Data Assimilation
Techniques for Improved Short-term Wind
Power Predictability) ForWind elaborates
methods to adequately monitor and assess
the weather situation over Europe in order
to detect severe deviations in the wind power forecast due to extreme events. ForWind
cooperates with other partner that develop

Safewind is a Small of Medium-scale focused research project funded by European
Commission under the 7th Framework Program. The project has started 1.9.2008 and
will terminate at 31.8.2012. The project is
coordinated by ARMINES (Association
pour la Recherche et le Développement
des Méthodes et Processus Industriels,
France). Among the partners are end-users,
weather services, companies and several
research institutes and universities. The
partners are: CENER (Centro Nacional de
Energías Renovables, Spain), IMM (Institute of Mathematical Modelling) and RISOE National Laboratory at the Technical
University of Denmark), energy & meteo

Figure 1: Correlation of forecast error in 70m wind speed between FINO1 and all other
grid points with a time lag of 1h (left) and 3h (right) for 2008.
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The goal of Workpackage 5 (Optimized
Ensemble Forecast Systems applied to
Wind Power Prediction) is to deliver the
meteorological component of skilful probabilistic wind power predictions based on
ECMWF's Ensemble Prediction System
(EPS). The opportunities to use Limited
Area Model (LAM) EPS forecasts have
been investigate. A link between different
Limited-Area EPS (LEPS) Groups and the
SafeWind consortium has been sought during various activities. Contact was made
with all major European LEPS Groups. In
particular, 10 m wind speed forecasts from
COSMO-LEPS have been verified for Europe. For capturing extreme wind speeds

(low and high) it is important that the dispersion (spread) of Ensemble members is
large. It was found that at short look-ahead
times (Figure 2, left for 24 h) ensemble
systems tend to be underdispersive, i.e. extreme wind speeds are less often predicted.
This becomes obvious in a Talagrand Histrogram when the distribution is U-shaped.
This is the case for forecast step +24 h.
However, COSMO-LEPS tends to be better than ECMWF-EPS for low speeds since
bin 1 is less populated for COSMO-LEPS
than for ECMWF-EPS. At forecast step
+72 h (Figure 2, right) the Talagrand Histrogram is almost flat, but still shows a little
superiority of COSMO-LEPS.

In Workpackage 6 (Novel Methods for
Wind Power Forecasting and Extremes)
ForWind will develop a risk index for
severely variable wind energy production.
The focus will be on offshore and nearshore wind farms. The analysis of power
fluctuations on a time scale of 10 minutes
observed at several near-shore wind farms
shows a dependency on mean wind speed
and stability of the atmosphere.
Workpackage 7 (Wind Resource Assessment vs Predictability) investigates if predictability of wind power should be considered in the planning phase like the wind
resource. ForWind derived maps of wind

Figure 2: Talagrand bins at forecast step +24h (left) and +72h (right) for COSMO-LEPS (COSMAN) and 16 member ECMWF EPS in Feb/
Mar 2010 for 10m wind speed (Europe).

power forecast quality for Central Europe
using DWD forecast fields. Figure 3 (left)
shows that offshore wind power can be
forecasted with higher quality than most
onshore sites.

Figure 3: Day-ahead (25-48h) potential forecast error at each grid point computed
from DWD forecasts normalized with installed capacity (left). The right figure is a “von
Bremen” correlation map that shows the correlation between generated wind power in
Germany and potential wind power at each other grid point in Jan-Mar 2007.

The correlation between Germans wind
power generation and (potential) wind
power generation in Central Europe does
not drop systematically with distance
(Figure 3, right). The correlation length
is higher in zonal than in longitudinal direction suggesting that the North-South
transport of wind energy reduces fluctuating wind power more effectively. The visualization of the wind power correlation on
a geographical map has been named “von
Bremen-Map”.
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A Pooling Based Load Shift Strategy for
Household Appliances
Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg,
Department for Computing Science,
Forschungsverbund Energie
Niedersachsen, sub-project FTP 6,
Duration 2009 - 2011
OFFIS –
Institute for Information Technology
Ontje Lünsdorf, Michael Sonnenschein

machines are of particular interest. The
challenge for the integration of these appliance types into demand side management
schemes is to cope with their stochastic operation. Deterministic control schemes developed in previous work can’t be applied
to these appliances. Instead a probabilistic
control scheme is devised to deal with the
unpredictability in their operation.

Introduction

A pooling-based strategy
Appliances without implicit or explicit energy storage are more difficult to integrate
into load shift techniques as appliances
with thermal storage. Their activity and
consumption highly depends on unpredictable user interaction. For example, the exact
timeframe of a dishwasher‘s activity can’t
be reliably forecasted. Therefore, any possible load shift techniques implicating these
appliances have to be applicable under conditions of uncertainty as well.

Traditionally power generation is geared towards tracing the power consumption. Renewable energy resources like for example
wind energy converter systems depend on
environmental conditionals and can’t freely
adapt the power output. Therefore balancing
energy is required to overcome (potentially
unforeseen) fluctuations in the power production.
Instead of adapting the power supply, it is
also possible to control the power demand.
Fluctuations in the power generation of renewable energy resources may be reduced
by an intelligent scheduling of load shifts.
As household appliances account for a large
fraction of the overall load and are a major
contributor to the daily load peaks, we are
investigating how a pool of household appliances can be used for load shifting.
This research is part of the Forschungsverbund Energie Niedersachsen (FEN) project
which is funded by the Ministry of Research
and Culture of Lower Saxony.

Project description
There are many techniques available for
adapting the power consumption of appliances with a thermal storage. But as shown
in [1], other types of appliances may also
be used for demand side management.
Appliances with deferrable operation as
dishwashers, tumble-dryers and washing

mal storages and allows scheduling of basically any type of (household) appliance as
long as it is possible to control its operation
with respect to energy consumption.
Architecture
Changes in usage or in the environment will
influence the load shift properties of an appliance. Furthermore, new appliances may
be installed, old appliances replaced (possibly by new models with reduced energy usage or new capabilities) or even completely
removed from a household. All changes
may happen concurrently and the virtual devices must react appropriately.
Multi-agent systems have been successfully applied in many different domains to
cope with inherent system dynamics [3].
Therefore the system at hand has been implemented as a simulation model based on a
multi-agent system.

Other aspects to be considered in a loadshifting strategy are long-term changes in
appliance usage. The most intuitive examples are air conditioners whose activities
are subject to environmental influences.
Moreover, long-term changes may also be
affected by user interaction. For example,
many appliances will not be activated if the
user is on vacation and thus can’t participate
in load shift measures.
However [1] reported that appliance’s usage
and times of operation underlie a probability distribution. As stated in an earlier report [2], the individual probabilistic effects
diminish if many appliances with similar
consumption and load shift characteristics
(which are governed by usage among other
aspects) are grouped into a pool. Instead of
controlling each appliance individually, load
shift actions are only scheduled for a pool of
appliances (a so called virtual device). Because assumptions about the internal mode
of operations are not made, the approach at
hand is not limited to appliances with ther-

Figure 1: System architecture

Different types of agents are arranged in a
hierarchical network as shown in figure 1:
• Appliance agents represent household
appliances. They are responsible to forecast the time series of the effect of possible load shift actions. The time series
will be published in certain intervals (e.g.
once a day). Appliance agents will also
process action schedules and initiate load
shift actions at the appropriate time.
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• Unit agents are used to model a household with multiple attached appliance
agents. These agents may run on smart
meters for example. They act as a communication interface to the household,
store appliance schedules, and forward
appliance information.
• Virtual device agents represent a pool
of appliances. A virtual device agent is
connected to all neighboring agents on
the same level. The motivation of a virtual device agent is to optimize its pool
of associated physical appliances with
respect to a pooling metric. This process
is described in the extend version of this
article [4].
• A scheduler agent groups several virtual
device agents and schedules load shift actions for the appliances contained in their
pools.
Results
The pooling strategy has been examined in
a simulation scenario with 2000 refrigerators
and 2000 dishwashers for a simulated duration of four days. The results are shown in
figure 2. Because of the different load shift
capabilities the different appliance types are
not grouped into the same virtual device.
Refrigerators are grouped into 16 virtual
devices, while dishwashers are pooled into
only two virtual devices due to higher sto-

chastic influences. This effect is a result of
the pooling metric restricting the load variance of a pool to a given value.

in figure 2 (although superimposed with the
refrigerator’s load shifts) can be identified.

The upper graph shows the actual consumption in real and predicted consumption in 15
minute resolution for four days of operation.
The upper graph in the middle shows the deviation between the scheduled consumption
and the actual consumption. The distribution of appliances to virtual devices is represented in the graph below. Each patch depicts the pool of a virtual device. The height
of the patch corresponds to the amount of
appliances in the pool while the color hints
at the type of appliances in the pool.

Summary

Per minute two refrigerators and dishwashers are added to the system on the first day.
These are integrated immediately and cause
the creation of virtual devices. Initially all
appliances are publishing pre-calculated
load shift time series. These do not yet
match the actual appliance behavior. The
small deviations are reduced at the start of
the second day after the appliances have
published their adapted time series.
On the fourth day three load shift actions are
initiated by the scheduling agent. In the resulting load curve the load shift time series
of the dishwashers shown in lowest graph
Figure 2:
Simulation results

Household appliances are pooled into virtual
devices for load control. A virtual device
aggregates the load shift capabilities of its
entire appliance pool and reduces stochastic
effects of individual devices’ behavior. The
outlined strategy allows to integrate different appliance types into demand side management activities. Due to permanent reorganization of virtual devices, the system is
able to adapt itself to short-time as well as
to long-term changes.
In comparison to existing approaches the
strategy at hand depends on the availability of many devices for effective load shift
scheduling. Although stochastic effects are
reduced they are not completely prevented.
This is a tradeoff for generality as this approach can also be applied to appliances
with deferrable operation modes. Persistent
communication channels between appliances and a scheduler are not necessary. The
communication with physical appliances is
only necessary to publish their load shift
time series once per scheduling time frame
and to fetch their schedules.
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Partner in the EU-Project POWER Cluster

ForWind,
Moses Kaern

Description
POWER cluster is a EU-Interreg IVB Programme partnership to promote offshore
wind energy involving eighteen partners
from six European countries in the north
sea region, and builds on an already well
developed transnational co-operation network – POWER (Pushing Offshore Wind
Energy Regions) which was funded from
2004-2007 by the European Union through
the Interreg North Sea Programme.
POWER cluster runs until June 2011. The
network draws on a huge range of expertise, not only in offshore wind energy, but
also in oil and gas and other related marine sectors. POWER cluster will develop
comprehensive approaches to meet the
strategic challenges of the offshore wind
energy industry in the North Sea region.
There are four work packages:
1. Social Acceptance – Communicating
the benefits of offshore wind energy to
the public
2. Business – Creating a business platform to foster offshore wind energy
development in the North Sea region
3. Skills – Adapting and preparing the
North Sea region workforce to the
needs of offshore wind energy
4. Cluster Development – Developing
an offshore wind power cluster in the
North Sea region

Approach / Activities
POWER cluster

The activities of the University of Oldenburg are coordinated by
COAST – Center for Environment and
Sustainabiltiy Research.
ForWind, as one of three cooperating
working groups, is active in work package
3 “skills”, and contributes to the development of BSc and MSc modules as well as
life long learning programmes in Offshore
Wind Energy.
The final conference will be held on 31 May
and 01 June 2011 in Bremerhaven.

a

Oﬀshore Wind Energy is developing
into a full size industry, merging
together companies from basically
two worlds: the wind energy and
maritime sectors, – but it is still not
mature. There are still only few
structured and specialized university
programmes to educate young
professionals and fulﬁll the demands
for this growing sector.

Main output and results
The project partners have pursued
diﬀerent ways: either developing
dedicated
programmes
for
on/oﬀshore
wind
or
specializations in an existing one.
Experiences
across
diﬀerent
institutions and countries have
been exchanged.

University education
Oﬀshore wind energy is a highly
interdisciplinary ﬁeld. Experts in the
oﬀshore wind industry are educated
in
classical
disciplines
like
engineering, meteorology, physics, or
marine technology and shipping, and
gain integrated competences through
experience. Universities are faced
with manifold considerations when
developing
new
programmes:
qualiﬁcation requirements, research
infrastructure, local strategic and
administrative constraints. Many
universities do not have the breadth
of competences that allow for a
dedicated programme or a wide
choice of specializations.

Aalborg University, DK
Chalmers University, SE

Some examples for programmes,
modules, and specializations:

a ventus press photo, Matthias Ibeler. © DOTI 2009.

Partners involved in this activity:

ForWind – Center for Wind Energy
Research, University of
Oldenburg, DE

• Bachelor
and
Master
programme Maritime Technology
and Wind Energy Technique at the
University of Applied Sciences
Bremerhaven.

University of Applied Sciences
Bremerhaven, DE

• Wind Physics specialization in
the Master of Engineering Physics
programme at University of
Oldenburg.

For more information contact:

• Various wind energy modules
for the Master of Electrical
Engineering
at
Chalmers
University.
Future challenges
The development of modules and
programmes in on/oﬀshore wind
energy will be continued and more
interdisciplinary competences for
oﬀshore
wind
included.
International co-operations will
help to overcome local constraints
and improve the quality of
education.

Lowestoft College, UK
Technical University of Delft, NL

Moses Kaern
ForWind – Center for Wind Energy
Research
University of Oldenburg
E-mail: moses.kaern@forwind.de
Phone: +49 441 798 5082

Ola Carlson
Electric Power Engineering
Chalmers University of
Technology
E-mail: ola.carlson@chalmers.se
Phone: +46 31 772 16 37

German partners:

International partners:

Bremerhavener Gesellschaft für
Investitionsförderung und
Stadtentwicklung mbH

Suﬀolk County Council, Ipswich (UK)

Senator für Umwelt, Bau, Verkehr und
Europa des Landes Bremen

East of England Energy Group,
Great Yarmouth (UK)
Northumberland College,
Ashington (UK)

Hochschule Bremerhaven/fk-wind
Gewerbliche Lehranstalten
Bremerhaven

South Denmark European Oﬃce,
Esbjerg (DK)

Carl von Ossitzky Universität
Oldenburg

Oﬀshore Center Denmark, Esbjerg (DK)
Aalborg University, Aalborg (DK)

Stiftung Oﬀshore-Windenergie, Varel

TU Delft, Faculty LR, Section Wind Energy,
Delft (NL)

Landesregierung Schleswig-Holstein,
Ministerium für Wissenschaft, Wirtschaft und Verkehr, Kiel
Wirtschaftsakademie
Schleswig-Holstein, Husum

http://www.power-cluster.net

Layout of Bachelor and Master Modules

Greater Stavanger,
Economic Development, Stavanger (NO)
Chalmers University of Technology,
Göteborg (SE)
Municipality of Öckerö, Öckerö (SE)
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ForWind Academy:
Partner for Qualification in the Wind Energy Sector
ForWind,
Dr. Stephan Barth, Nicole Kadagies,
Moses Kärn, Christoph Schwarzer
Partner: Overspeed GmbH & Co. KG

Also, those who wish to enter this field find
seminars that suit their need for introduction
into wind energy. Apart from advanced training, ForWind Academy also aims at creating
and supporting an alumni network of experts.

Description

Approach/Activities

ForWind Academy provides comprehensive
qualification on academic level for the wind
energy sector through seminars, in-house
courses, and individual coaching. ForWind
Academy is a joint project of ForWind
and Overspeed GmbH & Co. KG and was
launched in June 2008. This co-operation
opens up a great possibility to provide highquality seminars and advanced training on
topics ranging from research to application
in the industry. Through ForWind’s wide
network it is possible to provide expert
speakers from inside and outside university. Dr. Hans-Peter (Igor) Waldl himself,
managing director of Overspeed GmbH &
Co. KG, possesses an expertise as a consultant and course instructor with 20 years of
wind energy experience.
Seminars on offer take up current issues occurring in the real-world field and present interfaces to scientific knowledge gained from
research and development. ForWind Academy is particularly adept when it comes to a
high level of expertise and the didactic preparation of seminar topics and content. ForWind Academy follows high ambitions and
is not merely offering introductory knowledge in a rush. Seminars conveye fundamental
knowledge, give insight into research questions, and offer practice oriented know-how.

In the last 25 years the wind energy sector
has been experiencing rapid growth, making it an important area for future development. In Germany the wind energy sector
employes about 100,000 persons. At the
same time, the wind energy business is suffering from a lack of highly skilled personnel, a situation aggravated because there
are not enough structured and specialized
academic training programmes as well as
courses. However, the demands on experts
have reached a level which make special
wind energy qualifications essential. Predictions tell that by 2020, the number of employed persons in wind energy could rise to
330,000 in the EU. In the coming 20 years
offshore wind energy employment will exceed onshore employment. According to the
study Wind at Work (EWEA 2009) more
than 375,000 people will be employed in
the European wind energy sector in 2030
– 160,000 onshore and 215,000 offshore.
A successful development of the on- and
offshore wind energy sector will be increasingly tied to the availability of highly skilled
professionals. In the light of this trend, the
partners ForWind and Overspeed GmbH &
Co. KG began to offer a range of topics in
the areas of management, planing and engineering which are highly relevant to the
wind energy sector on- and offshore.

ForWind Academy offers a platform for intensive advanced education and the exchange
of ideas among experts in the field. It brings
together people with different occupations,
experience, and careers. Target groups are
young professionals as well as experts and
decision makers in the wind energy sector.

A total of 19 one-, two- and three-day seminars were offered in 2010 with round about
180 participants – almost a doubling of seminars and number of participants in comparison with 2009. With an increased marketing and a continued co-operation with the
“Haus der Technik” (Essen), the number of

participants is expected to rise considerably
in 2011.

Results
ForWind Academy has established its reputation as one of the places to look when it
comes to high-level seminars dealing with
current topics on an academic level and with
a high degree of relevance to practical applications. The growing number of seminars
and participants shows that ForWind Academy is on a successful way.
Furthermore, ForWind Academy will continue the co-operation with “Haus der Techniker
e.V.” in Essen, Germany.
ForWind Academy is also active in organising workshops about qualification needs and
career possibilities in the wind energy sector.
For example, ForWind in co-operation with
the network Wind Energy Agency WAB and
Overspeed GmbH & Co. KG organised the
successful workshop "Qualification in the
Wind Energy Industry". which took place
at HUSUM WindEnergy 2010 at the windcareer job fair in Husum, Germany. More
than 100 visitors came during the one-day
workshop and gathered information on further training opportunities and ForWind
Academy.

Next Steps
Execution of the current seminars and conception of new offer for 2011.

Link
Further information about the
ForWind Academy, the seminar offers
and its partners are provided at:
www.forwind-academy.com

QUALIFICATION
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Continuing Studies Programme
Wind Energy Technology and Management
ForWind,
Moses Kärn and Christoph Schwarzer
Partner: Wind Energy Agency WAB

Description
The Continuing Studies Programme
Wind Energy Technology and Management “Windstudium” is a unique offer for
professionals with academic training to
obtain part-time professional education.
The programme is a co-operative project
between ForWind and WAB. Numerous
partners from research, education, industry, and businesses in the field of wind
energy supported the realization of this
part-time study programme as continuing
academic education for professionals. The
programme is sponsored by GE Energy,
Bremer Landesbank, and WSB Service
GmbH.

Approach/Activities
The rapid growth of the wind energy sector is making an important area for future
development and offering manufacturers,
subcontractors and service providers significant potential. At the same time, the
wind energy sector is suffering from a lack
of highly skilled workers, and the competition with the automobile and aircraft industry. The successful development of the
wind energy sector will be closely tied to
the availability of training and professional
certification opportunities. Since there are
still are not enough full-time programmes
at universities the increasing demand for
experts with high qualifications requires
immediate action to qualify professionals.
The Continuing Studies Programme Wind
Energy Technology and Management is
especially designed to support companies
and professionals in the wind energy sector in their development. The programme
is directed equally to specialists and executive staff in the wind energy sector, as well
as to recent graduates and those who wish
to enter this field. It offers comprehensive
systematic understanding of wind energy
projects from scientific grounds to technical, legal and economic realization, as well
as skills in planning and project management.
The programme is especially designed to
fit the requirements of professionals. It
comprises self organised studying of reading materials, a two-day seminar once
every month, and ongoing project work in
teams. The total duration of the programme
is eleven months. It is intended to be short
but intensive. A certificate is issued by the
University of Oldenburg upon successfully
passing the examinations.
The realization of wind energy projects
requires that experts from a variety of differently disciplines work closely together.
This innovative programme of study is one

that addresses exactly such challenges, and
furthermore fosters a ‘know-how-transfer’
from acknowledged experts in the field
and from Universities thus, providing current and expert knowledge. The program’s
study materials were developed in partnership with the University of Oldenburg’s
continuing education experts and satisfy
the highest of academic didactic standards.
The interdisciplinary approach is the central theme that the programme is based
upon and is represented by the following
special characteristics.
- Group Dynamics: The selection process will be based on bringing together
a group of people with a wide range of
experience in their academic and occupational areas, be it technological,
planning management, administration,
or law. Thus the student group’s line-up
will reflect the heterogeneous profiles,
which are often found within a company’s typical departmental work group.
- Project Work: For the duration of the
programme an eight-person team will
work on a complex wind energy project.
During this process, questions will arise
relevant to all areas of the curriculum
and the students will collectively resolve
these issues and the project’s tasks. The
project work will provide a lot of practical experience, which will reflect what
the students have been learning, and
‘real’ experience in communication with
experts from a variety of disciplines.
- Teaching Material: The course pack is
divided into basic and speciality areas.
The basic areas are obligatory for all of
the students and within the specialized
areas half will be examinable. The students will choose the speciality areas
they wish to be examined upon, therefore allowing them to focus on their personal areas of expertise and interest.
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The programme is constantly evaluated
and further developed in close consultation
with a wind energy advisory board that
meets annually to advise the programme’s
administrators, and to arrange the coinstructors and guest speakers. The coinstructors are experienced representatives
from the industry who present concrete
aspects and expert knowledge, which complements the main instructors’ teachings.
The administrators of the Continuing Studies Programme in Wind Energy Technology and Management will ensure the existence of an active network of alumni in
order for the students to continue to stay
in touch with each other, to assist them in
the exchange of professional information,
and to support further continuing education
possibilities. The fourth alumni event takes
place in Bremerhaven on March 18 and 19,
2011, and activities will be continued.

Results

Next Steps

With five fully booked course cycles and
a rising demand for the sixth class the
programme has reached a strong position
in the market. From the beginning the demand was greater than the available student places, so competition for one of the
24 student places is high. The 96 feedbacks
from participants and external experts is
highly positive. Until now only one out
of 120 participants did not finish the programme. In 2010 the Continuing Studies
Programme Wind Energy Technology and
Management was one of the winners in
the "365 Landmarks in the Land of Ideas"
competition, which - under the patronage
of the German President - reward ideas and
projects that make a lasting contribution to
Germany’s future viability.

Start of the six class: September 2011
(application deadline June 1st, 2011)

Further information:
www.windstudium.de

f.l.t.r.: Ludwig Blomeyer (Chairman of the Executive Board Deutsche Bank, Bremen/Weser-Ems), Moses Kärn (ForWind),
Dr. Stephan Barth (Managing Director, ForWind), Jens Eckhoff (Managing Director Windenergie-Agentur Bremerhaven/Bremen e.V.,
WAB), Christoph Schwarzer (ForWind), Nils Schnorrenberger (Director Business Development, BIS Bremerhavener Gesellschaft für
Innovationsförderung und Stadtentwicklung mbH), Prof. Henry Seifert (Bremerhaven University of Applied Sciences and Lecturer in the
Continuing Studies Programme Wind Energy Technology and Management)
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Job and Education Fair "zukunftsenergien nordwest 2010"

ForWind – Center for Wind Energy
Research of the Universities Oldenburg,
Hanover, and Bremen
Corinna Wermke, Christoph Schwarzer,
Nicole Kadagies
Partners:
Windenergie-Agentur Bremerhaven/Bremen e.V. (WAB),
Bremerhavener Gesellschaft für
Investitionsförderung und
Stadtentwicklung mbH (BIS),
Stadt Oldenburg, Wirtschaftsförderung,
RIS Energie-Kompetenzzentrum
zukünftige Energieversorgung e.V.,
Oldenburger Energiecluster (OLEC) e.v.,
Hochschule Bremerhaven
Funded by:
Metropolregion Bremen – Oldenburg e.V.
Sponosored by:
aleo solar Deutschland GmbH,
ENERCON GmbH, EnviTec Biogas AG,
EWE AG

Under the patronage of the
Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety,
Minister Dr. Norbert Röttgen,
and the German Renewable Energy
Federation (BEE),
President Dietmar Schütz.

Introduction

Project Description

The renewable energies are an important economic factor in Germany and especially in
the northwest region. Their potenial for
growth is high, and they offer an important
perspective for future employment. With
more than 340.000 employees nationwide
the renewable energies are a job-motor
already. Experts predict a further development of more than 500.000 jobs until 2020.
But at the same time, the renewable energies sector, like many others, suffers from
a lack of specialists. And there still are not
enough adequately specialized training
and further education programmes. The
renewable energies are a relatively new
occupational area and always in competition to other well established career paths
in traditional industries. Therefore the first
job and education fair in the Northwest, the
„zukunftsenergien nordwest“, is an important event for the region demonstrating its
rich job and qualification opportunities in
renewable energies.

The job and education fair for renewable energies and energy efficiency, the
„zukunftsenergien nordwest“, openend its
gates for the first time on the 5th and 6th of
March 2010 in Oldenburg, EWE-ARENA.
74 companies, Universities, institutes for
further training and research instituts involved in renewable energies and energy
efficiency were presenting themselves on
the jobfair. The more than 4000 visitors of
the fair met attractive employers with open
job opportunities, traineeships, informed
themselves on prospects for further education, and received insight into the branch
by taking part in 5 technical workshops.
The „zukunftsenergien nordwest“ offered
exhibitors a high-profile public platform
where companies and service providers
meet together with an audience interested
in their sector along with potential young
applicants and those looking to enter from
other fields of expertise. This programme
was complemented by excursions to wellknown companies and regional facilities as
well as application trainings.
The „zukunftsenergien nordwest“ is supposed to take place once a year alternatingly in Oldenburg iand Bremen,
starting 2010 in Oldenburg and 2011 in
Bremen on the 11th and 12th March.

Outlook
The „zukunftsenergien nordwest 2011“
is set to grow in 2011. Sponsors have
changed and will be EWE AG, Deutsche
Biogas AG, GE Wind Energy GmbH.
The Partners will stay the same just as
the funding by Metropolregion BremenOldenburg e.V. and the patronage of the
Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety,
Minister Dr. Norbert Röttgen.
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EVENTS

ForWind – Events
ForWind Competence Center
Elke Seidel

ForWind Course of Lectures
Since 2006 ForWind offers during summer
and winter terms a unique public course
of lectures concerning different, predominantly technical aspects of energy research
and supply – mainly focussed on wind
energy. Meant as an interlink between
research institutions, universities and the
industry, invited national and international
speakers discuss their area of expertise.

Summer Term 2010

Winter Term 2010/2011

Rotorblattschäden – was sind die
Ursachen und wie kann man Schäden
verhindern bzw. beheben?
Stefan Brassel, Leitung Rotorservice und
Vertrieb, Deutsche Windtechnik Rotor und
Turm GmbH & Co KG

Zwischenbilanz aus zehn Jahren
Erfahrung im Fundamentbau für
Offshore-Windenergieanlagen –
wohin geht die Reise?
Holger Miara, Offshore Project Manager,
Bilfinger Berger Ingenieurbau GmbH

Erfahrungsbericht BARD 1 –
der erste kommerzielle deutsche
Offshore-Windpark
Frank Hagemeister, Geschäftsführer
BARD Emden Energy GmbH & Co. KG

Transportnetz der Zukunft aus der
Sicht eines Betreibers – wo liegen die
Herausforderungen und wie kann man
sie meistern?
Ilja August, Strategische Netzplanung,
Amprion GmbH

Steuerung von Offshore-Windparks
im Vergleich zu konventionellen
Kraftwerken
Joachim Klinke, Produktmanager BTC
Wind Farm Center, BTC AG
Global Flow Solutions – Atmospheric
Modeling for Wind Power Applications
at Vestas
Dr. Line Gulstad, Manager Global Flow
Solutions, Vestas Technology R&D
(Research & Development)

Wann kommt die 20-MW-Anlage?
Baugrenzen von Windenergieanlagen
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Andreas Reuter,
Geschäftsführender Institutsleiter
Fraunhofer IWES
Lastberechnung an großen OffshoreWindenergieanlagen
Kai Irschik, Engineering Load department, AREVA Wind GmbH

Solarenergie als Kernstück unserer
künftigen Energieversorgung
Prof. Dr. Eicke R. Weber, Institutsleiter
Fraunhofer-Institut für
Solare Energiesysteme ISE

Optimierung des „Leistungssystems
Offshore-Windpark“ – Datenerfassung
und Analyse komplexer Betriebs- und
Instandhaltungsprozesse
Markus Seyfert, Wissenschaftlicher
Mitarbeiter, Hochschule Bremen

Offshore Windenergieforschung und
Entwicklungen in den Niederlanden
im Rahmen der Europäischen Zielsetzungen
Dr. h.c. Ir. Jos Beurskens, Senior scientific
advisor Energy Research Center of the
Netherlands (ECN)

Offshore-Windenergieanlagen –
Wellenbelastung und Kolkgenerierung
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Torsten Schlurmann,
Geschäftsführender Direktor FranziusInstitut für Wasserbau und Küsteningnieurwesen, Leibniz Universität
Hannover
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ForWind Vortragsreihe
Sommersemester 2010

Technologie- und Gründerzentrum Oldenburg
Marie-Curie-Straße 1, 26129 Oldenburg
Seminarraum 3, 1. Stock

Seminarraum 4, 1. Stock

Donnerstag, 29.April 2010, 16:15 Uhr

Donnerstag, 27. Mai 2010, 16:15 Uhr

Rotorblattschäden – was sind die Ursachen
und wie kann man Schäden
verhindern bzw. beheben?

Solarenergie als Kernstück unserer
künftigen Energieversorgung

Stefan Brassel, Leitung Rotorservice und Vertrieb,
Deutsche Windtechnik Rotor und Turm GmbH & Co KG

Institutsleiter Fraunhofer-Institut für Solare Energiesysteme ISE

Prof. Dr. Eicke R. Weber

Donnerstag, 10. Juni 2010, 16:15 Uhr
Donnerstag, 06. Mai 2010, 16:15 Uhr

BARD Offshore 1 – der erste kommerzielle
deutsche Offshore-Windpark
Frank Hagemeister, Geschäftsführer BARD Emden Energy
GmbH & Co KG

Offshore Windenergieforschung und
Entwicklungen in den Niederlanden im
Rahmen der Europäischen Zielsetzungen
Dr. h.c. Ir. Jos Beurskens, Senior scientific advisor,
Energy Research Center of the Netherlands (ECN)

Donnerstag, 24. Juni 2010, 16:15 Uhr

Global Flow Solutions –
Atmospheric Modeling for Wind Power
Applications at Vestas
Dr. Line Gulstad, Manager Global Flow Solutions,
Vestas Technology R&D (Research & Development)

Donnerstag, 01. Juli 2010, 16:15 Uhr

Steuerung von Offshore-Windparks
im Vergleich zu konventionellen
Kraftwerken

ForWin
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Dinner Debate for germanwind

As part of the High-Tech Strategy for
Germany, the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (Bundesministerium für
Bildung und Forschung (BMBF)) initiated
a competition to find Germany`s Leading
Edge Clusters under the slogan „Deutschlands-Spitzencluster - Mehr Innovation.
Mehr Wachstum. Mehr Beschäftigung“
(More Innovation, More Growth, More
Jobs).
In 2010 ForWind participated in this competition in cooperation with the Windenergie Agentur Bremen/Bremerhaven WAB

e.V. and the Stiftung Offshore Windenergie
promoting the cluster of the northwestern
region for wind energy „germanwind“ with
about 150 partners out of industry and research.
During the dinner debate on January 13th
at the Oldenburger Schloss in Oldenburg,
organized by ForWind and the „Metropolregion Bremen-Oldenburg im Nordwesten
e.V.“, more than 250 representatives of the
economy, politics and administration informed themselves on objectives and potentials.

The main goal of germanwind was to raise
the share of wind energy in Germany`s
power generation to 30 percent by the year
2020.
Speakers were the Minister for Science
and Culture of Lower Saxony at that time,
Lutz Stratmann, the Managing Director of
ForWind, Dr. Stephan Barth, Dr. Reinhard
Loske, Senator für Umwelt, Bau, Verkehr
und Europa des Landes Bremen at that
time and member of the executive board
of the Metropolregion Bremen-Oldenburg
and Heiko Harms, EWE AG, executive
board of Networks and IT.
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RAVE – Research at alpha ventus
Intermediate Workshop
Five months after the official start of operation of the first offshore wind farm alpha
ventus in April 2010, representatives of all
research projects within RAVE were invited to present and discuss the experience
and data acquired during the planning and
construction phase as well as the operating
phase until then.
At the internal workshop organized by
ForWind on September 13th in Oldenburg,
more than 100 participants came together
with the aim of strengthening the cooperation within and among the different research projects as well as improving the
utilization of the results.

The RAVE research initiative runs simultaneously with the construction and operation of the „alpha ventus“ test site to attain
broad based experience and knowledge
for future offshore wind parks. RAVE is
sponsored by the Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation and
Reactor Safety (BMU) following a resolution by the German Federal Parliament
and is co-ordinated by Fraunhofer IWES.
It combines the scientific activities of plant
manufacturers and a multitude of research
institutions. In total the BMU has allocated
50 million euros for the research and further development of wind energy utilization at sea.
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Hannover Messe 2010, April 19th-23rd

ForWind participated in the Hannover
Messe 2010 at the joint stand of Lower
Saxony „Energie aus Niedersachsen“,
introducing ForWind and its services in
research, consultancy, education, further
education and events and presenting two
exhibits: the Sphere Anemometer, a new
effective method for wind measurements
of the University of Oldenburg and the
“large bubble curtain”, a method for noise
reduction during construction of offshore
wind turbines of the University of Hannover.
Furthermore ForWind University of Olden-

burg informed about fast methods for the
determination of power characteristics that
are in particular based on high-frequency
measurements of wind speed and power
output data (in the range of 1 Hz) needing
measurement periods of only a few days.
This so-called dynamical power curve has
already been proven to be an efficient alternative to the power curve according to the
common standard approach (IEC 6140012-1) and has particularly been tested for
different types of commercial MW-class
wind energy converters.

Amongst many others the Minister for
Economic Affairs, Labor and Transport
of Lower Saxony, Jörg Bode, informed
himself about the state of the art in wind
energy research and education.
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HUSUM WindEnergy 2010, September 21st-25th

At the HUSUM WindEnergy 2010, September 21st to 25th, ForWind participated
with a booth shared with the EWE AG.
ForWind informed about latest research
results in wind energy as well as education
and further education such as the Continuing Studies Program Wind Energy Technology and Management and the Forwind
Academy.
The University of Oldenburg presented a
model for LIDAR (Light Detection and
Ranging), a method of measuring turbulent
wind fields in order to fully understand the
complex flow conditions.

A new system for the early detection of
damage to rotor blades of wind turbines
was introduced by the University of Hannover. The University of Bremen contributed with a duplicate of the large involute
gear standard which will be used for calibration purposes.
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DEWEK 2010 – 10th German Wind Energy Conference

More than 600 participants from 28 countries participated in the 10th German Wind
Energy Conference DEWEK on November
17th and 18th 2010 in Bremen.

ForWind was not only present with a booth
to provide information, but covered a remarkable part in the whole program with
five scientific posters; 15 talks held by For-

Wind members directly; being referred to
in another two talks and providing a chair
person in five different sessions.

ForWind

Center for Wind Energy Research

ForWind at DEWEK 2010
Presentations
17.11.2010

18.11.2010

Session 1: General Offshore Research

Session 10: Wind Power Forecasting

11:15 Final Results of the Joint Project “Development of LIDAR Wind Sensing for the
German Offshore Test Site” (D)
A. Rettenmeier, M. Hofsäß, Endowed Chair of Wind Energy, University of Stuttgart; M.
Wächter, M. Kühn, J. Peinke, ForWind, Carl von Ossietzky Universität; T. Neumann, H.
Mellinghoff, DEWI GmbH; Y. Käsler, S. Rahm, DLR, German Aerospace Center; B.
Siegmeier, Multibrid GmbH; J. Rauch, German Federation of Windpower e.V. (FGW)

08:30 Ad-Hoc Analysis of Mean Sea Level Pressure Oberservations to Enhance ShortestTerm Wind Power Predictions (E)
N. Busch-Saleck, L. von Bremen, D. Heinemann, ForWind Carl von Ossietzky University
Oldenburg

Session 3: Monitoring

08:45 Four-dimensional Data Assimilation & its Application for Short-Term Wind Power
Prediction (E)
L. von Bremen, J. Jiang, D. Heinemann, ForWind, Carl von Ossietzky University Oldenburg

11:00 Early Detection of Bearing Damages in Wind Energy Plants (D)
B. Hacke, G. Poll, Ins. Für Maschinenelemente Konstruktion und Tribologie, Leibniz
Universität Hannover

09:00 Estimate Severe Offshore Wind Power Fluctuations for Better Grid Integration (E)
L. von Bremen, N. Busch-Saleck, D. Heinemann, ForWind, Carl von Ossietzky University
Oldenburg

11:45 Damage Identification at Offshore Wind Energy Converters Using the Multi-Parameter
Eigenvalue Problem (E)
R.Rolfes, G.Haake, J. Reetz, M. Häckell, Inst. of Structural Analysis Universität Hannover

09:30 Influence of Vertical Wind Shear on IEC and Langevin Power Curves (E)
M. Wächter, T. Mücke, Ö. Yüksek, J. Peinke, ForWind, Carl von Ossietzky Universität
Oldenburg

Session 7: Simulation Wind Turbines

Session 13: Lidar

16:15 Evaluation and Verification of CFD-Simulation Using OpenFOAM for Wind Turbines (E)
B. Stoevesandt, J. Standner, N. Kirrkamm, J. Peinke, ForWind Carl von Ossietzky Universität
Oldenburg

11:15 Validation of a Dynamic Meandering Model with Near Wake Lidar Measurements (E)
J. J. Trujillo, M. Kühn, ForWind, Carl von Ossietzky University Oldenburg; O. Bischoff, M.
Hofsäß, A. Rettenmeier, D. Schlipf, Endowed Chair of Windenergy, University of Stuttgart

Session 8: Offshore Wind Conditions

Session 15: Rotor Blade I

16:15 Application of a Large-Eddy Simulation Model to the Analysis of Flow Conditions in
Offshore Wind Farms (D)
G.Steinfeld, J.Tambke, J,Peinke, D.Heinemann, ForWind Carl von Ossietzky Universität
Oldenburg

11:00 Lift Measurements in Turbulent Flow Conditions (E)
J. Schneemann, P. Knebel, P. Milan, J. Peinke, ForWind, Carl von Ossietzky Oldenburg

16:30 Meso-Scale Wind Flow Simulations Over The North Sea (D)
J.Tambke, L.von Bremen, M.Schmidt, G.Steinfeld, ForWind Carl von Ossietzky Universität
Oldenburg (D), Kai Suselj, Jet Propulsion Laboratory - NASA, USA; Y.-M. Saint-Drenan,
Fraunhofer IWES; J.A.T. Bye, School of Earth Sciences, The University of Melbourne,
Australia; J.-O. Wolff, ICBM, Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg

13:45 Bending Tests of Grouted Joints for Monopile Support Structures (E)
S. Lochte-Holtgreven, P. Schaumann, ForWind, Institute for Steel Construction, Leibniz
University Hannover; F. Wilke, Bilfinger Berger Ingenieurbau GmbH

Session 9: Sensors & Radar

15:45 Integrated Simulation of the Repower 5 MW Offshore Wind Turbine With Jacket
Support Structure Validated by Alpha Ventus Measurement Data (E)
J. Dubois, P. Schaumann, ForWind, Inst. For Steel Construction, Leibniz University
Hannover; C. Böker, M. Seidel, Repower Systems AG

16:00 Development and Characterisation of Highly Resolving Wind Speed and Direction
Sensors (E)
H. Heißelmann, J. Puczylowski, M. Hölling, M. Wächter, J. Peinke, ForWind, Carl von
Ossietzky University of Oldenburg

Session 16: Offshore Foundation/ Structures I

Session 19: Offshore Foundation/ Structures II

16:15 Load Analysis of the Upwind Jacket Reference Support Structure (E)
T. Fischer, Endowed Chair of Wind Energy, Universität Stuttgart; W. Popko, J. D. Sorensen,
Riso-DTU, Denmark; M. Kühn, ForWind, Carl von Ossietzky University Oldenburg
Session 20: Grid Management
16:30 European Electricity Grids for Wind Integration in 2030 and 2050 (D)
J. Tambke, L. von Bremen, M. Schmidt, G. Steinfeld, ForWind, Carl von Ossietzky University
Oldenburg; J. De Decker, 3E nv, Belgium; J.-O. Wolff, ICBM, University of Oldenburg

Posters
1 Performance Verification
1.5 Experimental Investigation of the Dynamical Behavior of a Floating Wind Turbine Model
(S. Rockel, M. Hölling, J. Peinke, ForWind, Carl von Ossietzky University Oldenburg)
4 Simulation II (Wind)
4.6 Prediction of Extreme Wind Events by Utilisation and Application of WPEFI (Weather
Pattern Extreme Forecast Index)
(T. I. Petroliagis, M. Jacques-Coper, L. v. Bremen, D. Heinemann, ForWind, Carl von
Ossietzky University Oldenburg; R. Hagedorn, ECMWF, European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts, UK)
4.7 How to construct a Reliable Ensemble Forecast
(J. Dobschinski, A. Wessel, B. Lange, Fraunhofer IWES; L. v. Bremen, ForWind, Carl von
Ossietzky University Oldenburg)
6 Measurements
6.7 Intermittent Structures in Atmospheric Wind Fields
(Ö. Yüksek, T. Mücke, J. Peinke, ForWind, Carl von Ossietzky University Oldenburg)
10 Offshore Conditions
10.8 Results of Underwater Sound Research Projects Focussed on Construction Noise
Caused by Offshore Wind Farms
(J. Gabriel, T. Neumann, DEWI GmbH; T. Grießmann, J. Rustemeier, Institut für Statik und
Dynamik, Universität Hannover; K. Betke, Institut für technische und angewandte Physik
GmbH (itap); Kai Herklotz, Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und Hydrograohie (BSH))

Chairpersons
17.11.2010
Session 6: New Developments - Prof. Dr. Martin Kühn, Prof. Dr. Jochen Twele
Session 7: Simulation Wind Turines - Dr. h.c. Jos Beurskens, Prof. Dr.-Ing, Raimund Rolfes
18.11.2010
Session 10: Wind Power Forecasting – D. Heinemann, K. Rohrig
Session 16: Offshore Foundation/ Structures I – K. Kloske, P. Schaumann
Session 21: Acoustics – H. Klug, J. Peinke
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Inaugural Lecture by Prof. Dr. Martin Kühn

„Gibt es noch Innovationen in der Windenergie?“ Are there still innovations in wind
energy?“ was the title of the inaugural lecture by Prof. Dr. Martin Kühn, endowed
professor of Wind Energy Systems on
November 8th at the University of Oldenburg, having been in Oldenburg since April
2010.

Martin Kühn closed his talk by presenting
the planned research topics of his newly
built work group “wind energy systems”
and gave an outlook for the further development of the research sector wind physics in
Oldenburg.

In his lecture Martin Kühn outlined the
rapid development in wind energy technology in the last two decades. Pointing out
that the current challenges are offshore
wind energy, the integration of large shares
of “electrical wind power“ into the grid
system and the strong internationalization
he discussed whether there are creative and
innovative answers in sight to master these
demands.

MS Wissenschaft "Energy" 2010

The MS Wissenschaft, a touring exhibiton
ship, set off in May 2010 to 34 cities in
Germany and Austria to communicate an
important subject of the future: energy.
ForWind contributed the only exhibit for
wind energy, explaining the formula of
how electrical power is generated out of
wind speed and also at what speed and why
wind power turbines have to cut out.
The MS Wissenschaft is supported by the
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (Bundesministerium für Bildung
und Forschung (BMBF)).
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Chinese Delegation accompanied
by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Robert Gasch
Members of the Institute of Monitoring and
Control for Rotating Machinery and Wind
Turbines of the Northwestern Polytechnical University Xi’an under the direction of
Prof. Dr. Ming Fu Liao visited ForWind in
Oldenburg at the end of August.
In addition to ForWind and wind energy
research in Germany, the delegation was
interested in possibilities for education and
further education in wind energy, especially the Continuing Studies Program Wind
Energy Technology and Management and
the Forwind Academy. The group was accompanied by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Robert Gasch
of the Technische Universität Berlin, a pioneer of German wind energy research, who
initiated the visit.

Center of attraction for company outings
In 2010 ForWind Oldenburg was visited by
company outings.
Amongst others, employees of Telekom
Oldenburg chose ForWind as their annual
works outing destination and the branch
network “Environmentally Friendly Technologies” – “Umweltschonende Technologien” from the (fast-growing region of)
Wachstumsregion Hansalinie, came by to
inform themselves on wind energy.
Managing Director Dr. Stephan Barth welcomed the groups and gave a review of developments in wind energy and wind energy research followed by lively discussions.
The visitors also had the possibility to view
experiments in the wind tunnel and see turbulent flow visualizations in the laboratory.
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Joachim Peinke – New Vice President
of European Academy of Wind Energy
At the end of September 2010, Prof. Dr.
Joachim Peinke, professor for physics at the
University of Oldenburg, member of the
Executive Board and speaker of ForWind,
was appointed Vice President of the European Academy of Wind Energy (EAWE) in
Trondheim, Norway. The EAWE is a registered body of research institutes and universities in Europe working on wind energy research and development. The Academy was
founded in 2004 to formulate and execute
joint R&D projects and to coordinate high
quality scientific research and education on
wind energy at a European level.

ForWind obtains Supercomputer
Since the end of 2010 a new supercomputer
has been at the disposal for ForWind`s scientists in Oldenburg. The „High-Performance
Computing Cluster“ (HPC Cluster) consists
of 350 units with more than 2000 cores and
10 terabyte of working storage.The HPC
cluster is available for all partners of the
ForWind Fraunhofer alliance and allows for
the performing of computationally intensive

tasks such as calculations of the flow around
blades, rotors or entire wind turbines, so that
essential progress can be expected in the
development and improvements of wind
turbines. The Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear
Safety (Das Bundesministerium für Umwelt,
Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit (BMU))
is financing the supercomputer project with
three million euros.

World of Physics – the ForWind Movie
World of Physics is the large German online platform created to present physics to
the general lay public. It offers information
on all fields of physics inter alia via a video
channel on YouTube. In the middle of August 2010, World of Physics made a film
about ForWind and the research fields in
wind physics. World of Physics is financed

by the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (Bundesministerium für Bildung
und Forschung (BMBF)) and edited mutually by the BMBF and the German Physical
Society. The board of trustees consists of
renowned experts of physics and astronomy
assisting editorial staff and publisher in the
search for authors and interesting subjects.

DOCUMENTATION
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Publication List
1. Reviewed Articles
Achmus, M.:
Design of axially and laterally loaded
piles for the support of offshore wind
energy converters,
Invited Lecture, Indian Geotechnical Conference Geotrendz, December 16th-18th,
Mumbai, India, (2010)
Achmus, M.:
Untersuchungen zu OWEA-Gründungsstrukturen im Projekt Gigawind alphaventus,
Workshop Offshore-Gründungen von
Windenergieanlagen, Karlsruhe,
February 22.nd-23rd., (2010)
Achmus, M.; Albiker, J.;
Abdel-Rahman, K.:
Investigations on the behavior of
large diameter piles under cyclic lateral loading,
2nd International Symposium on
Frontiers in Offshore Geotechnics
(ISFOG), Perth, Australia, November,
(2010)
Achmus, M.; Kuo, Y.-S.;
Abdel-Rahman; K.:
Numerical Investigation of Scour Effect on Lateral Resistance of Piles,
20th Int. Offshore (Ocean) and Polar
Engineering Conference (ISOPE-2010),
Beijing, China, June 20th-26th, (2010)
Achmus, M.; Müller, M.:
Evaluation of pile capacity approaches
with respect to piles for wind energy
foundations in the North Sea,
2nd International Symposium on
Frontiers in Offshore Geotechnics
(ISFOG), Perth, Australia, November,
(2010)
Achmus, M.; Thieken, K.:
On the behavior of piles in non-cohesive soil under combined horizontal
and vertical loading,
Acta Geotechnica, Vol. 5, No. 3,
pp. 199-210, (2010)

Achmus, M.; Thieken, K.:
Behavior of piles under combined axial
and lateral loading,
2nd International Symposium on
Frontiers in Offshore Geotechnics
(ISFOG), Perth, Australia, November,
(2010)

Gunst, U.; Zabel, W.-R.; Valle, N.;
Migeon, H.-N.; Poll, G.; Arlinghaus, H.F.:
Investigation of laminated fabric
cages used in rolling bearings by
ToF-SIMS,
Tribology International 43 5-6,
pp. 1005-1011, ISSN: 0301-679X, (2010)

Capellaro, M.; Kühn, M.:
Boundaries of Bend Twist Coupling,
Proc. The Science of Making Torque from
Wind, Crete, Greece, (2010)

Heißelmann, H.; Hölling, M.; Peinke, J.:
The Sphere Anemometer - A Fast
Alternative to Cup Anemometry in
Progress in Turbulence III,
Springer Proceedings in Physics 131,
Springer, Berlin, (2010)

Fischer, T.; Kühn, M.:
Control Strategies for an Offshore
Wind Turbine on a Monopile under
Misaligned Wind and Wave Loading,
Proc. The Science of Making Torque from
Wind, Crete, Greece, (2010)
Gatzen, M.M.; Pape, F.; Bruening, C.;
Gatzen, H.H.; Arlinghaus, H.F.; Poll, G.:
Correlation between performance and
boundary layers in highspeed
bearings lubricated with polymerenhanced greases,
Tribology International 43 5-6,
pp. 981-989, ISSN: 0301-679X, (2010)
Gottschall, J.; Peinke, J.:
Impact of Atmospheric Turbulence on
the Power Output of Wind Turbines in
Progress in Turbulence III,
Springer Proceedings in Physics 131,
Springer, Berlin, (2010)
Grünberg, J.; Göhlmann, J.:
Windenergieanlagen in Stahlbeton-/
Spannbetonbauweise,
in: Betonkalender 2011, Teil 1,
pp. 21-168. Ernst & Sohn, Berlin, (2010)
Gülker, G.; Steigerwald, Ch.;
Hinsch, K. D.:
Holographic PIV with Low Coherence
Light - Recent Progress in 3D Flow
Measurements in Progress in
Turbulence III,
Springer Proceedings in Physics 131,
Springer, Berlin, (2010)

Hildebrandt A.; Schlurmann, T.:
Pressure distribution of a breaking
wave on a circular cylinder surface
from laboratory experiments,
Chinese-German Joint Symposium on
Hydraulic and Ocean Engineering, Tianjin,
(2010)
Hölling, M.; Peinke, J.:
Using the 2D Laser-ContileverAnemometer for Two- Dimensional
Measurements in Turbulent Flows in
Progress in Turbulence III,
Springer Proceedings in Physics 131,
Springer, Berlin, (2010)
Kühn, M.; Gasch, R; Sundermann, S.:
Wind Power Plants - Fundamentals,
Design, Construction and Operation,
chapter 16, Offshore Wind Farms.
Springer, 2 edition, (2010)
Kühn, M.; Klaus, T.:
Windenergie - Auf dem Weg zur konventionellen Energie?,
in: Erneuerbare Energien, Themenheft
Forschung, Nr. 6, Universität Stuttgart,
(2010)
Kuo, Y.-S.; Achmus, M.;
Abdel-Rahman; K.:
Investigation on the Requirements
regarding the Minimum Embedded
Length of Monopiles,
Geoshanghai International Conference,
Shanghai, June 3rd-5th, (2010)
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Langner, M.; Peinke, J.; Flemisch, F.;
Baumann, M.; Beckmann, D.:
Drift and diffusion based models of
driver behavior EPJ B,
DOI: 10.1140/epjb/e2010-00148-8, (2010)
Lind, P.G.; Haase, M.; Böttcher, F. ;
Peinke, J.; Kleinhans, D.; Friedrich, R.:
Extracting strong measurement noise
from stochastic time series: applications to empirical data,
Phys. Rev. E 81, 041125, (2010)
Lünsdorf, O.; Sonnenschein, M.:
Abschätzung des Lastverschiebungspotenzials eines dezentralen
Steuerungssystems für Haushaltsgeräte,
VDE-Kongress 2010 – E-Mobility, Leipzig,
ISBN 978-3-8007-3304-0 (CD-ROM),
(2010)
Lünsdorf, O.; Sonnenschein, M.:
A pooling based load shift strategy for
household appliances,
in: K. Greve, A. B. Cremers (Eds.):
Integration of Environmental Information
in Europe - 24th International Conference
on Informatics for Environmental
Protection. Shaker Verlag,
ISBN 978-3-8322-9458-8, pp. 734-743,
(2010)
Lünsdorf, O.; Sonnenschein, M.,:
Lastadaption von Haushaltsgeräten
durch Verbundsteuerung,
in: M. Kurrat (Hrsg.):Tagungsband zum 3.
Symposium des FEN, ISBN 978-3-92526832-8, S. 71-83, (2010)
Mai, T.; Wilms, M.; Hildebrandt, A.;
Schlurmann, T.:
Comparison of Drag and Inertia
Coefficients for a Circular Cylinder in
Random Waves Derived from Different
Methods,
International Conference on Coastal
Engineering, Shanghai, July, (2010)

Mücke, T.; Kleinhans, D.; Peinke, J.:
Atmospheric turbulence and its
influence on the alternating loads on
wind turbines,
Wind Energy, n/a. doi: 10.1002/we.422,
(2010)
Nawroth, A.; Friedrich, R.; Peinke, J.:
Multiscale description and prediction
of financial time series,
New J. Phys. 12, 083021, (2010)
Ohlendorf, J.-H.; Hans, C.; Ghrairi, Z.;
Thoben, K.-D.:
Intelligent Production of Rotor Blades
using ITaided Automation Approaches,
DEWI Magazin, Wilhelmshaven 2010,
pp. 16-25, (2010)
Peralta, P.; Achmus, M.:
An Experimental Investigation of Piles
in Sand Subjected to Lateral Cyclic
Loads, 7th International Conference on
Physical Modeling in Geotechnics (ICPMG
2010), Zurich, Switzerland,
June 28th– July 1st, (2010)
Petroliagis, T.I.; Jacques-Coper, M.;
von Bremen, L.; Hagedorn, R.; Pinson, P.;
Heinemann, D.:
Prediction of extreme wind events by
utilisation of a Weather Type Extreme
Forecast Index. Part I: Early warnings
of extreme wind events utilising DWD
objective weather type classification
& ECMWF Ensemble Prediction System
Extreme Forecast Index,
in Proc. of the 10th Biennial German
Wind Energy Conference (DEWEK),
November 17th-18th 2010, Bremen,
Germany, (2010)

Petroliagis, T.I.; Jacques-Coper, M.;
Denhard, M.; Hagedorn, R.;
Heinemann, D.:
ECMWF short- to medium-range
forecast guidance in cases of wind extreme events utilizing IFS deterministic
and EPS probabilistic model level gust
factor components,
in Proc. of the Conference “The science
of making torque from wind”,
June 28th-30th 2010, Heraklion, Crete,
Greece, (2010)
Petroliagis, T.I.; Denhard, M.; Tambke, J.;
Hagedorn, R.; Heinemann, D.:
How well can we forecast winds at
different heights? An assessment of
ECMWF IFS & EPS skill of forecasting
wind fields at different model levels,
in Proc. of European Wind Energy
Conference (EWEC),
April 20th-23rd 2010, Warsaw, Poland,
(2010)
Poll, G.; Baly, H.:
Lubricant film formation and friction
of grease lubricated ball bearings,
6. Arnold-Tross-Kolloquium der HAW
Hamburg, Shaker Verlag, Aachen,
pp. 271-310, ISBN 978-3-8322-9599-8,
(2010)
Rolfes, R.; Schaumann, P.; Gottschalk,
M.; Mickley, M.; Vásquez-Rojas, A. et al.:
Ganzheitliches Dimensionierungskonzept für OWEA-Tragstrukturen anhand
von Messungen im Offshore-Testfeld
alpha ventus, BMU GIGAWIND alpha
ventus,
ForWind-Jahresbericht 2009, (2010)
Schaumann, P.; Bechtel, A.;
Lochte-Holtgreven, S.:
Fatigue design for axially loaded
grouted connections of offshore wind
turbine support structures in deeper
waters,
Proceedings of the Earth & Space
Conference 2010, March 14th-17th 2010
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Schaumann, P.; Bechtel, A.;
Lochte-Holtgreven, S.:
Fatigue Design for Prevailing Axially
Loaded Grouted Connections of
Offshore Wind Turbine Support
Structures in Deeper Waters,
Proceedings of the European Offshore
Wind Energy Conference EWEC,
April 20th-23rd 2010
Schaumann, P.; Bechtel, A.;
Lochte-Holtgreven, S.:
Fatigue Performance of Grouted Joints
for Offshore Wind Energy Converters
in Deeper Waters,
Proceedings of the International Society
of Offshore and Polar Engineers ISOPE,
June 20th-26th 2010
Schaumann, P.; Dubois, J.; Böker, C.;
Seidel, M.:
Integrated simulation of the REpower
5 MW offshore wind turbine with
jacket support structure validated by
alpha ventus measurement data,
Proceedings of the 10th German Wind
Energy Conference DEWEK,
November 17th-18th 2010
Schaumann, P.; Lochte-Holtgreven, S.;
Lohaus, L.; Lindschulte, N.:
Durchrutschende Grout-Verbindungen
in OWEA – Tragverhalten,
Instandsetzung und Optimierung
Stahlbau,
Volume 79, Issue 9, pp. 637 – 647, (2010)
Schaumann, P.; Mickley, M.;
Gottschalk, M.; Kutterer, H.J.; Neuner, H.:
Influence of Manufacturing Aspects on
Fatigue Assessment,
Proceedings of the European Offshore
Wind Energy Conference EWEC,
April 20th-23rd 2010
Schlipf, D.; Schuler, S.; Allgöwer, F.;
Kühn, M.:
Look-Ahead Cylcic Pitch Control with
LiDAR,
Proc. The Science of Making Torque from
Wind, Crete, Greece, (2010)

Schmidt, B.; Hansen, M.; Rolfes, R.;
Schaumann, P.:
Energiegewinnung auf hoher See –
Sicherheit und Zuverlässigkeit von
Offshore-Windenergieanlagen,
AlumniCampus Ausgabe 5 2010,
Hannover, (2010)

Tausendfreund, A.; Patzelt, S.; Goch, G.:
Parallelisierung rigoroser StreulichtSimulationsalgorithmen für nanostrukturierte Oberflächen,
tm - Technisches Messen 77, Nr. 4,
pp. 215-220, (2010)

Schmidt, B.; Hansen, M.; Rolfes, R.;
Schaumann, P.:
Energiegewinnung auf hoher See –
Sicherheit und Zuverlässigkeit von
Offshore-Windenergieanlagen,
Unimagazin 03/04 2010, Hannover, (2010)

von Bremen, L.; Busch-Saleck, N.; Heinemann, D.:
Estimate severe offshore Wind Power
Fluctuations for better Grid Integration, Biennial German Wind Energy Conference (DEWEK), Bremen, Germany,
November 17th-18th 2010

Schuler, S.; Schlipf, D.; Kühn, M.;
Allgöwer, F.:
l1-Optimal Multivariable Pitch Control
for Load Reduction on Large Wind
Turbines,
Scientific Track, EWEC 2010, Warsaw,
Poland, (2010)

von Bremen, L.; Busch-Saleck, N.:
Minimizing the risk in offshore wind
power integration induced by severe
wind power fluctuations,
in Proc. of the Conference of “The
science of making Torque from Wind”,
Crete, Heraklion June 2010, (2010)

Stresing, R.; Peinke, J.; Seoud, R. E.; Vassilicos , J. C.:
Defining a new class of turbulent
flows,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 194501, (2010)
Stresing, R.; Tutkun, M.; Peinke, J.:
Spatial Multi-Point Correlations in
Inhomogeneous Turbulence in Progress
in Turbulence III,
Springer Proceedings in Physics 131,
Springer, Berlin, (2010)

von Bremen, L.; Tambke, J.; Decker, D.;
Rohrig, K.:
Supergrid and Storage Boost Solar and
Wind,
Windtech International July/August 2010,
(2010)

Stresing, R.; Peinke, J.; Seoud, R. E.;
Vassilicos, J.C.:
Stochastic Analysis of Turbulence –
N-Scale Correlations in Regular and
Fractal- Generated Turbulence in
Progress in Turbulence III,
Springer Proceedings in Physics 131,
Springer, Berlin, (2010)
Tambke, J.; von Bremen L.; Schmidt, M.;
De Decker; J.; Steinfeld, G.; Wolff J.-O.:
European Electricity Grids for Wind
Integration in 2030 and 2050,
in Proc. of the 10th Biennial German Wind
Energy Conference (DEWEK), Bremen,
Germany, November 17th-18th 2010

Wittek, E.; Kriese, M.; Tischmacher, H.;
Gattermann, S.; Ponick, B.; Poll, G.:
Capacitances and lubricant film
thicknesses of motor bearings under
different operating conditions,
Proceedings of the XIX International
Conference on Electrical Machines ICEM
2010, September 6th-8th 2010, Rome (I),
ISBN 978-1-4244-4175-4, (2010)
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2. Conference Contributions
Achmus, M.:
Design of axially and laterally loaded
piles for the support of offshore wind
energy converters,
Invited Lecture, Indian Geotechnical
Conference Geotrendz, Mumbai, India,
December 16th-18th 2010
Achmus, M.:
Untersuchungen zu OWEA-Gründungsstrukturen im Projekt Gigawind alphaventus,
Workshop Offshore-Gründungen von
Windenergieanlagen, Karlsruhe,
February 22nd-23rd 2010
Achmus, M.; Müller, M.:
Evaluation of pile capacity approaches
with respect to piles for wind
energy foundations in the North Sea,
2nd International Symposium on Frontiers in Offshore Geotechnics (ISFOG),
Perth, Australia, November 2010
Barth, S.:
Research and Test Facilities in Northwest Germany,
Megavind Konference, Copenhagen,
Denmark, March 15th 2010
Barth, S.:
Windenergieforschung und OffshoreWindparks in der Nordsee,
Dinner Talk Lions Club, Oldenburg,
August 2nd 2010
Barth, S.:
Windenergieforschung und OffshoreWindparks,
Elsflether Schifffahrstforum, Elsfleth,
October 1st 2010

Barth, S.; Wächter, M.; Mücke, T.;
Peinke, J.:
Wind energy conversion – how statistical physics can improve our future
energy supply,
DPG Frühjahrstagung der Sektion Kondensierte Materie, Regensburg,
March 21st-26th 2010
Carvalho, J.; Haase, M.; Kleinhans, D.;
Lind, P.; Peinke, J.; Pinto, E.; Raischel, F.;
Vasconcelos, V.; Wächter, M.:
Reconstruction and Predictability of
Stochastic Processes,
Dynamics Days South America 2010,
So Jos dos Campos, Brazil,
June 26th-30th 2010

Goch, G.; Stöbener, D.:
Messung und Beurteilung des Verzugs
von Stahlbauteilen in
Antriebssystemen,
in: VDI-Berichte, Band 2120, Technologien
für eine wirtschaftliche Produktion,
8. VDI-Fachtagung Koordinatenmesstechnik 2010, Braunschweig. VDI Verlag,
Düsseldorf, 2010.
– ISBN 978-3-18-092120-4, pp. 239-250,
(2010)
Gräbeldinger, A.:
Stochastische Analyse zur
Risikoabschätzung,
Seminar, Universität Duisburg-Essen,
July 7th 2010

Fischer, T.; Popko, W.; Sørensen, J. D.;
Kühn, M.:
Load Analysis of the UpWind Jacket
Reference Support Structure,
DEWEK 2010, Bremen (2010)

Gräbeldinger, A.; Peinke, J.:
Estimation of the volatility of finance
data by multiscale reconstruction,
DPG Frühjahrstagung, Regensburg,
March 21st-26th 2010

Gatzen, M.; Poll, G.:
Polymerzusätze in Wälzlagerfetten.
51. GfT-Tribologie-Fachtagung „Reibung,
Schmierung und Verschleiß“,
September 27th-29th 2010, Göttingen

Greve, T.:
Hydrothermale Carbonisierung,
Fakultätsvortrag an der Ostfalia, Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaften,
Wolfenbüttel, November 10th 2010

Goch, G.; Fuhrmann, M.; Lübke, K.;
Stöbener, D.; v. Freyberg, A.:
Challenges in reverse engineering of
unknown gears by 5-axes-milling,
in: Spaan, H.; Shore, P.; van Brussel, H.;
Burke, T. (Hrsg.):
10th International Conference of the
European Society for Precision
Engineering and Nanotechnology
(euspen), Band 2, Delft, NL. Sieca Repro,
Delft, 2010. - ISBN 978-0-9553082-8-4,
pp. 221-224, (2010)

Greve, T.:
Hydrothermale Carbonisierung,
Vortrag auf der Abschlusstagung
Hochmoorgrünland im Institut für
Biologie und Umweltwissenschaften
(IBU), Oldenburg, September 14th 2010
Greve, T.:
Hydrothermale Carbonisierung,
Vortrag auf einem informativen Treffen
mit der Landwirtschaftskammer
Niedersachsen und Dr. Höher vom
Niedersächsischen Ministerium für
Ernährung, Landwirtschaft,
Verbraucherschutz und
Landesentwicklung im EU-Hochschulbüro
der Universität Oldenburg,
Oldenburg, May 31st 2010
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Greve, T.:
So richtig Kohle machen – ganz ohne
BWL,
Siegerbeitrag beim Regionalausscheid
Nord des Energy Slams im Haus der Wissenschaft, Braunschweig,
October 8th 2010
Greve, T.:
So richtig Kohle machen – ganz ohne
BWL,
Vortrag beim Finale des Energy Slams im
Festsaal Kreuzberg, Berlin,
December 9th 2010
Grießmann, T.; Rustemeier, R.; Rolfes, R.:
Bubble curtains as a protective measure for marine mammals in theory and
practice, Conference MIREMAR
(Minimizing Risks for the Environment in
Marine Ammunition Removal in the Baltic
and North Sea), Neumünster,
November 16th-18th 2010
Grießmann, T.; Rustemeier, R.; Rolfes, R.:
Erfahrung bei der Rammschallminderung durch Blasenschleier bei der
Errichtung des Offshore-Testfeldes
Alpha Ventus,
Meeresumweltsymposium 2010,
Hamburg, June 2nd 2010
Grießmann, T.; Rustemeier, R.; Rolfes, R.:
Pile driving in offshore windfarms:
effects on harbor porpoises, mitigation measures and standards,
workshop at “Ozeanum”, Stralsund,
March 21st 2010
Grünberg, J.; Hansen, M.:
Design Approach for Offshore Wind
Turbines,
Joint IABSE-fib Conference on: Codes in
Structural Engineering. Developments
and Needs for International Practice.
Cavtat, Dubrovnic-Neretva County, Croatia, May 3rd-5th 2010

Grünberg, J.; Hansen, M.;
Kromminga, S.:
Untersuchungen an hybriden
Turmkonstruktionen von WEA –
Beanspruchungsermittlung an den
Betonschäften
VDI Tagung Schwingungen von
Windenergieanlagen, Hanover,
February 3rd-4th 2010
Gülker,G.:
Interferometrie in der Denkmalpflege Laser-optische Untersuchungen an
Kunst- und Kulturobjekten,
4. Konservierungswissenschaftliches
Kolloquium in Berlin/Brandenburg,
October 29th 2010
Hacke, B.; Poll, G.:
Early Detection of Bearing Damages in
Wind Energy Plants,
DEWEK 2010 - 10th German Wind Energy
Conference, Bremen,
November 17th-18th 2010
Hacke, B.; Poll, G.:
Fehlerfrüherkennung von Wälzlagerschäden in drehzahlvariablen
Windgetriebelagern,
VDI-Tagung „Schwingungen von Windenergieanlagen 2010“, Hannover,
February 3rd-4th 2010
Heinemann, D.:
Bestimmen Wetter und Klima unsere
künftige Energieversorgung? – Stand
der Forschung in der
Energiemeteorologie,
Physikalisches Kolloquium, Institut für
Physik, Universität Oldenburg,
June 21st 2010
Heinemann, D.:
Offshore Wind Energy Research – Science Topics for Wind Conditions,
NORCOWE Scientific Committee Meeting,
Bergen, September 27th 2010

Heißelmann, H.; Hölling, M.; Peinke, J.:
A new anemometer for 2D
atmospheric flow measurements in
rough environments,
63rd Annual Meeting of the American
Physical Society, Division of Fluid
Dynamics Long Beach, USA ,
November 21st-23rd 2010
Heißelmann, H.; Hölling, M.; Peinke, J.:
Using the sphere anemometer for wind
speed and direction measurements,
3rd EAWE Conference Torque 2010,
Heraklion, June 28th-30th 2010
Heißelmann, H.; Puczylowski, J.;
Hölling, M.; Peinke, J.:
Development and characterisation of
highly resolving wind speed and
direction sensors,
DEWEK 2010, 10th German Wind Energy
Conference, Bremen,
November 17th-18th 2010
Heißelmann, H.; Puczylowski, J.;
Hölling, M.; Peinke, J.:
Development of highly resolving drag
based anemometers,
iTi 2010 Conference on Turbulence
Bertinoro, Italy,
September 19th-22th 2010
Hildebrandt, A.:
Physical Modeling and CFD Simulation
of Wave Slamming on Offshore Wind
Turbine Structures,
ANSYS Conference & 28. CADFEM user's
meeting, Aachen, November 3rd-5th 2010
Hofmann, L.:
Offshore-Windenergieparks – Wie
kommt der Wind ins Stromnetz?,
Energie und Innovation –
Veranstaltungsreihe der Leibniz
Universität Hannover und des Museums
für Energiegeschichte(n) und der
Landeshauptstadt Hannover,
November 2010
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Hofmann, L.:
Übertragungstechniken für das
Höchstspannungsnetz – ein Vergleich,
75. Kabelseminar der Leibniz UniversitätHannover, Hannover,
February 23rd-24th 2010
Hölling, M.:
Atmospheric turbulence, wind
measurements and stochastic analysis,
Seminar, Case Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, USA,
April 14th 2010
Hölling, M.:
ForWind – Research activities,
Öffentlicher Vortrag at Show Case,
Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, USA, April 15th 2010
Hölling, M.:
Wind tunnel measurements and
dynamic stall,
Seminar, Case Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, USA,
April 12th 2010
Hölling, M.; Morales, A.;
Schneemann, J.; Mücke, T.; Wächter, M.;
Peinke, J.:
The relevance of turbulence for wind
energy related research,
iTi 2010 Conference on Turbulence
Bertinoro, Italy,
September 19th-22nd 2010
Hölling, M.; Puczylowski, J.; Peinke. J.:
Two-dimensional Laser-CantileverAnemometer with redesigned
cantilever chip - measurements and
characterization,
63rd Annual Meeting of the American
Physical Society, Division of Fluid Dynamics Long Beach, USA ,
November 21st-23rd 2010

Homeyer, T.; Hindriksen, C.; Gülker, G.;
Peinke, J.:
Measurement of Lagrangian Particle
Trajectories by Digital in-line
Holography,
DPG Frühjahrstagung der Sektion
Kondensierte Materie, Regensburg,
March 21st-26th 2010
Homeyer, T.; Kirrkamm, N.; Gülker, G.;
Schultz-von-Glahn, M.; Mellert, V.;
Peinke, J.:
Investigations of cavity noise generation on a cylinder,
iTi 2010 Conference on Turbulence
Bertinoro, Italy,
September 19th-22nd 2010
Jacques-Coper M;, Falvey M.;
Petroliagis T.I.; von Bremen, L.;
Heinemann, D.:
An assessment of wind speed and
wind power prediction performance
based on global and mesoscale
numerical models in Northern Chile.
Brazil Wind Power Conference, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil,
August 31st - September 2nd 2010

Langner, M.; Peinke, J.:
Modelling of driver behavior based on
Langevin analysis,
DPG Frühjahrstagung der Sektion
Kondensierte Materie, Regensburg, March 21st-26th 2010
Langner, M.; Peinke, J.:
Modelling of driver behavior based on
Langevin analysis – Selbstorganisation
und Komplexität,
Universität Münster Zaferna,
September 26th - October 1st 2010
Lohaus, L.; Anders, S.; Lindschulte, N.:
Opportunities and risks of steel fibres
in Grouted Joints,
Proceedings of the European Wind
Energy Conference 2010, Warsaw, Polen,
(2010)
Lohaus, L.; Weicken, H.:
Polymer-modified mortars for
corrosion protection at offshore wind
energy converters,
13th International Congress on Polymers
in Concrete - ICPIC 2010, Funchal,
Portugal, (2010)

Kaufer, D.; Fischer, T.; Vorpahl, F.; Popko,
W.; Kühn, M.:
Different Approaches to Modelling
Jacket Support Structures and their Impact on Overall Wind Turbine Dynamics,
DEWEK, Bremen, November 2010

Matha, D.; Hauptmann, S.;
Hecquet, T.; Kühn, M.:
Methodology and Results of Loads
Analysis of Wind Turbine with Advanced
Aeroelastic Multi-Body Simulation,
DEWEK 2010, Bremen, November 2010

Knebel, P.; Peinke, J.:
Turbulenzerzeugung mit aktiven
Gittern, DPG Frühjahrstagung der
Sektion
Kondensierte Materie, Regensburg,
March 21st-26th 2010
Kuo, Y.-S., Achmus, M., Abdel-Rahman, K.:
Investigation on the Requirements
regarding the Minimum Embedded
Length of Monopiles,
Geoshanghai International Conference,
Shanghai, June 3rd-5th 2010

Medjroubi, W; Stoevesandt, B.; Peinke, J.:
Direct Numerical Simulations of Plunging Airfoils Wakes Using
Spectral/hp Element Method
Conference in numerical analysis,
- NumAn 2010 - recent approaches to
numerical analysis: theory, methods
and applications Chania, Crete, Greece,
September 15th-18th 2010
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Medjroubi, W.; Stoevesandt, B.;
Peinke, J.:
D.N.S. of the Unsteady Aerodynamics
of Plunging airfoils Using Spectral/hp
Element Method,
International Congress on Computational
and Applied Mathematics ICCAM 2010
Leuven, Belgien, July 5th-9th 2010
Milan, P.; Wächter, M.; Peinke, J.:
Are wind turbines Langevin
processes?,
Workshop on Advanced Stochastics and
Wind Energy, Oldenburg,
September 1st 2010
Milan, P.; Wächter, M.; Peinke, J.:
Stochastic modeling of turbulencedriven Systems: Application to Wind
Energy,
63rd Annual Meeting of the American
Physical Society, Division of Fluid
Dynamics Long Beach, USA,
November 21st-23rd 2010
Mohr E.; Born, K.; Tambke J.;
von Bremen, L.; Heinemann G.:
Neue Windböenparameterisierung im
COSMO-Modell – Vergleich mit
Messungen aus der Deutschen Bucht,
Meeting of German-Austrian-Swiss
Meteorologists (DACH2010), Bonn,
Germany, September 2010
Mücke, T.:
Modeling of intermittent typhoon time
series,
Vortrag, Institute of Tropical and Marine
Meteorology China Meteorological Administration, Guangzhou, China,
December 11th 2010
Mücke, T.; Wächter, M.; Milan, P.;
Peinke, J.:
Numerical modeling of a WECs power
performance under the influence of
atmospheric and synthetic wind fields,
iTi 2010 Conference on Turbulence
Bertinoro, Italy,
September 19th-22nd 2010

Ohlendorf, J.-H.; Müller, D. H.;
Thoben, K.-D.:
Entwicklung von Handhabungseinrichtungen für biegeschlaffe
Materialien – Produkt- und
Prozessinnovation durch den Einsatz
der Finiten Elemente Methode,
8. Gemeinsames Kolloquium Konstruktionstechnik (KT2010), Magdeburg,
October 7th-8th 2010
Oswald, B.; Gockenbach, E.:
Gleichstrom-Seekabel,
75. Kabelseminar der Leibniz
UniversitätHannover, Hannover,
February 23rd-24th 2010
Pahn, T.; Rolfes, R.:
Wirklichkeitsnahe Belastungen für
Tragstrukturen von Offshore-Windenergieanlagen auf der Basis validierter Modelle,
OGOWin-Abschlussveranstaltung,
Bremerhaven, May 31st 2010
Pahn, T.; Rolfes, R; Kohlmeier, M.:
System identification of a jacket
support structure for a 5 MW offshore
wind turbine due to artificial and
ambient excitation,
Proceedings of Torque 2010 – The Science
of making Torque from Wind,
pp. 769-780, Crete, Greece,
June 28th-30th 2010
Peinke, J.:
Atmospheric turbulence at various
scales, European Academy of Wind
Energy,
1st EAWE/WAUDIT summer school
Pamplona, Spain, May 17th-21st 2010
Peinke, J.:
Current Developments in Wind Energy,
Öffentlicher Abendvortrag, NMMU, Port
Elizabeth, Südafrika, March 11th 2010

Peinke, J.:
How universal can turbulence be?,
6th IMS Turbulence Workshop, Imperial
College London, July 12th-15th 2010
Peinke, J:
How universal is turbulence, SelfOrganization in Turbulent Plasmas and
Fluids,
Workshop am Max-Plack Institut für
Physik komplexer Systeme Dresden,
May 9th-10th 2010
Peinke, J:
Hydrothermale Carbonisierung,
Vortrag auf der Jahrestagung Zukunft
Schmieden, Hannover, June 10th 2010
Peinke, J.:
Ist Windenergie chaotisch?,
Schüler Tag Oldenburg, Oldenburg,
January 23rd 2010
Peinke, J.:
Kann Windkraft den Energiehunger
stillen?,
Vortrag bei KINE – Karlsruher Initiative
zur nachhaltigen Energiewirtschaft an
der Universität Karslruhe,
February 8th 2010
Peinke, J.:
Wie turbulent sind Finanzmärkte?,
Seminarvortrag, Aktuelle Probleme der
Theoretischen Physik,
Universität Duisburg, Essen,
November 10th 2010
Peinke, J.:
Wind Energy – an Alternative to Fossil
Fuels: Lessons from Germany,
SEACC (South East African Climate
Consortium) Conference Port Elizabeth,
Südafrika, March 10th 2010
Peinke, J.:
Wind Energy and Turbulence,
Seminar, Meteorologisches Institut,
Universität Hamburg, August 23rd 2010
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Peinke, J.:
Wind Energy and the Turbulent Nature
of the Atmospheric boundary layer,
Kolloquium, Department of Mechanical
and Materials Engineering Portland State
University, Portland, Oregon USA,
December 3rd 2010
Peinke, J.:
Wind Energy – Interdisciplinary and
Advanced Research Topics,
Seminarvortrag NMMU
(Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University) Port Elizabeth, Südafrika,
March 8th 2010
Peinke, J.:
Wind Energy,
Lunch Talk, ABB Forschungslabor,
CH-5405 Baden-Dättwil,
February 3rd 2010
Peinke, J.:
Windenergie und Turbulenz,
Physikalisches Kolloquium, Technische
Universität Chemnitz,
November 24th 2010
Poll, G.:
Polymerzusätze in Wälzlagerfetten,
GETLUB - FVA Tribologie und Schmierstoffkongress, Würzburg,
December 15th-16th 2010
Poll, G.; Hacke, B.:
Berücksichtigung von Betriebszuständen, Sonderereignissen und Überlasten
bei der Berechnung der WälzlagerLebensdauer in Windenergieanlagen
und Großgetrieben,
Informationstagung 2010 der
Forschungsvereinigung Antriebstechnik
e. V., Würzburg, FVA Forschungsreport,
November 23rd-24th 2010

Peralta, P.; Achmus, M.:
An Experimental Investigation of Piles
in Sand Subjected to Lateral Cyclic
Loads,
7th International Conference on Physical
Modeling in Geotechnics (ICPMG 2010),
Zurich, Switzerland,
June 28th - July 1st 2010
Petroliagis, T.I.:
Wind Power Forecasting utilizing
Global & Limited-Area Ensemble
Prediction
Systems,
ECMWF Products Users Meeting, ECMWF,
U.K., June 9th-11th 2010
Petroliagis, T.I.; Denhard, M.;
Tambke, J.; Hagedorn, R.; Heinemann, D.:
How well can we forecast winds at
different heights?
An assessment of ECMWF IFS & EPS skill
of forecasting wind fields at different
model levels, European Wind Energy
Conference (EWEC), Warsaw, Poland,
April 20th-23rd 2010
Petroliagis, T.I.; Jacques-Coper, M.;
Denhard, M.; Hagedorn, R.;
Heinemann, D.:
ECMWF short-to medium-range
forecast guidance in cases of wind extreme events utilizing IFS deterministic
and EPS probabilistic model level gust
factor components,
Torque Conference 2010: The science of
making torque from wind, Heraklion,
Crete, Greece, June 28th-30th 2010
Petroliagis, T.I.; Jacques-Coper, M.; Montani, A.; von Bremen L.; Heinemann, D.:
Global and Limited-Area Ensemble
Prediction Systems deployed for Wind
Power Forecasting,
10th European Meteorological Society
Annual Meeting, Zurich, Switzerland,
September 13th-17th 2010

Puczylowski, J., Hölling, M., Peinke, J.:
Latest improvements for the 2D-LCA
probe,
COST Action MP0806, Zugspitze,
June 10th 2010
Puczylowski, J.; Hölling, M.; Peinke, J.:
New anemometer for atmospheric
turbulent flows,
3rd EAWE Conference Torque 2010,
Heraklion, June 28th-30th 2010
Puczylowski, J.; Hölling, M; Peinke, J.:
Velocity Measurements in turbulent
flows performed by a 2D-Laser
Cantilever Anemometer,
International Symposium on Applications
of Laser Techniques to Fluid Mechanics,
Lissabon, July 5th-8th 2010
Rettenmeier, A.; Hofsäß, M.; Schlipf, D.;
Trujillo, J. J.; Siegmeier, B.; Kühn, M.:
Wind Field Analyses using a NacelleBased LIDAR System,
EWEC 2010, Warsaw, Poland, April 2010
Rettenmeier, A.; Hofsäß, M.; Wächter,
M.; Kühn, M.; Peinke, J.; Neumann, T.;
Mellinghoff, H.; Käsler, Y.; Rahm, S.;
Siegmeier, B.; Rauch, J.:
Final Results of the Joint Project
"Development of LIDAR Wind Sensing
for the German Offshore Test Site",
DEWEK 2010, Bremen, November 2010
Rolbiecki, M.:
Large Area Robot – Automated
Production of Rotor Blade Tension and
Compression Spars,
JEC Show Asia 2010, Singapore,
October 12th-14th 2010
Rolbiecki, M.; Ohlendorf, J.-H.; Thoben,
K.-D.; Müller, D. H.:
Requirements analysis for automated
production of rotor blade components,
10th German Wind Energy Conference
(DEWEK), Bremen,
November 17th-18th 2010
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Rolfes, R., Häckell, M. W., Reetz J.,
Haake, G.:
Damage Identification at Offshore
Wind Energy Converters Using the
Multiparameter-Eigenvalue Problem,
Deutsche Windenergiekonferenz,
Bremen, November 17th-19th 2010

Schaumann, P.; Mickley, M.;
Gottschalk, M.; Kutterer, H.J.; Neuner, H.:
Influence of Manufacturing Aspects on
Fatigue Assessment,
Proceedings of the European Offshore
Wind Energy Conference EWEC,
April 20th-23rd 2010

Schneemann, J.; Knebel, P.; Milan, P.;
Peinke, J.:
Lift measurements in unsteady flow
conditions,
Presentation,. European Wind Energy
Conference EWEC 2010,Warsaw,
April 2010

Schaumann, P.; Bechtel, A.;
Lochte-Holtgreven, S.:
Fatigue design for axially loaded
grouted connections of offshore wind
turbine support structures in deeper
waters,
Proceedings of the Earth & Space
Conference 2010, March 14th-17th 2010

Schlipf D.; Trabucchi, D.; Bischoff, O.;
Hofsäß, M.; Mann, J.; Mikkelsen, T.;
Rettenmeier, A.; Trujillo, J.J.; Kühn, M.:
Testing of frozen turbulence hypothesis for wind turbine applications with
ascanning lidar system,
in: 15th International Symposium for the
Advancement of Boundary Layer Remote
Sensing (ISARS), Paris, June 2010

Stahlmann, A.; Schlurmann, T.:
Erfassung und Analyse der Wechselwirkungen von Strömungsprozessen
und Kolkphänomenen an Offshore
Windenergieanlagen,
Messen in der Geotechnik 2010,
Braunschweig, February 2010

Schaumann, P.; Bechtel, A.;
Lochte-Holtgreven, S.:
Fatigue Design for Prevailing Axially
Loaded Grouted Connections of Offshore Wind Turbine Support Structures
in Deeper Waters,
Proceedings of the European Offshore
Wind Energy Conference EWEC,
April 20th-23rd 2010
Schaumann, P.; Bechtel, A.;
Lochte-Holtgreven, S.:
Fatigue Performance of Grouted Joints
for Offshore Wind Energy Converters
in deeper waters,
Proceedings of the International Society
of Offshore and Polar Engineers ISOPE,
June 20th-26th 2010
Schaumann, P., Dubois, J., Böker, C.,
Seidel, M.:
Integrated simulation of the REpower
5 MW offshore wind turbine with
jacket support structure validated by
alpha ventus measurement data,
Proceedings of the 10th German Wind
Energy Conference DEWEK,
November 17th-18th 2010

Schmidt, M.; Mücke, T.; Peinke, J.:
Modeling turbulent typhoon time series,
IEA WIND – Tropical Expert Meeting on
Wind Conditions for Wind Turbine Design
Tokio, Japan, December 14th-15th 2010
Schmidt, B.:
Probabilistische Sicherheitsbewertung
von Offshore-Windenergieanlagen,
DAfStb Doktorandensymposium 2010.
Kaiserslautern, November 11th-12th 2010
Schneemann, J.:
Vollzeitstudium Windenergie – welche
Möglichkeiten gibt es?
Presentation, windcareer, HusumWind,
September 2010
Schneemann, J.; Knebel, P.; Milan, P.;
Peinke, J.:
Lift Measurements in Turbulent Flow
Condition,
DEWEK 2010, 10th German Wind Energy
Conference, Bremen,
November 17th-18th 2010
Schneemann, J.; Knebel, P.; Peinke, J.:
Lift Measurements in turbulent flow,
DPG Frühjahrstagung der Sektion Kondensierte Materie, Regensburg, March
21st-26th 2010

Stahlmann, A.; Schlurmann, T.:
Physical Modeling of Scours around
Tripod Foundation Structures for
Offshore Wind Energy Converters,
International Conference on Coastal
Engineering, Shanghai, July 5th 2010
Steinfeld, G.; Tambke, J.; Peinke, J.;
Heinemann, D.:
Application of a Large-Eddy Simulation
Model to the Analysis of Flow
Conditions in Offshore Wind Farms,
DEWEK 2010, 10th German Wind Energy
Conference, Bremen,
November 17th-18th 2010
Steinfeld, G.; Tambke, J.; Peinke, J.;
Heinemann, D.:
Development of a tool for the study of
flow conditions and turbulent loads in
offshore wind farms,
EWEC 2010, Warschau,
April 20th-23rd 2010
Stoevesandt, B.; Stresing, R.; Shishkin,
A.; Wagner, C.; Peinke, J.:
Multi-Scale Analysis of Turbulence in
CFD-Simulations,
iTi 2010 Conference on Turbulence
Bertinoro, Italy,
September 19th-22nd 2010
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Stoevesandt, B.; Stresing, R.; Shishkin,
A.; Wagner, C.; Peinke, J.:
Reconstruction of turbulence
properties for stochastic turbulence
modeling,
ECCOMAS CFD 2010, Lissabon,
June 14th-17th 2010
Stresing, R.:
Stochastic analysis of multipoint
correlations in turbulence,
6th IMS Turbulence Workshop, Imperial
College London, July 12th-15th 2010
Stresing, R.; Peinke, J.:
A stochastic three-point closure of
turbulence, and the meaning of the
Taylor microscale,
Aachen Workshop 2010 on Conditional
Statistics in Turbulence, RWTH Aachen,
May 31th – June 2nd 2010
Stresing, R.; Peinke, J.: Vassilicos, J.C.:
Stochastic multiscale analysis of
turbulence,
16th U.S. National
Congress of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics, State College, Pennsylvania,
June 27th - July 2nd 2010
Tambke, J.; Bremen v. L.; Schmidt, J.;
Decker, D.; Steinfeld, G.; Wolff J.-O.:
European Electricity Grids for Wind
Integration in 2030 and 2050,
10th Biennial German Wind Energy
Conference (DEWEK), Bremen, Germany,
November 17th-18th 2010
Tausendfreund, A.; Goch, G.:
Parallelisation of rigorous light
scattering simulation algorithms for
nanostructured surfaces,
CIRP Annals – Manufacturing Technology
59/1, pp. 581-584, (2010)

Trabucchi D.; Schlipf, D.; Bischoff, O.;
Hofsäß, M.; Mann, J.; Mikkelsen, T.;
Rettenmeier, A.; Trujillo, J.J.; Kühn M.:
Testing of frozen turbulence
hypothesis for wind turbine
applications with a scanning lidar
system,
Presentation, 15th International
Symposium for the Advancement of
Boundary Layer Remote Sensing (ISARS
2010), Paris, June 2010

3. Other Publications

Trujillo J.J.:
Lidar windmessung für offshorewindparks,
Presentation. ForWind Academy –
Offshore Meteorologie, May 2010

Grünberg, J.; Göhlmann, J.:
Entwurf und Konstruktion von
Spannbetontürmen,
Fachveranstaltung im Haus der Technik
e.V., Essen Türme und Gründungen bei
Windenergieanlagen Tragstrukturen für
den On- und Offshoreeinsatz,
February 23rd 2010

Trujillo, J.J.; Bischoff, O.; Hofsäß, M.;
Rettenmeier, A.; Schlipf, D.; Kühn, M.:
Validation of a Dynamic Meandering
Model with Near Wake Lidar
Measurements,
DEWEK 2010, Bremen, November 2010
Trujillo, J.J.; Trabucchi, T.; Bischoff, O.;
Hofsäß, M.;Mann, J.; Mikkelsen, T.;
Rettenmeier, A.; Schlipf, D.;Kühn, M.:
Testing of frozen turbulence
hypothesis for wind turbine
applications with a staring lidar,
in European Geosciences Union General
Assembly, Wind Power Meteorology,
Vienna, Mayi 2010
von Bremen, L.; Busch-Saleck, N.:
Minimizing the risk in offshore wind
power integration induced by severe
wind power fluctuations,
Conference of Making Torque from Wind,
Crete, June 2010
von Bremen, L.; Busch-Saleck, N.;
Heinemann, D.:
Estimate severe offshore Wind Power
Fluctuations for better Grid
Integration,
Biennial German Wind Energy
Conference (DEWEK), Bremen, Germany,
November 17th-18th 2010

Grünberg, J.:
Stahlbeton- und Spannbetonkonstruktionen für OffshoreWindenergieanlagen,
Seminar der ForWind-Academy und dem
Haus der Technik: Offshore-Windenergie
– Design und Installation von Tragstrukturen in der Nordsee. Bremerhaven,
August 17th 2010

Hildebrandt, A; Stahlmann, A.;
Schlurmann, T.:
Dreibeinige Riesen – Wellenlast und
Kolkuntersuchungen an Offshore Windanlagen,
Magazinbeitrag in "eta green", Ausgabe
Februar 2010, (2010)
Kirrkamm, N.:
Simulation of a multimega watt wind
turbine with opensource code OpenFOAM,
EWEC European Wind Energy
Conference, Warsaw, Poland, 20-23 April
20th-23rd 2010 (poster), (2010)
Lübke, K.; von Freyberg, A.; Stöbener, D.;
Fuhrmann, M.; Goch, G.:
CAD/CAM chain for gear production by
5-axes-milling,
in: MTTRF 2010 annual meeting, San
Francisco, USA., pp. 97-102, (2010)
Lübke, K.; Stöbener, D.;
von Freyberg, A.; Fuhrmann, M.;
Goch, G.:
Schnelle Ersatzteilfertigung für Großverzahnungen in Windenergiegetrieben, Industrie Management 26, Nr. 5,
pp. 51-54, (2010)
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von Bremen, L.; Petroliagis T.I.; Tambke,
J.; Saleck, N.; Heinemann, D.:
Meteorologische Methoden und
Modelle zur Erstellung von
Windleistungsprogosen.
Meeting of German-Austrian-Swiss
Meteorologists (DACH2010), Bonn,
Germany, September 2010
Wächter, M.; Milan, P.; Mücke, T.; Peinke, J.:
Langevin Power Curves for Wind
Energy Converters: Measurement,
Monitoring, and Numerical Modeling,
WINDPOWER 2010 Conference &
Exhibition, Dallas, Texas, USA,
May 23rd-26th 2010
Wächter, M.; Mücke, T.; Yüksek, Ö.;
Peinke, J.:
Influence of vertical wind shear on IEC
and Langevin power curves,
DEWEK 2010 Bremen,
November 17th-18th 2010
Wächter, M.; Rettenmeier, A.; Peinke, J.:
LIDAR and cup anemometer
measurements compared considering
the resolution of small scale
turbulence,
ISARS 2010, Paris, June 28th-30th 2010
Weitemeyer, S.; Peinke, J.; Vassilicos, J. C.:
Anomalous Region in Fractal Flows,
DPG Frühjahrstagung der Sektion
Kondensierte Materie, Regensburg,
March 21th-26th 2010

Medjroubi, W.; Peinke, J.:
Effects of Varying Control Parameters
on an Oscillating Airfoil Using Spectral/HP Elements Method,
3rd EAWE Conference Torque 2010,
Heraklion, Greece June 28th-30th 2010
(poster)

Rolfes, R.; Schaumann, P. ; Huhn, H.;
Schlurmann,T.; Lohaus, L.; Achmus, M.:
Ganzheitliches Dimensionierungskonzept für OWEA-Tragstrukturen anhand
von Messungen im Testfeld alpha
ventus, GIGAWIND alpha ventus,
Jahresbericht 2009, Hanover, April 2010,

Morales, A.:
Advanced characterization of wind
turbulence by higher order statistics,
3rd EAWE Conference Torque 2010,
Heraklion, Greece, June 28th-30th 2010
(poster)

Stahlmann, A.; Hildebrandt, A.;
Schlurmann, T.:
Ermittlung von Wellenlasten und
Untersuchung von Kolkphänomenen
mit kombinierten Methoden an Offshore-Windenergieanlagen im Testfeld
alpha ventus,
International Maritime Journal HANSA,
Ausgabe Januar 2010

Mücke, T.; Peinke, J.:
Dynamical response of wind turbines
on small scale atmospheric turbulence,
3rd EAWE Conference Torque 2010,
Heraklion, Greece, June 28th-30th 2010
(poster)
Peinke, J.; Oberlack, M.; Talamelli, A.:
Progress in Turbulence III,
Springer Proceedings in Physics 131
Springer, Berlin, (2010)
Petroliagis T.I.; Jacques-Coper, M.;
von Bremen L.; Hagedorn, R.; Pinson, P.;
Heinemann, D.:
Prediction of extreme wind events by
utilisation of a Weather Type Extreme
Forecast Index. Part I: Early warnings
of extreme wind events utilising DWD
objective weather type classification
& ECMWF Ensemble Prediction System
Extreme Forecast Index,
Poster at the 10th Biennial German Wind
Energy Conference (DEWEK), 1718
November 17th-18th 2010, Bremen,
Germany
Rockel, S.; Hölling, M.; Peinke, J.:
Experimental Investigation of
Dynamical Behavior of a Floating Wind
Turbine Model,
DEWEK 2010, 10th German Wind Energy
Conference, November 17th-18th 2010,
Bremen, Germany (poster)

von Bremen, L.; Busch-Saleck, N.;
Tambke, J.:
Offshore Wind Power Fluctuations in
severely fluctuating Wind Conditions,
Poster at the Meeting of the European
Meteorological Society (EMS), Zurich,
September 2010
von Bremen, L.; Busch-Saleck N.; Tambke,
J.; Heinemann, D.:
Relating observed Wind Fluctuations
to large-scale Forecasts,
Poster at the European Wind Energy
Conference (EWEC), Warsaw, Poland,
March 2010
Weitemeyer, S; Stresing, R.; Peinke, J.:
The turbulent flow in the close-up
region of fractal grids,
iTi 2010 Conference on Turbulence,
Bertinoro, Italy, September 19th-22th
2010
Yüksek, Ö.; Mücke, T.; Peinke,J.:
Intermittent Structures in Atmospheric
Wind Fields,
DEWEK 2010, 10th German Wind Energy
Conference, Bremen, Germany
November 17th-18th 2010 (poster)
Westerkamp, J. F.; Goch, G.:
Zuverlässige Zustandsdiagnosen,
in: η[energie], Nr. 3, 2010, pp. 52-55,
(2010)
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4. Lectures at Universities
Achmus, M.:
Grundbaukonstruktionen (lecture),
Leibniz-Universität Hannover, Institute of
Soil Mechanics, Foundation Engineering
and Waterpower Engineering,
Summer term 2010
Achmus, M.:
Offshore-Windenergieanlagen Baugrunduntersuchungen und
Tragverhalten der Gründung,
Forwind Academy, Bremen,
August 17th-18th 2010
Achmus, M.:
Baugrunduntersuchung und Gründungen für Windenergieanlagen,
Haus der Technik, Essen,
February 23rd-24th 2010
Goch, G.:
Geometrische Messtechnik mit Labor,
Universität Bremen, Bremen Institute
for Metrology, Automation and Quality
Science, Summer term 2010
Goch, G.:
Verzahnungsmesstechnik,
Universität Bremen, Bremen Institute
for Metrology, Automation and Quality
Science, Winter term 2010/2011
Grießmann, T.:
Schwingungsprobleme bei Bauwerken
Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute of
Structural Analysis,
Winter term 2009/2010
Grünberg, J.:
Sonderkonstruktionen im Massivbau,
Leibniz-Universität Hannover, Institute
for Concrete Construction,
Winter term 2010/2011
Gülker, G.:
Digitale Holographie,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute for
Physics, Winter term 2009/2010

Gülker, G.:
Kohärente Optik,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute for
Physics, Winter term 2010/2011

Kühn, M.:
Advanced Wind Energy Technology,
Universität Oldenburg, Insitute of
Physics, Summer term 2010

Gülker, G.:
Optische Messtechnik,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute for
Physics, Summer term 2010

Kühn, M.:
Finite Element Analysis,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute of
Physics, Winter term 2010/2011

Heinemann, D.:
Energy Meteorology,
Universität Oldenburg, Institut für Physik,
Winter term 2009/10

Kühn, M. and Heinemann, D.:
Introduction to Engineering Physics /
Renewable Energies,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute of
Physics, Winter term 2010/2011

Heinemann, D.:
Energy Meteorology,
Universität Oldenburg, Institut für
Physik, Winter term 2010/11
Heinemann, D.:
Energy Systems I,
Universität Oldenburg, Institut für
Physik, Winter term 2009/10
Heinemann, D.:
Energy Systems II,
Universität Oldenburg, Institut für
Physik, Summer term 2010
Heinemann, D.:
Energy Systems I,
Universität Oldenburg, Institut für
Physik, Winter term 2010/11
Heinemann, D.:
Energiemeteorologie I,
Universität Oldenburg, Institut für
Physik, Summer term 2010
Hölling, M.; Peinke, J.:
Wind Energy I,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute for
Physics, Winter term 2010/2011
Hofmann, L.:
Neue Komponenten in der elektrischen
Energieversorgung),
Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Summer term 2010.

Lohaus, L.:
Innovatives mit Beton
(Betontechnologie der Sonderbetone),
Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute of
Building Materials Science,
Winter term 2009/10
Mertens, A.:
Elektrische Antriebstechnik I, II,
Leibniz-Universität Hannover, Institute
for Drive Systems and Power Electronics
Mertens, A.:
Leistungselektronik I, II,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute for
Drive Systems and Power Electronic
Mertens, A.:
Leistungshalbleiter und Ansteuerungen,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute for
Drive Systems and Power Electronics
Mertens, A.:
Regelung elektrischer Drehfeldmaschinen,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute for
Drive Systems and Power Electronics
Peinke, J.:
Experimentalphysik IV:
Thermodynamik und Statistik,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute for
Physics, Summer term 2010
Peinke, J.:
Fluiddynamik I,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute for
Physics, Winter term 2009/2010
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Peinke, J.:
Fluiddynamik II,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute for
Physics, Summer term 2010
Peinke, J.:
Mechanik,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute for
Physics, Winter term 2010/2011
Peinke, J.:
Wind Energy I,
Universität Oldenburg, Institute for
Physics, Winter term 2009/2010
Ponick , B.:
Berechnung elektruscher Maschinen
Leibniz-Universität Hannover, Institute
for Drive Systems and Power Electronics
Ponick , B.:
Elektrische Antriebssysteme
Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute for
Drive Systems and Power Electronics

Thoben, K.-D.:
K-Lehre 1,
Universität Bremen, Institut für
integrierte Produktentwicklung (BIK),
Winter term 2009/2010
Thoben, K.-D.:
K-Lehre 2 & 3,
Universität Bremen, Institut für
integrierte Produktentwicklung (BIK),
Summer term 2010
Thoben, K.-D.:
Extended Products,
Universität Bremen, Institut für
integrierte Produktentwicklung (BIK),
Winter term 2009/2010
Thoben, K.-D.:
CAD - Management und virtuelle
Produktentwicklung,
Universität Bremen, Institut für
integrierte Produktentwicklung (BIK),
Summer term 2010

Ponick , B.:
Grundlagen der elektromagnetischen
Energiewandlung,
Leibniz-Universität Hannover, Institute
for Drive Systems and Power Electronics

Thoben, K.-D.:
Einführung in die
Konstruktionsmethodik,
Universität Bremen, Institut für
integrierte Produktentwicklung (BIK),
Summer term 2010

Rolfes, R.:
Faserverbund-Leichtbaustrukturen
(lecture),
Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute of
Structural Analysis,
Winter term 2009/ 2010

Thoben, K.-D.:
Produktionssystematik,
Universität Bremen, Institut für
integrierte Produktentwicklung (BIK),
Summer term 2010

Schaumann, P.:
Stability Problems (lecture),
Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute for
Steel Construction, Summer term 2010

Weber, F.:
Concurrent Engineering,
Universität Bremen, Institut für
integrierte Produktentwicklung (BIK),
Summer term 2010

Sonnenschein, M.; Bremer J.; Rapp, B.
(Team Oldenburg):
Dezentrale Energiesysteme,
E-Learning course, Universitäten
Braunschweig, Clausthal und Oldenburg,
Winter term 2010/2011

Westerkamp, J. F.; Sorg, M.:
Optische Messverfahren für den
Antriebsstrang in
Windenergieanlagen,
Universität Bremen, Bremen Institute
for Metrology, Automation and Quality
Science, Summer term 2010, and
Winter term 2010/2011

5. Project Reports
Begemann, C.:
Einflussgrößen auf die Verarbeitungssicherheit und Prüfmöglichkeiten von
Vergussmörteln- und -betonen für
Grouted Joints bei OWEAs,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)
Bezrodnaya, S.:
Numerische Simulation des Einflusses
der kombinierten horizontalen und
vertikalen Belastung auf das Tragverhalten von vertikalen Pfählen in
nichtbindigem Boden,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)
Boithling, F.:
Einfluss der Baugrundschichtung auf
die erforderliche Einbindetiefe von
Monopiles,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)
Diekmann, H.; Mareck, A.:
Durchführung von CNS-Versuchen im
Großrahmenschergerät,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)
Donath, B.:
Tragverhalten von Rammpfählen mit
Mantelverpressung und ihre Anwendung in der Offshore-Technik,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)
Eichstädt, R.:
Untersuchung der Wasserspiegelprofile und der Geschwindigkeitsfelder
unter einem sich entwickelnden
Schaumbrecher,
Leibniz Universität Hannover (2010)
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Grießmann, T.; Rustemeier, J.; Betke,
K.; Gabriel, J.; Neumann, T.; Nehls, G.;
Brandt, M.; Diederichs A.; Bachmann, J.:
Erforschung und Anwendung von
Schallminimierungsmaßnahmen beim
Rammen des FINO3-Monopiles,
Final report of the research project
"Erforschung und Anwendung von
Schallminimierungsmaßnahmen beim
Rammen des FINO3-Monopiles – Schall
FINO3", No. 0325023A and 0325077,
funded by the Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation and
Nuclear Safety, (2010)
Henske, G.; Lübke, K.; Freyberg, A.;
Goch, G.:
Labor für Großverzahnungsmessungen,
Forschungsjahrbuch Erneuerbare
Energien 2009,
FIZ Karlsruhe, p. 12, (2010)
Lemke, K.; Löhr, F.:
Numerische Simulation des Einflusses
der kombinierten horizontalen und
vertikalen Belastung auf das Tragverhalten von vertikalen Pfählen in
nichtbindigem Boden,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)
Ling, T.:
Evaluierung verschiedener Methoden
zur Herstellung von Triaxialprobekörpern aus nichtbindigem Boden,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)
Matha, D.; Fischer, T.; Kühn, M.;
Jonkman, J.:
Model Development and Loads
Analysis of a Wind Turbine on a
Floating Offshore Tension Leg
Platform,
NREL Report, NREL/CP 500 46725,
Boulder, (2010)
Raba, A.:
Damping estimation for a 5 megawatt
offshore support structure using
measurement data in standstill and
operation,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)

Schlipf, D.; Bischoff, O.; Hofsäß, M.;
Rettenmeier, A.; Trujillo, J. J.; Kühn, M.:
LiDAR and Wind Turbine Control in
Remote Sensing for Wind Energy,
Risø report Risø-I-3068(EN), Risø
National Laboratory for Sustainable
Energy, A. Peña and C. B. Hasager, Eds.
Risø National Laboratory for Sustainable
Energy, Technical University of Denmark,
Roskilde, Denmark, May 2010, pp. 137146, (2010)
Wagenknecht, J. E.; Diederley, J.:
Aufbau einer Datenbank für Materialparameter von Offshore-Windenergieanlagen,
Leibniz Universität Hannover (In Zusammenarbeit mit Institut für Bauinformatik),
(2010)
Westerkamp, J. F.; Sorg, M.; Goch, G.:
Inside-Sensoring Labor für
Großverzahnungen,
Forschungsjahrbuch Erneuerbare
Energien 2009. FIZ Karlsruhe, p. 11,
(2010)

6. Diploma, Master and Bachelor
Theses
Both, J.:
Ausarbeitung eines Flächennutzungsplans zur optimierten Lagerung von
Rotorblättern für Windenergieanlagen,
Bachelor Thesis,
Universität Bremen, (2010)
Bredemeier, C.:
Entwicklung eines optischen Messsystems zur Erfassung von
Drehwinkeln im Antriebsstrang von
Windenergieanlagen.
Hochschule Bremen,
Fachbereich Elektrotechnik und
Universität Bremen,
Fachbereich Produktionstechnik,
Diplomarbeit, (2010)
Cendrawati, D. G.:
Design and Characterization of a Low
Cost Hot-Wire Probe,
Master Thesis,
Universität Oldenburg, (2010)
Chibani, G.:
Modellierung und Modalanalyse einer
Offshore-Windenergieanlage vom Typ
RePower,
Master Thesis,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)
Company, N.:
Erarbeitung möglicher Herstellvarianten für einen mineralischen
Korrosionsschutz bei OWEA und
Kostenvergleich mit herkömmlichen
Beschichtungssystemen,
Bachelor Thesis,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)
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Fricke, S. N.:
Experimentelle und numerische
Untersuchungen zum transienten T
emperaturfeld beim Schweißen einer
Stumpfnahtverbindung,
Diploma Thesis,
Leibniz Universität Hannover (2010)
Gandecki, S.: Optische Schadenserkennung an Zahnrädern mit zwei Lasertriangulationssensoren.Fachbereich Produktionstechnik, Bachelorarbeit, Universität
Bremen (2010)
Garen, O.:
Konzept zur raumakustischen
Verbesserung der offenen Messstrecke
eines Windkanals,
Fachbereich Produktionstechnik,
Universität Bremen, Diplomarbeit, (2010)
Geilert, P.:
Mobile Produktionseinrichtungen in
der Faserverbund-Komponentenfertigung
von Windenergieanlagen,
Bachelor Thesis,
Universität Bremen, (2010)
Gräbeldinger, A.:
Stochastische Modellierung von
Multiskalenprozessen am Beispiel von
Finanzdaten,
Diploma Thesis,
Universität Oldenburg, (2010)
Grehl, M.:
Untersuchung des Einflusses axialer
zyklischer Belastung auf OffshoreGründungspfähle,
Diplomarbeit, Leibniz
Universität Hannover, (2010)
Gross, C.:
Untersuchungen zur axialen
Tragfähigkeit von Stahlrohrrammpfählen für Offshore-Windenergieanlagen,
Masterarbeit,
Leibniz Universität Hannover, (2010)

Haase, M.:
Statistik in der Turbulenz,
Bachelor Thesis,
Universität Oldenburg (2010)
Häckell, M.:
Application of an Inverse Load
Identification Procedure at a Wind
Turbine Model,
Diplomarbeit,
Institut für Statik und Dynamik,
Leibniz Universität Hannover in
Zusammenarbeit mit der University of
Michigan, USA, (2010)
Hoelzel, L.:
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Wirtschaftliche Auswirkung der
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Stoevesandt, B.:
Investigations on Turbulence for Wind
Turbine Aerodynamics,
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Carl-von-Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg
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Stresing, R.:
Stochastic Analysis of Turbulence,
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Carl-von-Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg
(2010)
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